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Abstract 

This thesis considers the problem of control of nonlinear process systems subject to 

input constraints and faults in the control actuators and process equipments. Faults 

are considered that preclude the possibility of continued operating at the nominal 

equilibrium point and a framework (which we call the safe-parking framework) is 

developed to enable efficient resumption of nominal operation upon fault-recovery. 

First, Lyapunov-based model predictive controllers, that allow for an explicit char

acterization of the stability region subject to constraints on the manipulated input, 

are designed. The stability region characterization is utilized in selecting 'safe-park' 

points from the safe-park candidates (equilibrium points subject to failed actuators). 

This safe-park point is chosen as a temporary operating point where process is to 

be operated during fault rectification. This ensures that process can be safely oper

ated during fault rectification and the nominal operation can be resumed upon fault 

recovery. When multiple candidate safe-park points are available, performance con

siderations, such as ease of transition from and to the safe-park point and cost of 

running the process at the safe-park point, are quantified and utilized in choosing the 

optimal safe-park point. 

Next, we extend the safe-parking framework to handle practical issues such as 
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plant-model mismatch, disturbances and unavailability of all process state measure

ments. \i\Te first consider the presence of constraints and uncertainty and develop 

a robust Lyapunov-based model predictive controller. This controller is utilized to 

characterize robust stability region which, subsequently, is utilized to select 'safe

park' points. Then we consider the problem of availability of limited measurements. 

An output feedback Lyapunov-based model predictive controller, with high-gain ob

server to estimate unmeasured states, is formulated and its stability region explicitly 

characterized. An algorithm is then presented that accounts for the estimation errors 

in the implementation of the safe-parking framework. 

We then further extend the framework to handle faults in large scale chemical 

plants where multiple process units are connected via material, energy and informa

tion streams. In plant-wide setting, the safe-park point for the faulty unit is chosen 

such that the safe-parking has no or minimum effect on downstream units, and hence, 

the nominal operation in the downstream units can be continued. Next we consider 

the scenario where no viable safe-park point for the faulty unit exists such that its 

effect can be completely absorbed in the subsequent unit. A methodology is devel

oped that allows simultaneous safe-parking of the consecutive units. The efficacy of 

the proposed framework is illustrated using a chemical reactor example, a styrene 

polymerization process and two CSTRs in series example. 

Finally, we demonstrate the efficacy of proposed Lyapunov based Model Predictive 

Controller and Safe-Parking framework on a polymerization reactor model to control 

the polymerization reactor and to handle faults that dont allow continuation of the 

nominal operation in the reactor. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Chemical process operation and control involves accounting for process complex

ity (manifested as nonlinearities), operational issues (such as constraints and dis

turbances), as well as eventualities, such as faults. Smooth operation of chemical 

processes, therefore, relies on adequate design and maintenance, appropriate moni

toring systems to detect and diagnose eventualities, and the presence of correcting 

mechanisms that, having been 'informed' of an eventuality, prevent or minimize loss 

of performance, shutdowns, or hazardous situations. The ubiquitous nature of faults, 

and the extensive economic damage that results from faults (it is estimated that the 

U.S. petrochemical industry looses an estimated $20 billion per year due to faults 

Christofides et al. [2007]) has motivated extensive research on development of strate

gies for handling faults. 

The existing methods for handling faults assume availability of sufficient resid

ual control effort or redundant control configurations to preserve operation at the 

nominal equilibrium point, and can be categorized within the robust/reliable, and 
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reconfiguration-based fault-tolerant control approaches. Robust/reliable control ap

proaches (e.g., see Wang et al. [1999]) essentially rely on the robustness of the active 

control configuration to handle faults as disturbances. Several faults, however, cause 

significant erosion of the control effort in the active control configuration, and closed

loop stability cannot be preserved by simply re-tuning the controller in the active 

control configuration. If redundant control configurations are available, control-loop 

reconfiguration (activating an appropriately chosen fall-back configuration) can be 

implemented to preserve closed-loop stability at the nominal equilibrium point. 

In determining the suitability of a backup control configuration, the presence 

of constraints, nonlinearity and uncertainty, as well as the switched nature of the 

closed-loop system (due to the switching between the control configurations) must 

be accounted for. The extensive research on control of nonlinear and switched sys

tems (see, e.g., Kravaris and Palanki [1988], Lin and Sontag [1991], Bequette [1991], 

Muske and Rawlings [1993], Valluri and Soroush [1998], Kapoor and Daoutidis [2000], 

Mayne et al. [2000], Dubljevic and Kazantzis [2002], Mhaskar et al. [2005], Huynh 

and Kazantzis [2005], Mhaskar et al. [2006a], Christofides and El-Farra [2005]) has 

made available a number of tools that can be utilized to this end. These include 

Lyapunov-based nonlinear control designs (see, e.g., Lin and Sontag [1991], El-Farra 

and Christofides [2003] for a review, see Bequette [1991], Christofides and El-Farra 

[2005]) that provide an explicit characterization of the stability region in the presence 

of constraints as well as model predictive control designs (see, for example, Mayne 

and Michalska [1990], Muske and Rawlings [1993] and the survey paper, Mayne et al. 

[2000]) that allow incorporation of performance considerations in the control design 

and provide stability guarantees based on the assumption of initial feasibility of the 
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optimization problem. Recently, model predictive controllers have been designed 

(Mhaskar et al. [2005, 2006a]) that allow explicit characterization of the stability 

region in the presence of constraints, without assuming initial feasibility of the opti

mization problem. Several research efforts have also focused on the problem of control 

of switched systems; see Mhaskar et al. [2005] for a recent result on a control design 

that achieves stabilization while satisfying a prescribed switching schedule. 

The control tools described above have been utilized within reconfiguration-based 

fault-tolerant control structures focusing on closed-loop stability and performance, 

while accounting for process nonlinearity and constraints (see, e.g., Mhaskar et al. 

[2006b], Mhaskar [2006], Mhaskar et al. [2008]). Specifically, closed-loop stability is 

preserved (having first detected and isolated the occurrence of a fault) via implement

ing a backup control configuration chosen such that 1) the state at the time of the 

failure resides in the stability region of the candidate backup control configuration and 

2) the backup configuration does not use the failed control actuator. However, all the 

reconfiguration-based fault-tolerant control designs of Mhaskar [2006], Mhaskar et al. 

[2006b, 2008] assume the existence of a backup, redundant control configuration. The 

scenario where a fault results in temporary loss of stability that cannot be handled by 

redundant control loops has not been explicitly addressed. In the absence of a frame

work for handling such faults, ad-hoc approaches could result in temporarily shutting 

down the process which can have substantially negative economic ramifications. 

Motivated by the above considerations, this thesis considers the problem of control 

of nonlinear process systems subject to input constraints and destabilizing faults 

in the control actuators. Specifically, faults are considered that cannot be handled 

via robust control approaches or activation of redundant control configurations, and 
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necessitate fault-rectification. In Chapter 2, a safe-parking framework is developed to 

address the problem of determining how to run the process during fault-rectification 

to enable smooth resumption of nominal operation. First Lyapunov-based model 

predictive controllers, that allow for an explicit characterization of the stability region 

subject to constraints on the manipulated input, are designed. The stability region 

characterization is utilized in selecting 'safe-park' points from the safe-park candidates 

(equilibrium points subject to failed actuators). Specifically, a candidate parking 

point is termed a safe-park point if 1) the process state at the time of failure resides 

in the stability region of the safe-park candidate (subject to depleted control action), 

and 2) the safe-park candidate resides within the stability region of the nominal 

control configuration. This safe-park point is chosen as a temporary operating point 

where process is to be operated during fault rectification. This ensures that process 

can be safely operated during fault rectification and the nominal operation can be 

resumed upon fault recovery. When multiple candidate safe-park points are available, 

performance considerations, such as ease of transition from and to the safe-park point 

and cost of running the process at the safe-park point, are quantified and utilized in 

choosing the optimal safe-park point. The proposed framework is illustrated using a 

chemical reactor example and robustness with respect to parametric uncertainty and 

disturbances is demonstrated on a styrene polymerization process. 

The safe-parking framework proposed in Chapter 2 assumes availability of the 

entire state information as well as precise process dynamics knowledge. Availability 

of limited measurements and the presence of disturbances and uncertainty, however, 

can destabilize even nominal operation and also invalidate the guarantees of safe

parking and resumption of smooth operation upon fault-recovery. Motivated by the 
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above considerations, Chapter 3 considers the problem of handling faults in control of 

nonlinear process systems subject to input constraints, uncertainty and unavailabil

ity of measurements. We first consider the presence of constraints and uncertainty 

and develop a robust Lyapunov-based model predictive controller that enhances the 

set of initial conditions from which closed-loop stability is achieved. The stability 

region characterization provided by the robust predictive controller is subsequently 

utilized in a safe-parking algorithm that appropriately selects 'safe-park' points from 

the safe-park candidates (equilibrium points subject to failed actuators) to preserve 

closed-loop stability upon fault recovery. Then we consider the problem of availability 

of limited measurements. An output feedback Lyapunov-based model predictive con

troller, utilizing an appropriately designed state observer (to estimate the unmeasured 

states), is formulated and its stability region explicitly characterized. An algorithm 

is then presented that accounts for the estimation errors in the implementation of 

the safe-parking framework. The proposed framework is illustrated using a chemical 

reactor example and demonstrated on a styrene polymerization process. 

The safe-parking framework proposed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 considers faults 

in isolated units, however, the opportunities and challenges that arise in a plant-wide 

setting due to the connected nature of chemical processes via material, energy or 

communication lines simply do not exist in an isolated unit. The results in Chapter 2 

and Chapter 3 therefore cannot be applied to a plant-wide setting. In fact, a simple 

application of the results in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 to a multi-unit setting can 

result in missed opportunities as well as inadequate safe-parking. In particular, when 

safe-parking a unit in a plant, the fact that the outlets from the faulty unit goes 

to another unit (where functioning manipulated inputs exist) can help in localizing 
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the effect of the fault to the faulty unit, and preserving nominal operation in the 

downstream plant. On the other hand, if the fact that a unit (when multiple units are 

being safe-parked) receives altered (or non-nominal) outlet streams from an upstream 

safe-parked unit is not accounted for, it can result in the inability to adequately safe

park the unit in question. In particular, a change in operating condition of one unit 

naturally acts as a disturbance to the downstream units and hence large changes 

in operating conditions of one unit, while possibly enabling safe-parking of the unit 

in question, can jeopardize the operation of the downstream units, and therefore of 

the whole plant. This necessitates that the safe-park point for a unit in multi-unit 

processes be chosen with adequate consideration of its effect on downstream units. 

Motivated by the above considerations, Chapter 4 addresses the problem of han

dling faults in the context of multi-unit processes. We consider a multi-unit nonlinear 

process system subject to input constraints and actuator faults in one unit that pre

clude the possibility of operating the unit at its nominal equilibrium point. We 

first consider the case where there exists a safe-park point for the faulty unit such 

that its effect can be completely rejected (via changing the nominal values of the 

manipulated variables) in the downstream unit. Steady-state as well as dynamic con

siderations (including the presence of input constraints) are used in determining the 

necessary conditions for safe-parking the multi-unit system. We next consider the 

problem where no viable safe-park point for the faulty unit exists such that its effect 

can be completely rejected in the subsequent unit. A methodology is developed that 

allows simultaneous safe-parking of the consecutive units. Finally, we incorporate per

formance considerations in the safe-parking framework for the multi-unit processes. 

Efficacy of the safe-parking framework for plant-wide setting is demonstrated using 
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simulations study on a multi-unit chemical reactor system. 

Next, we demonstrate efficacy of proposed Lyapunov based Model Predictive Con

troller and Safe-Parking framework on practical scale polymerization reactor model 

to control the polymerization reactor at an unstable equilibrium point and to handle 

faults that dont allow continuation of the nominal operation in the reactor. Poly

merization processes are an important class of chemical processes. The plastic con

sumption of the world was estimated to be around 200 million tons in 2000 (Rosato 

et al. [2001]) and continues to grow at a substantial rate. Continuous polymeriza

tion reactors are widely used to produce synthetic polymer products such as styrene. 

The increasing demand for high quality polymers has given impetus to controller 

designs that provide good control of the polymer product properties and minimize 

off-spec product during the start-up and the grade transitions. As with most chem

ical processes, polymerization reactors are characterized by the presence of process 

nonlinearity, uncertainty and constraints. Over and above the inherent complexity of 

the process, operation has to deal with eventualities such as equipment and control 

algorithm faults, which, if not addressed in a timely manner, can lead to substantial 

economic losses and safety hazards motivating significant research on fault-tolerant 

control. 

In Chapter 5, we address the problem of effective control of the styrene polymer

ization reactor (where living Nitroxide-Mediated Radical Polymerization of styrene 

takes place) at an unstable equilibrium point and also the problem of how to oper

ate the reactor during fault-rectification for the faults that do not allow continuation 

of nominal operation in the reactor. First we design a Lyapunov based predictive 

controller for the styrene polymerization reactor in a way that allows for an explicit 
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characterization of the set of initial conditions from where the reactor can be stabi

lized. Then, we consider the problem of handling faults in the manipulated inputs. 

We design and implement the safe-parking framework to choose a safe-park point 

where the reactor can be operated during fault rectification. Upon fault recovery, the 

process states are driven back to the nominal operation. This ensures safe-operation 

and minimizes deviation from specs during fault rectification and smooth resump

tion of nominal operation upon fault recovery. Finally, in Chapter 6 conclusions and 

recommendations for future work is presented. 
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Chapter 2 

Safe-Parking of Nonlinear Process 

Systems t 

2.1 Introduction 

A Fault Tolerant Control System (FTSC) aims to maintain some "acceptable" level 

of performance of the system if possible or degrade gracefully on occurrence of 

fault. Here graceful degradation means going to a suboptimal operating point or 

to shutdown safely. The existing Fault Tolerant Control methodologies can be cat-

egorized within the robust/reliable, and reconfiguration-based fault-tolerant control 

approaches. Robust/reliable control approaches (e.g., see Wang et al. [1999]) essen-

tially rely on the robustness of the active control configuration to handle faults as 

disturbances. Several faults, however, cause significant erosion of the control effort 

in the active control configuration, and closed-loop stability cannot be preserved by 

tThe results in this chapter are published in "R. Gandhi and P. Mhaskar, Safe-parking of nonlinear 
process systems, Camp. and Chem. Eng., 32:2113-2122, 2008". 
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simply re-tuning the controller in the active control configuration. If redundant con

trol configurations are available, control-loop reconfiguration (activating an appro

priately chosen fall-back configuration) can be implemented to preserve closed-loop 

stability at the nominal equilibrium point. However, all existing methods for han

dling faults, whether robust or reconfiguration based fault tolerant control approach, 

assume availability of sufficient residual control effort or redundant control configu

rations to preserve operation at the nominal equilibrium point. The scenario where 

due to fault, the nominal operating point ceases to be an equilibrium point has not 

been explicitly addressed. In the absence of a framework for handling such faults, 

ad-hoc approaches could result in temporarily shutting down the process which can 

have substantially negative economic ramifications. 

Motivated by the above considerations, this chapter considers the problem of con

trol of nonlinear process systems subject to input constraints and destabilizing faults 

in the control actuators. Specifically, faults are considered that cannot be handled 

via robust control approaches or activation of redundant control configurations, and 

necessitate fault-rectification. A safe-parking framework is developed to address the 

problem of determining how to run the process during fault-rectification to enable 

smooth resumption of nominal operation. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: we first present, in Section 2.2.1, the 

class of processes considered, followed by a styrene polymerization process in Section 

2.2.7 and review a Lyapunov-based predictive controller in Section 2.2.6. The safe

parking problem is formulated in Section 2.3.1, and safe-parking designs that address 

stability and performance objectives are presented in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3, respec

tively. A chemical reactor example is used to illustrate the details of the safe-parking 
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framework in Section 2.3.4 while application to the styrene polymerization process, 

subject to parametric uncertainty and disturbances, is demonstrated in Section 2.4. 

Finally, in Section 2.5 we summarize our results. 

2. 2 Preliminaries 

In this section, we first describe the class of processes considered and then review 

theory of nonlinear control systems, stability analysis of nonlinear controllers, Model 

Predictive Controller and a Lyapunov-based model predictive control design. We also 

present a polystyrene process example to motivate the proposed framework. 

2.2.1 Process description 

We consider nonlinear process systems subject to input constraints and failures de

scribed by: 

x(t) = J(x(t)) + G(x(t))ua(t), Ua(·) E u (2.1) 

where x E IRn denotes the vector of state variables, ua(t) E IRm denotes the vector 

of constrained manipulated inputs, taking values in a nonempty convex subset U of 

IRm, where u = { u E IRm : Umin :S u :S Umax}, where Umin, Umax E IRm denote 

the constraints on the manipulated inputs, j(O) = 0 and CJ E {1, 2} is a discrete 

variable that indexes the fault-free and faulty operation (CJ = 1 denotes fault-free 

operation and CJ = 2 denotes faulty operation). The vector functions J(x) and the 

matrix G(x) = [g1 (x) · · · gm(x)] where gk(x) E IRn, k = 1· · · m are assumed to be 

sufficiently smooth on their domains of definition. The notation II · IIQ refers to the 
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weighted norm, defined by llxll~ = x'Qx for all x E IRn, where Q is a positive definite 

symmetric matrix and x' denotes the transpose of x. Throughout the chapter, we 

assume that for any u E U the solution of the system of Eq.2.1 exists and is continuous 

for all t, and in this chapter we focus on the state feedback problem where x(t) is 

assumed to be available for all t. 

2.2.2 Lyapunov function 

The Lyapunov functions are scalar functions which can be used to prove the stability 

of a certain fixed point in a dynamical system. The basic philosophy of the Lyapunov 

function is to define a scalar function of the system states that captures the total 

energy of a mechanical (or electrical) system which is continuously dissipated. If there 

exists such a function then the system, whether linear or nonlinear, must eventually 

settle down to an equilibrium point and thus system is stable. A Lyapunov function 

gives sufficient condition for stability, asymptotic stability, and so on. In general, 

stability analysis using the Lyapunov function is applicable to autonomous systems. 

Control Lyapunov Function ( CLF) 

The Control Lyapunov Function ( CLF) is a generalization of the concept of Lyapunov 

function, and can be applied to system with exogenous inputs ( u) to test whether the 

system is feedback stabilizable, that is whether for any state x there exists a control 

action u(x, t) such that the system can be brought to the zero by applying the control 

law u( x, t). In other words, it says that for each point in state space ( x), we can find 

a control ( u) that will reduce the "energy" (V ( x)), and as a result the energy will 

eventually go to zero, that is to bring the system to the origin. 
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As with the Lyapunov function, there is no general procedure to find a control 

Lyapunov function for any given system but, fortunately, there is a sizeable class 

of systems for which the systematic construction of a CLF is possible (feedback lin

earizable, strict feedback and feed-forward systems, etc., see Nevisti et al. [1999] for 

details). Alternately, a local quadratic Control Lyapunov Function, V(x) = xT Px 

(valid in the region around the equilibrium point) can be constructed by solving the 

following Riccati equation for P (Dora to et al. [2000]), 

ATP+ PA- PBBTP+Q = 0 (2.2) 

where A = d:~) lx=xeq, B = d~~x) lx=xeq and P and Q are positive definite matrices. 

If Pis a positive definite matrix then the control Lyapunov function V(x) = xT Px 

can be constructed and this ensures that system is feedback stabilizable in the neigh-

borhood of the origin. 

2.2.3 Stability region 

The stability region (also referred as stability domain) for a nonlinear dynamical 

systems is defined as a set of state space points from where the dynamical system can 

be stabilized to the origin using the given control law and bounds on inputs. In this 

work, we use the Lyapunov function based approach to estimate the stability region. 

Let V : IRn -+ IR be a (control) Lyapunov function for the system defined in 

Eq.2.1. Further define a set 
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II= {x E lRn: ::Ju E U such that V(x, u) ~ 0} (2.3) 

In other words, for all state space points in the set II there exists an admissible 

control action such that the Lyapunov function can be made to decrease. Now let us 

define a set 0 which is the biggest sub level set of the Lyapunov function such that 

o ~II. 

(2.4) 

Having defined 0, now consider any trajectory starting from an arbitrary point 

x0 E 0. If the control law for the nonlinear system is designed to choose a control 

action such that V(x) < 0 (which is a feasible control law for any point x inside 0 

from the definition of 0)' then the trajectory remains inside 0 for all time and the 

closed loop system is asymptotically stable (because V ( x ( t)) < 0 for t > 0 implies 

that V(x(t + .6.)) < V(x(t)) < V(x(O)) < cmax). Thus, 0 can act as a stability 

region for any controller that forces continuous decrease in Lyapunov function i.e. 

the controller can stabilize the system from any point inside 0 to the origin. The size 

of the stability region depends on the constraints on the inputs and on the choice of 

the Lyapunov function. 

Stability region characterization 

In this subsection, we describe computational details for characterizing the stability 

region (0). The goal is to estimate the biggest sub level set of the Lyapunov function 

V(x) = cmax, Vx such that V(x) < cmax, we can find admissible input (u E U) so 

that V(x, u) < 0. V(x, u) can be given as, 
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. dV dV 
V(x, u) = dx ± = dx {f(x(t)) + G(x(t))u(t)} 

m 

= L1V(x) + LaV(x)u(t) = L1V(x) + LL9iV(x)ui(t) (2.5) 
i=l 

dV dV 
Where L1V(x) = dx J(x(t)) and L9V(x) = dx g(x(t)). The notation L1h denotes 

the standard Lie derivative of a scalar function h( ·) with respect to the vector function 

f(·). For a given state space point x, it can be verified whether V(x, u) < 0 or not 

by using following control law: 

(2.6) 

0 , L 9;V(x) = 0 

The control law chases ui such that value of L9 ; V(x)ui term is the most negative, 

thus giving most possible negative value of V(x, u) for the given x and the constraints 

on the inputs. In this work, a grid search technique is used to estimate the stability 

region. All the dimensions of the state space are discretized in uniform intervals to 

create a grid and then for all points on the grid, V(x, u) is evaluated using the control 

law of Eq.2.6. If V(x, u) < 0, then the state space point is included in the set IT. For 

two dimensional system, the a typical set IT is shown in Fig.2.1 by the dotted region. 

Once the set IT is characterized, biggest level set of the Lyapunov function is 

fitted inside the set IT. For two dimensional case, this can be achieved through visual 

inspection. The level sets of the Lyapunov functions are superimposed on the set IT 
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of stability region characterization using grid search technique. 
Dotted region represents the set II and the ellipse (0) represents the biggest level set 
of the Lyapunov function that fits inside the set II 

to verify whether the level set is completely contained inside the set II or not. In 

Fig.2.1, a biggest level set (0) that is contained in the set II is shown. For systems 

with more than two dimension, the visual inspection is not straight forwards and 

more complex algorithms needs to be used. Aumi and Mhaskar [2009] uses multiple 

projections of n dimensional ellipsoid on two dimension planes in the conjunction 

with visual inspection to verify 0 c II. 

2.2.4 Model Predictive Controller (MPC) 

Model Predictive Controller (MPC) refers to a class of algorithms that computes a 

sequence of manipulated variable adjustments in order to optimize the future behavior 

of a plant (Qin and Badgwell [1998]). To achieve this, MPC can use various kind of 

models to predict behavior of outputs i.e. first principle model, empirical model, 

linear model, nonlinear model etc. and based on the type of model the MPC uses, 

there are various types of MPC formulations available in the literature. 
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-+- Predicted Output 
--&~ Measured Output 
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Predicted Control Input 
Past Control Input 

k+p 

Figure 2.2: Basic idea of Model Predictive Controller (MPC) (Figure taken from 
Wikipedia article on "Model Predictive Controller") 

The basic idea of Model Predictive Controller is shown in Fig.2.2. It can be 

seen that the manipulated variables have been adjusted in the past and so while 

making prediction of the controlled output, the effect of this past manipulation, and 

also the effect of disturbances, is considered. In Fig.2.2, predicted control input and 

prediction of controlled output is shown. The task of the control algorithm is to 

determine future adjustments to the manipulated variables that will make predicted 

controlled variable to follow the reference trajectory as close as possible (by solving 

the optimization problem of Eqs.2.7-2.10). 

k+p 

u;, i~~f+p~l Jk(x, u(·)) = L [llx(i)IIQw + llu(i)IIRw] + Vt(x(k + p)) 
i=k 

subject to: Process model 

x(i) EX, Vi= k: k + p 

u( i) E U, Vi = k : k + p 
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Model predictive controller solves the optimization problem of Eqs.2. 7-2.10 ev

ery instant and the first control move is implemented on the process system and 

this process is repeated indefinitely. Here Jk ( x, u( ·)) is the MPC objective function, 

V(x(k + p)) is terminal penalty function, X is a set of allowable values of process 

states (x), U is the set of allowable values of inputs (u). The matrices Qw and Rw 

are weightings and p is prediction horizon. 

The major advantages of Model Predictive Controller over traditional multi-loop 

PID control system is that it can automatically compensate for process interactions, 

measurable load disturbances and difficult dynamics. It is also capable of handling 

constraints on controlled variables, state variables and manipulated variables. 

The research in the field of MPC is relatively mature with abundant theoretical 

and practical results available for the stability and performance of MPC (Mayne et al. 

[2000]). The performance and stability of MPC depends on various tuning param

eters including R, Q, prediction horizon (p), control horizon etc. Choice of optimal 

tuning parameters to ensure both performance and stability is not straight forward 

and no general guidelines are available, though many researchers have attempted to 

solve this problem (see Al-ghazzawi et al. [2001] and references therein). Longer pre

diction horizon generally improves the stability property of MPC but it also increases 

computational cost for solving MPC optimization problem. Alternately, stability and 

performance of controller can be decoupled by including explicit stability constraint in 

the MPC optimization problem. Including stability constraints in optimization prob

lem of Eqs.2.7-2.10 puts stability before performance and this strategy is not popular 

in Linear MPC, but for nonlinear MPC (see Section 2.2.5), where longer prediction 
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horizon to ensure stability can make problem intractable in real time, the stabil

ity constraints are frequently used. There are various types of stability constraints 

proposed in the literature and are discussed briefly in the next section. 

2.2.5 Nonlinear Model Predictive Controller (NMPC) 

In this section, we briefly discuss stability properties of Nonlinear Model Predictive 

Controller that uses nonlinear process model of the form of Eq.2.1 to make the pre

dictions. 

The main challenge in nonlinear MPC is to guarantee closed loop stability and 

performance with prediction horizon (p) as short as possible due to computational 

reasons. l\1any researcher have proposed various NMPC formulations with different 

forms of terminal penalty (V1(x(k+p))) and stability constraints (also called terminal 

constraints). Terminal constraints are usually in following form: 

x(k + p) EXJ (2.11) 

where X f C Rn is the set where process states are required to reside at end of 

prediction horizon. Some of the NMPC formulations are reviewed below (see Nicolao 

et al. [1999] for more details on stability of NMPC): 

The Zero terminal constraint (Chen and Shaw [1982], Mayne and Michal

ska [1990]) 

The idea here is to let V1(x) = 0 and X 1 = {0} i.e. x(t+p) = 0. For this controller the 

stability region coincides with the controllability region (Xc(p)) and xc(p) grows with 

p, but increasing prediction horizon (p) has computational drawback. Zero terminal 
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constraint MPC guarantees feasibility from any state inside Xc(p). 

Dual mode controller (Michalska and Mayne [1993]) 

This controller uses terminal constraint of x( t + p) E ~Va where Wa denotes the sta

bility region (output admissible set) of LQ controller (in other words l¥a is invariant 

set for LQ controller) where o: is a scalar parameter such that Wa" :J Wa' if o:" < o:' 

and lima-+o{O}. At timet+ p (when x(t + p) E Wa) the controller switches to linear 

state feedback. The stability region XDM(p, o:) grows with p and o:. 

The Contractive constraints (Yang and Polak [1993]) 

Here the terminal constraint is defined as a contractive constraint of the type, 

Xf = {x(t + p)lllx(t + P)ll :::; o:ilx(t)ll}, a E [0, 1] (2.12) 

Here a further constraint is also introduced to be satisfied at each time within the 

optimization horizon, 

llx(t+i)ll:::; tJIIx(t)ll, 1:::; i:::; N, tJ E (1,oo) (2.13) 

Here o: and tJ are design parameters. 

Lyapunov terminal constraint 

As name suggests, here the terminal constraint is defined in terms of Lyapunov func

tion. It requires that control action be calculated such that the Lyapunov function 
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decreases continuously, 

V(x(t) , u(t)) < 0, t > 0 (2.14) 

There are many variants of the Lyapunov terminal constraints that differ from 

implementation point of view, but the basic idea remain same. In this work, we will 

use nonlinear model predictive controller that uses Lyapunov terminal constraint to 

guarantee stability of closed loop system. 

2.2.6 Lyapunov-based model predictive control 

In this section, we briefly review a recent result on the design of a Lyapunov-based 

predictive controller that uses the Lyapunov terminal constraints presented in previ

ous section. In Section 2.2.3, we defined set D that can act as stability region for any 

controller that forces continuous decrease in the Lyapunov function. A similar idea 

is used here for designing a controller that possesses an explicitly characterized set of 

initial conditions from where it is guaranteed to be feasible , and hence stabilizing in 

the presence of input constraints. 

Consider the system of Eq.2.1 , for O"(t) = 1 (i .e., under no fault , where all the ma

nipulated inputs can be changed via a feedback law) , under the predictive controller 
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(Mhaskar et al. [2005b]) of the form: 

u 1 (·) = argmin{J(x,t,u(·))[u(·) E S} 

s.t. x = f(x) + G(x)u(t) 

V(x(7))::; -E* v 7 E [t, t +~)if V(x(t)) > s' 

V (X ( 7) ) ::; 5' V 7 E [ t, t + ~) i j V (X ( t) ) ::; 5' 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

where S = S(t, T) is the family of piecewise continuous functions (functions con

tinuous from the right), with period~' mapping [t, t+T] into U and Tis the horizon. 

Eq.2.16 is the nonlinear model describing the time evolution of the state x, V is a 

control Lyapunov function and S', c:* are parameters to be determined. A control 

u(·) in S is characterized by the sequence { u[j)} where u[j] := u(j~) and satisfies 

u(t + 7) = u[j] for all 7 E [t + j~, t + (j + 1)~). The performance index is given by 

i
t+T 

J(x,t,u(-)) = t [f[xu(s;x,t)[[~w + [[u(s)ffLJ ds (2.19) 

where Qw is a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix and Rw is a strictly positive 

definite symmetric matrix. xu(s; x, t) denotes the solution of Eq.2.1, due to control 

u, with initial state x at timet. The minimizing control u[1] E Sis then applied to 

the plant over the interval [t, t + ~) and the procedure is repeated indefinitely. 

For this Lyapunov based MPC, we characterize stability properties using a bounded 

controller of the form (e.g., see Lin and Sontag [1991], El-Farra and Christofides 

[2003]): 

u(x) -k(x) (La V)'(x) (2.20) 
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k(x) 
LtV(x) + V(LtV(x)) 2 + (umaxii(LcV)'(x)il) 4 

II(LcV)'(x)ll 2 [1 + V1 + (umaxii(LcV)'(x)ll)
2

] 

(2.21) 

when LcV(x) =f. 0 and k(x) = 0 when LcV(x) = 0 where L1V(x) = 
0~~x) J(x), 

LcV(x) = [L91 V(x) · · · L9rn V(x)]' and 9i(x) is the i-th column of the matrix G(x). 

For the controller of Eqs.2.20-2.21, one can show, that whenever the closed-loop 

state, x, evolves within the region described by the set: 

II (2.22) 

where unarm > 0 is such that !lull ::; unarm implies u E U, where II(-) II denotes the 

Euclidean norm of a vector, then the control law satisfies the input constraints, and 

the time-derivative of the Lyapunov function is negative-definite. Note that the set 

II defined in Section 2.2.3 is controller independent, but the set II defined in Eq. 2.22 

is specific to bounded control law of Eqs. 2.20-2.21. 

Similar to Section 2.2.3, an estimate of the stability region can be constructed 

using the biggest level set of the Lyapunov function V ( x), 

(2.23) 

where cmax > 0 is the largest number for which 0 ~ II. Closed-loop stability and 

feasibility properties of the closed-loop system under the Lyapunov-based predictive 

controller are inherited from the bounded controller under discrete implementation 

and are formalized in Theorem 2.1 below (for a proof, see Mhaskar et al. [2005b]). 
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Theorem 2.1. (Mhaskar et al. [2005b]) Consider the constrained system of Eq.2.1 

under the A1PC law of Eqs.2.15-2.19. Then, given any d ~ 0, Xo En, where n was 

defined in Eq. 2. 23, there exist positive real numbers 8', E*, ~ *, such that if~ E (0, ~ *], 

then the optimization problem of Eq.2.15-2.19 is feasible for all times, x(t) E 0 for 

all t ~ 0 and lim sup JJx(t)JJ:::; d. 
t-+oo 

Remark 2.1. The predictive controller formulation of Eqs. 2.15-2.19 requires that 

the value of the Lyapunov function decrease during the first step only. Practical 

stability of the closed-loop system is achieved since only the first move of the set of 

calculated moves is implemented and the problem is re-solved at the next time step. If 

the optimization problem is initially feasible and continues to be feasible, then every 

control move that is implemented enforces a decay in the value of the Lyapunov 

function, leading to stability. Furthermore, the constraint of Eq.2.17 is guaranteed 

to be satisfied since the control action computed by the bounded controller design 

provides a feasible initial guess to the optimization problem. Finally, since the state 

is initialized in 0, which is a level set of V, the closed-loop system evolves so as to 

stay within 0, thereby guaranteeing feasibility at future times. The key idea in the 

predictive control design is to identify stability constraints that can a) be shown to 

be feasible and b) upon being feasible can guarantee stability. Note that the model 

predictive controller of Eqs. 2.15-2.19 is only used to illustrate the safe-parking 

framework, and any other controller that provides an explicit characterization of the 

closed-loop stability region can be used within the proposed framework. 
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2.2. 7 Motivating example 

To motivate the safe-parking framework and to demonstrate an application of our 

results, we introduce in this section a polystyrene polymerization process. To this 

end, consider a model for a polystyrene polymerization process given in Hidalgo and 

Brosilow [1990] (also studied in, e.g., Prasad et al. [2002]) 

6[ 

eM 

T -

Tc 

eP -

1 

['tt~t 
kd Ade RT 

-EP (2.24) 

kp - Ape RT 

-Et 
--

kt - Ate RT 

where el, elf, eM, eMf, refer to the concentrations of the initiator and monomer 

in the reactor and inlet stream, respectively, T and T1 refer to the reactor and inlet 

stream temperatures and Tc and Tcf refer to the coolant jacket and inlet temperatures, 

respectively. The manipulated inputs are the monomer (Fm) and coolant (Fe) flow 

rates. As is the practice with the operation of the polystyrene polymerization process 

(Hidalgo and Brosilow [1990]), the solvent flow rate is also changed in proportion to 

the monomer flow rate. The values of the process parameters are given in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2: Styrene polymerization parameter values and units. 

Fi - 0.3 L/s -

Fm - 1.05 L/s 
Fs - 1.275 L/s -
Ft - 2.625 L/s -
Fe - 1.31 L/s -

Crj,n - 0.5888 kmol/m3 -

Cr - 0.0480 kmol/m3 -

CMJ,n - 9.975 kmoljm3 

eM - 2.3331 kmol/m3 -

TJ,n - 306.71 K -

T - 354.9205 K -

Tcf,n - 294.85 K -

Tc - 316.2429 K 
Ad - 5.95 X 1014 s-1 -

At - 1.25 X 1010 s-1 -

AP - 1.06 X 108 kmol/(m3 · s) -

Ed/R - 14.897 X 103 K 
EtfR - 8.43 X 102 K -

EP/R - 3.557 X 103 K 

f - 0.6 
tlH - -1.67 X 104 kJ/kmol 
peP - 360 kJ/(m3 ·K) 
hA - 700 Jj(K · s) -

PcCpc - 966.3 kJ/(m3 ·K) -

Vpr - 3.0 m3 -

Vc - 3.312 m3 -
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The control objective is to stabilize the reactor at the equilibrium point ( C1 = 

0.067 Kmol/m3 , CM = 3.97 Kmol/m3 , T = 303.55 K, Te = 297.95 K), corre

sponding to the nominal values of the manipulated inputs of Fe = 0.131 1/s and 

Fm = 0.105 1/s. The manipulated inputs are constrained as 0:::;; Fm:::;; 3.105 1/s and 

0 :S: Fe :S: 3.1 1/s. 

Consider the scenario where the valve manipulating the coolant flow rate fails and 

reverts to the fail-safe position (fully open). With the coolant flow rate set to the 

maximum, there simply does not exist an admissible value of the functioning ma

nipulated input Fm, such that the nominal equilibrium point remains an equilibrium 

point for the process, precluding the possibility of continued operation at the nominal 

equilibrium point. The key problem is to determine how to operate the process under 

failure condition so that upon fault-recovery, nominal operation can be resumed effi

ciently. We will demonstrate the application as well as investigate the robustness of 

the proposed safe-parking framework via the styrene polymerization process in Sec

tion 2.4, while illustrating the details of the proposed framework using an illustrative 

chemical reactor in Section 2.3.4. 

2.3 Safe-parking of nonlinear process systems 

We first formalize the problem in Section 2.3.1, and present a safe-parking algorithm 

focusing on closed-loop stability in Section 2.3.2. We then incorporate performance 

considerations in the safe-parking framework in Section 2.3.3. 
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2.3.1 Problem definition 

We consider faults where one of the control actuators fails and reverts to the fail

safe value. Examples of fail-safe positions include fully open for a valve controlling a 

coolant flow rate, fully closed for a valve controlling a steam flow etc. (generalization 

to the case where multiple actuators fail and get 'stuck' at non-nominal values is 

discussed in Remark 2.4). Specifically, we characterize the fault occurring w.l.o.g., in 

the first control actuator at a time Tfault, subsequently rectified at a time rrecovery 

(i.e., fort ::; Tfault and t > rrecovery, CJ(t) = 1 and CJ(t) = 2 for Tfauzt < t::; rrecovery), 

as u~(t) = u}ailed' with u~in ::; u}ailed ::; u~ax' where ui denotes the ith component 

of a vector u, for all Tfault < t ::; rrecovery, leaving only ut, i = 2 ... m available for 

feedback control. With u~(t) = u}ailed' there exists a (possibly connected) manifold 

of equilibrium points where the process can be stabilized, which we denote as the 

candidate safe-park set Xc := { Xc E lRn : f(xc) + G1(xc)u}ailed + 2::::2 Gi(xc)ut = 

0, u~in ::; ut ::; u~ax' i = 2, ... , m }. The safe-park candidates therefore represent 

equilibrium points that the system can be stabilized at, subject to the failed actuator, 

and with the other manipulated inputs within the allowable ranges. Note that if 

u}ailed -=1- 0, then it may happen that 0 ¢:. Xc, i.e., if the failed actuator is frozen at 

a non-nominal value, then it is possible that the process simply cannot be stabilized 

at the nominal equilibrium point using the functioning control actuators. In other 

words, if one of the manipulated input fails and reverts to a fail-safe position, it may 

happen that no admissible combination of the functioning inputs exists for which 

the nominal equilibrium point continues to be an equilibrium point. Maintaining the 

functioning actuators at the nominal values may drive the process state to a point 

from where it may not be possible to resume nominal operation upon fault-recovery, 
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or even if possible, may not be 'optimal'. We define the safe-parking problem as the 

one of identifying safe-park points X 8 E Xc that allow efficient resumption of nominal 

operation upon fault-recovery. 

2.3.2 Safe-parking to resume nominal operation 

In this section, we present a safe-parking framework and a controller that executes 

safe-parking as well as resumption of nominal operation. To account for the presence 

of constraints on the manipulated inputs, the key requirements for a safe-park point 

include that the process state at the time of the failure resides in the stability region 

for the safe-park point (so the process can be driven to the candidate safe-park point), 

and that the safe-park point should reside in the stability region under nominal oper

ation (so the process can be returned to nominal operation). These requirements are 

formalized in Theorem 2.2 below. To this end, consider the system of Eq.2.1 for which 

the first control actuator fails at a time Tfauu and is reactivated at time rrecovery, 

and for which the stability region under nominal operation, denoted by On, has been 

characterized using the predictive controller formulation of Eqs.2.15-2.19. Similarly, 

for a candidate safe-park point Xc, we denote Oc as the stability region (computed a 

priori) under the predictive controller of Eqs.2.15-2.19, and u2,xc as the control law 

designed to stabilize at the candidate safe-park with u 1,n being the nominal control 

law. 

Theorem 2.2. Consider the constrained system of Eq.2.1 under the MPC law of 

Eqs.2.15-2.19. If x(Tfault) E Oc and Oc COn, then the switching rule 
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u(t) 

ul,n ' 0 :::; t < Tfauu 

T fault :::; t < rrecovery 

T recovery :::; t ul,n ' 

guarantees that x(t) E Dn V t 2:: 0 and lim sup llx(t) II :::; d. 
t-+oo 

(2.25) 

Proof of Theorem 2.2: We consider the two possible cases; first if no fault occurs 

(Tfauzt = Trecovery = oo), and second if a fault occurs at a time Tfauu < oo and is 

recovered at a time Tfauu :::; rrecovery < oo. 

Case 1: The absence of a fault implies u(t) = u1,n V t 2:: 0. Since x(O) E Dn, and the 

nominal control configuration is implemented for all times, we have from Theorem 

2.1 that x(t) E Dn V t 2:: 0 and lim sup llx(t)ll :::; d. 
t-+oo 

Case 2: At time Tfault, the control law designed to stabilize the process at Xc 1s 

activated and implemented till Trecovery_ Since x(Tfault) E De c Dn, we have that 

x(t) E Dn V Tfauzt :::; t :::; Trecovery_ At a time Trecovery, we therefore also have that 

x(Trecovery) E Dn. Subsequently, as with case 1, the nominal control configuration 

is implemented for all time thereafter, we have that x(t) E Dn V t 2:: Trecovery_ In 

conclusion, we have that x(t) E Dn V t 2:: 0 and lim sup llx(t) II :::; d. This completes 
t-+oo 

the proof of Theorem 2.2. 

Remark 2.2. The statement of Theorem 2.2 requires that for a safe-park point, 

the stability (and invariant) region be such that the process state at the time of the 

failure resides in the stability region for the safe-park point so the process can be 

driven to the point of safe-park with the depleted control action available. Note that 

this characterization can be done off-line. Specifically, for a fail-safe position of an 
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actuator, the entire set of candidate safe-park points Xc can be computed off-line, 

and also, for any given point in this set, the stability region subject to depleted 

control action can also be computed off-line (as is done for the nominal equilibrium 

point). The statement of the theorem also requires that the stability (and invariant) 

region for a safe-park point be completely contained in the stability region under 

nominal operation, so the state trajectory always stays within the stability region 

under nominal operation. This requirement can be readily relaxed to only require that 

the state at the time of the failure reside in the stability region of the safe-park point. 

This will allow for the state trajectory to leave the stability region under nominal 

operation, and it may happen that at the time of fault-recovery, the closed-loop state 

trajectory does not reside in the stability region under nominal operation. However, 

to preserve closed-loop stability upon fault-recovery, the control law utilizing depleted 

control action may be continued up until the time that the state trajectory enters 

the stability region under nominal operation (this is guaranteed to happen because 

Xc E On), after which the control law utilizing all the manipulated inputs can be 

implemented to achieve closed-loop stability. 

Remark 2.3. The key motivation, from a resumption of nominal operation stand 

point, for safe-parking is as follows: in the absence of a safe-park framework, if the 

control law still tries to utilize the available control action to preserve operation at 

the nominal operating point, the active actuators may saturate and drive the process 

state to a point starting from where resumption of nominal operation, even after 

fault-recovery, may not be achievable. Note that if continued operation at nominal 

operating point was possible either via the depleted control configuration or via con

trol loop reconfiguration, then reconfiguration-based fault-tolerant control approaches 
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(e.g., see Mhaskar [2006]) could be utilized. However, Theorem 2.2 addresses the 

problem where a fault occurs that precludes operation at nominal operating point, 

and provides an appropriately characterized safe-park point where the process can be 

temporarily 'parked' until nominal operation can be resumed. 

Remark 2.4. Note that the assumption that the failed actuator reverts to the fail

safe position allows enumerating the possible fault situations for any given set of 

manipulated inputs a-priori to determine the safe-park candidates and then pick 

the appropriate safe-park point online (the condition Xs E On can be verified off

line, however x(Tfault) E Dxs can only be verified online, upon fault-occurrence; 

for further discussion on this point, see Remark 2.5). The assumption reflects the 

practice wherein actuators have a built-in fail-safe position that they revert to upon 

failure. The fail-safe positions are typically determined to minimize possibilities of 

excursions to dangerous conditions such as high temperatures and pressures (setting 

a coolant valve to fail to a fully open position, while setting a steam valve to fail to 

a shut position). In the unlikely event that the actuators experience a mechanical 

failure and are not able to revert to a fail-safe position, one can work with simplified 

(albeit without guarantees) estimates of the stability regions that can be generated 

much faster (and therefore computed online, upon fault-occurrence), to implement the 

proposed safe-parking mechanism. Specifically, instead of stability regions estimated 

by constructing invariant sets n within the set of initial conditions II for which the 

Lyapunov-function can be made to decay, one can use the set II (which is much easier 

to compute) to implement the proposed safe-park mechanism (see Section 2.4 for a 

demonstration). Note also that while the statement of Theorem 2.2 considers faults 

in one of the actuators, generalizations to multiple faults (simultaneous or otherwise) 
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Figure 2.3: A schematic illustrating the safe-parking framework for a process with 
two actuators. S1 denotes the stability region under nominal operation. Solid line 
(-) shows the manifold of equilibrium points corresponding to the fail-safe value of 
the first actuator, and admissible values of the second actuator. Arbitrarily choosing 
a safe-park candidate (e.g., safe-parking candidate 2) does not guarantee resumption 
of nominal operation upon fault-recovery (see dashed lines "- -"), while choosing safe
park candidate 1 guarantees resumption of nominal operation upon fault-recovery 
(see doted lines "· · · " ) . 

are possible, albeit involving the expected increase in off-line computational cost (due 

to the necessity of determining the safe-park points for all combinations of the faults 

in the control actuators). 

Remark 2.5. The presence of constraints on the manipulated inputs limits the set 

of initial conditions from where the process can be driven to a desired equilibrium 

point. Control designs that allow an explicit characterization of their stability re-

gions, and their use in deciding the safe-park point is therefore critical in determining 

the viability of a candidate safe-park point. Note also that while the schematic in 

Fig.2.3 shows two dimensional representations of the stability region to enable visual 
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verification of the presence of a candidate safe-park point in the stability region, the 

visual representation is not necessary. Specifically, the presence of a point in the 

stability region can be verified by evaluating the Lyapunov function value. Note that 

while the proposed safe-parking framework assumes apriori knowledge of the fail-safe 

positions of the actuators, it does not require a priori knowledge of the fault and 

recovery times, and only provides appropriate switching logic that is executed when 

and if a fault takes place and is subsequently rectified. 

Remark 2.6. While the results in the present chapter are presented using the 

Lyapunov-based MPC of Eqs.2.15-2.19, the use of this controller is not critical to 

the implementation of the proposed safe-parking design. Any other control law that 

provides an explicit characterization of the stability region subject to constraints can 

be used instead to implement the proposed safe-parking framework. With respect to 

the design of the Lyapunov-based predictive controller of Eqs.2.15-2.19, we also note 

that while the use of a control Lyapunov function provides a better estimate of the 

stability region, even a quadratic Lyapunov function (chosen such that it is locally a 

control Lyapunov function) can be used to generate (possibly conservative) estimates 

of the stability region. For further discussion on this issue, see Mhaskar et al. [2005a]. 

Remark 2. 7. Implicit in the implementation of the proposed safe-parking mechanism 

is the assumption of the presence of fault-detection and isolation filters. Existing 

results on the design of fault-detection filters include those that use past plant-data 

and those that use fundamental process models. Statistical and pattern recognition 

techniques for data analysis and interpretation (e.g., Rollins and Davis [1992], Davis 

et al. [1999], Yoon and MacGregor [2001], Zhang et al. [2004]) use past plant-data to 

construct indicators that identify deviations from normal operation to detect faults. 
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The analytical approach to fault detection relies on the use of fundamental models 

for the construction of residuals, that capture some measure of the difference between 

normal and 'faulty' dynamics, to achieve fault detection, isolation and estimation. 

The problem of using fundamental process models for the purpose of detecting faults 

has been studied extensively in the context of linear systems (Massoumnia et al. 

[1989], Frank [1990], Raich and Cinar [1995], Frank and Ding [1997], Mehranbod 

et al. [2005]); and more recently, results in the context of nonlinear systems have 

been derived (Saberi et al. [2000], DePersis and Isidori [2001], Mhaskar et al. [2008]). 

The proposed safe-parking framework determines the necessary course of action after 

a fault has been detected and isolated and can be readily integrated with any of the 

existing fault-detection and isolation structures. 

2.3.3 Incorporating performance considerations in safe-parking 

In the previous section, the requirements for an equilibrium point to be denoted a 

safe-park point was provided. A large set of equilibrium points may qualify as safe-

park points and satisfy the requirements in Theorem 2.2. In this section, we introduce 

performance considerations in the eventual choice of the 'optimal' safe-park point. To 

this end, consider again the system of Eq.2.1 for which the first control actuator fails 

at a time yfault and is reactivated at time yrecovery, and for which the set of safe-

park points, Xs E X 8 , have been characterized. For a given safe-park point (one that 

satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2.2), define the followings costs: 

(2.26) 

where Qtr and Rtr are positive definite matrices, the subscript tr signifying that this 
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value captures the 'cost' associated with transitioning to the safe-park point, with 

Ts being the time required to go to a sufficiently close neighborhood of the safe-park 

point. This cost can be estimated on-line, upon fault-occurrence, by running fast 

simulations of the closed-loop system under the auxiliary controller of Eq.2.20 (for 

further discussion on this issue, see Remark 2.8). Similarly, define 

(2.27) 

where fs(X 8 , u8 ) is an appropriately defined cost function and the subscript s denotes 

that this value captures the 'cost' associated with operating at the safe-park point. 

Unlike the cost in Eq.2.26, this cost does not involve an integration over time, and 

can be determined off-line. The framework allows for inclusion of (possibly nonlin

ear) costs associated with further unit operations that may have to be performed to 

recover useful products from the process operating at the safe-park point (for further 

discussion on this issue, see Remark 2.9). Finally, define 

Jr = [recovery Trecovery+Tr [llxu(s; X, t)IIQ; + llu(s)IIH;] ds (2.28) 

where Qr and Rr are positive definite matrices, with the subscript r signifying that 

this value captures the 'cost' associated with resuming nominal operation, with Tr 

being the time required to return to a sufficiently close neighborhood of the nominal 

operating point, and the integration performed with the safe-park point as the initial 

condition. Again, this cost can be estimated off-line by running simulations of the 

closed-loop system under the auxiliary controller of Eq.2.20. Consider now the safe-: 

park points Xs,i E X 8 , i = 1, ... , Ns where Ns is the number of safe-park points to be 
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evaluated for optimality and let Jx.,; = Jtr,i + Js,i + Jr,i, i = 1, ... , Ns. 

Theorem 2.3. Consider the constrained system of Eq.2.1 under the MPC law of 

Eqs.2.15-2.19. If x(Tfault) E Os,o and Os,o cOn, then the switching rule 

ul,n ' 0 ::; t < Tfault 

u(t) Tfault ::; t < rrecavery (2.29) 

guarantees that x(t) E On, V t ~ 0 and lim sup llx(t)ll :S d. Here o E {1, ... Ns} = 
t-tcXJ 

arg min Jx . and Os 0 is stability region of the optimal safe-park point Xs o 
i=l,Ns s,s ' ' 

Proof of Theorem 2.3: Any Xs,o chosen according to Theorem 2.3 satisfies the 

requirements of Theorem 2.2. The stability results follow from the proof of Theorem 

2.2. 

Remark 2.8. Note that the cost of transitioning to the safe-park point Jtr can bees-

timated using the auxiliary controller of Eq.2.20 since the auxiliary controller achieves 

decay of the same Lyapunov function as that used in the predictive controller design. 

This cost has to be estimated on-line, because it depends on the process state at 

which the failure occurs (in the special case that faults occur after the process has 

been stabilized at the nominal operating points, this cost can also be computed off-

line; see Section 2.4 for a demonstration). In contrast, the cost incurred in resuming 

nominal operation from the safe-park point can be computed off-line. Such a com-

putation can be done by running simulations under the predictive controller to get a 

more accurate estimate of the 'cost'. Additional terms in Jtr and Js can be readily 
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included to cater to the specific process under consideration. Furthermore, the contri

bution of the cost ] 8 to the total cost can be appropriately scaled utilizing reasonable 

estimates of fault-rectification times. Specifically, if the malfunctioned actuator is 

known to require significant time to be rectified, then this cost can be 'weighed' more 

to recognize the fact that the process will deliver substantial amount of product cor

responding to the safe-park point under consideration. If, on the other hand, it is 

known that the fault can be rectified soon, then the cost involving the resumption to 

nominal operation lr, or alternatively, the time required to resume nominal operation 

can be given increased weight. 

Remark 2.9. For the 'product' being generated during safe-parking, further unit 

operations may be required, ranging from simple separations to further processing, 

all of which may have associated costs. Possible loss of revenue during safe-park 

can be incorporated in the estimate ls. If the process is connected to further units 

downstream, then increased utility costs associated with downstream processing can 

also be accounted for in this cost. Finally, we note that the costs outlined here are 

only some of the representative costs, and the framework allows for incorporating 

costs/revenues that may be specific to the process under consideration. 

Remark 2.10. Note that while the set of safe-parking points (satisfying the re

quirements of Theorem 2.2) could be a continuous manifold of equilibrium points, 

safe-parking points to be evaluated for optimality can be picked by discretizing the 

manifold. The minimization in determining the optimal safe-park point can then be 

carried out by a simple procedure of comparison of the cost estimates associated with 

the finite number of safe-parking candidates. Choosing a finer discretization in eval

uating the safe-parking candidates could possibly yield improved closed-loop costs, 
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however, the approximations involved in the cost estimation (the cost of going to and 

returning from the safe-parking points are only approximately estimated using the 

auxiliary controller of Eq.2.20) could offset the benefits out of the finer discretization. 

Therefore, a balance has to be struck in picking the number of safe-parking points 

that will be evaluated for optimality that trades off the increased computational com-

plexity, the approximations in cost estimation, and the improved performance derived 

out of the finer discretization. 

2.3.4 Illustrative simulation example 

We illustrate in this section the proposed safe-park framework via a continuous stirred 

tank reactor (CSTR). To this end, consider a CSTR where an irreversible, first-order 

exothermic reaction of the form A ~ B takes place. The mathematical model for the 

process takes the form: 

(2.30) 

where CA denotes the concentration of the species A, TR denotes the temperature 

of the reactor, Q is the heat added to/removed from the reactor, V is the volume 

of the reactor, k0 , E, !:l.H are the pre-exponential constant, the activation energy, 

and the enthalpy of the reaction and c, and pare the heat capacity and fluid density 

in the reactor. The values of all process parameters can be found in Table 2.3. 

The control objective is to stabilize the reactor at the unstable equilibrium point 

(C_A, TR_) = (0.447 Kmol/m3 , 393 K). Manipulated variables are the rate of heat 
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input/removal, Q, and change in inlet concentration of species A, .6.GAo =GAo-GAo., 

with constraints: IQI :S 32 KJ/s and 0 :S GAo :S 2 Kmoljm3
. The heat input/removal 

Q consists of heating stream Q1 and cooling stream Q2 with the constraints on each 

as, 0 KJ/s :S Q1 :S 32 KJ/s and -32 KJ/s :S Q2 :S 0 KJ/s. The nominal operating 

point ( N) corresponds to steady state values of the inputs GAo = 0. 73 Kmol/m3 and 

Q = 10 KJjs. 

Table 2.3: Chemical reactor parameters and steady-state values. 

v 
R 
GAo. 
TAos 
Qs 
.6.H 
ko 
E 

= 0.1 
8.314 

= 0.73 
= 310.0 

10.0 
-4.78 X 104 

72 X 109 

= 8.314 X 104 

= 0.239 
1000.0 
100 x 10-3 

= 393 
= 0.447 

m3 

KJ / (Kmol · K) 
Kmol/m3 

K 
KJ /sec 
KJ/Kmol 
min- 1 

KJ/Kmol 
KJ/(Kg · K) 
Kg/m3 

m3 /min 
K 
Kmol/m3 

For stabilizing the process at the nominal equilibrium point, the Lyapunov based 

:: :f ~~:;:. 2:: ::::e: :l:::::~] c~8n::c::~:d~:v ::::nR::::: 
equation of Eq. 2.2 with Q = [ 

1 1 
x 

10
-

2

] and making off-diagonal entries 
1 x 10-2 1 x 10-8 

zero. The stability region is estimated using grid search technique as described in 

Section 2.2.3 with grid interval of 0.6 °C and 0.004 Kmol/m3
. The stability region 
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is denoted by n in Fig.2.4. We consider the problem of designing a safe-parking 

framework to handle temporary faults in the heating valve (resulting in a fail-safe 

value of Q1 = 0). The nominal operating point corresponds to Qs = 10 KJ/s, 

and no value of the functioning manipulated inputs -32 KJ /s ~ Q2 < 0 KJ /s and 

0 ~ GAo ~ 2 Kmol/m3 exists such that the nominal equilibrium point continues to 

be an equilibrium point of the process subject to the fault. For Q2 = -14.7 KJ/s, 

GAo= 1.33 Kmol/m3 and Q2 = -4 KJ/s, GAo = 1.27 Kmol/m3
, the corresponding 

equilibrium points are S 1 = (1.05 Kmol/m3
, 396 K) and S2 = (0.93 Kmol/m3

, 393 K), 

:::e::c::~:::af:~:kM:ffi:•:::ti::r 2e~: :;:: :a£~[1::~ can:id]at::: :: 

0 0.049 

and P = [
12

0
.
32 0 

] for S2 • The matrices in the objective function (Eq. 2.19), 
0.026 

are chosen as Qw = [
72

·
72 0

] and R.v = [
640 0 

] . Prediction and control 
0 1 0 0.67 

horizons of 0.10 min and 0.02 min, respectively, are used in implementing the predic-

tive controller. It should be noted that as the stability of closed loop process system 

is guaranteed by use of the stability constraint in the controller formulations, short 

prediction horizon are chosen to reduce on-line computational requirements. The dis-

cretized version of the stability constraint of the form V(x(t + ~)) :::; 0.99V(x(t)) is 

incorporated in the optimization problem. 

Consider a scenario where the process starts from 0 = (1.25 Kmol/m3 , 385 K) 

and the predictive controller drives the process toward the nominal operating point, 

N = (0.447 Kmoljm3 , 393 K). At t = 0.16 min, when the process state is at 
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Figure 2.4: Evolution of closed-loop states for the CSTR example. Dashed line (
-) indicates the case when a safe-park point sl is arbitrarily chosen (resulting in 
the inability to resume nominal operation upon fault-recovery) while the solid line 
(-) indicates the case when S2 is chosen according to Theorem 2.2, guaranteeing 
resumption of nominal operation upon fault-recovery. The dash-dotted lines show 
the closed-loop response when optimality considerations are included in the choice of 
the safe-park point and s3 is chosen. 

F = (0.9975 Kmol/m3 , 394.02 K), the heating valve fails, and reverts to the fail

safe position (completely shut) resulting in Q1 = 0 KJjs. This restricts the heat 

input/removal to -32 KJ js :::::; Q < 0 KJ /s instead of -32 KJ /s :::::; Q < 32 KJ js. A 

discrete manifold of available candidate safe-park points is generated by solving steady 

state system equations for allowable values of manipulated variables in faulty scenario. 

A grid of manipulated variables with interval of 0.0667 Kmol/m3 and 0.1 KJ /sis used 

to generate the manifold of available candidate safe-park points. We first consider 

the case where the safe-park candidate S1 is arbitrarily chosen as the safe-park point, 

and the process is stabilized at S1 until the fault is rectified. At t = 8.0 min, the fault 

is rectified, however, we see that even after fault-recovery, nominal operation cannot 

be resumed (see dashed lines in Fig.2.4). This happens because S1 lies outside the 

stability region under nominal operation. In contrast, if S2 is chosen as the safe-park 

point, we see that the process can be successfully driven to S2 with limited control 
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action as well as it can be successfully driven back toN after fault-recovery (sec solid 

lines in Fig.2.4). The state and input profiles are shown in Fig.2.5. In summary, 

the simulation scenario illustrates the necessity to account for the presence of input 

constraints (characterized via the stability region) in the choice of the safe-park point. 

1.5~-------------. 

C')~ .€ 1 -----------------; 
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Figure 2.5: Evolution of the closed-loop state (a-b) and input ( c-d) profiles for the 
CSTR example. Fault occurs at 0.16 min and is rectified at 8.0 min. Dashed lines (
-) indicate the case when a safe-park point sl is arbitrarily chosen (resulting in the 
inability to resume nominal operation upon fault-recovery) while the solid lines (-) 
show the case when S2 is chosen according to Theorem 2.2, guaranteeing resumption 
of nominal operation upon fault-recovery. The dash-dotted lines show the closed-loop 
response when optimality considerations are included in the choice of the safe-park 
point and s3 is chosen. 

Next, we demonstrate the incorporation of performance criterion in selecting the 

safe-park point. To this end, we consider another point S3 (corresponding to Q2 = 
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-14.6 KJ/s, GAo = 1.53 Kmol/m3
), which is also inside the stability region of N, 

and is thereby also a viable safe-park point (i.e., either of s2 or s3 can be chosen 

as safe-park point from stability perspective). Using the approach in Section 2.3.3, 

the cost associated with operating at the two safe-park points is calculated utilizing 

f(xs, us) = llx~siiQ; + llussiiR; [a;:

7 

th~ ]weighting matrices in Eqs. [~~~:6)-(~.2

1
8). arAet 

chosen as Qtr = Qr = Qs = and Rtr = Rr = Rs = 
0 10 0 0.04 

the time of the failure, the auxiliary controller of Eq.2.20 is used to estimate ltr 

and ln which are divided by T 8 and Tn to determine lsafe-parking = ~; + ls + £. 
Note that the fact that transition costs are divided by transition times implies that 

the computation of lsafe-parking docs not require prior information about the time 

of fault recovery. We also note that while in this illustrative simulation example, 

we only usc two safe-park points for the purpose of illustration, the cost comparison 

can be carried out over a larger number of safe-park points (see the styrene process 

in Section 2.4). As the failure in the first actuator occurs when process is at point 

0 (which is not the nominal operating point), the choice of optimal safe-park point 

needs to be made on-line. To reduce online compuational requirement for calculating 

cost lsafe-parking, we usc the bounded controller get rough estimate for lsafe-parking· 

Table 2.4 shows the objective function value for the safe-park points calculated using 

the auxiliary controller. As can be seen from the table, the cost estimate for S3 is 

significantly lower than for S2 , indicating that S3 is a better choice for safe-parking 

the process. Subsequently, if S3 is chosen as the safe-park point, it yields a closed-

loop cost significantly lower than the closed-loop cost achieved when safe-parking the 

process at S2 (the corresponding closed-loop state and input profiles are shown by 

the dash-dotted lines in Figs.2.4-2.5). 
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Table 2.4: Safe-parking cost estimates for the illustrative CSTR example of Section 
2.3.4. 

CA T Objective function = ltr + ls + lr 
Estimated using Closed-loop 

the bounded controller process cost 
s2 0.9346 393 2406 4072 
s3 0.8107 391 1209 1105 

2.4 Application to the styrene polymerization pro-

cess 

In this section, we implement the proposed safe-parking framework on the styrene 

polymerization process described in Section 2.2. 7. To evaluate the robustness of 

the proposed framework, we consider errors in the values of the parameters Ap, hA 

and V, of magnitude 1%, 2% and 10%, respectively as well as sinusoidal distur-

bances in the initiator flowrate Fi of magnitude 10% around the nominal values. 

The control objective is to stabilize the process at the nominal equilibrium point 

(CI = 0.067 kmol/m3
, CM = 3.968 kmol/m3

, T = 303.55 K, Tc = 297.95 K), cor-

responding to the nominal values of the manipulated inputs of Fe = 0.131 1/s and 

Fm = 0.105 1/s, while handling a fault in the valve manipulating the coolant flow 

rate. 

For nominal operation, the predictive controller of Eqs.2.15-2.19 is designed us-

ing a quadratic control 1yapunov function of the form V(x) = x' Px. The matix 
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3662.2 89.43 -18.59 -25.02 

89.430 2.953 -0.628 -0.845 
P= is generated by solving Riccati equation 

-18.592 -0.628 0.682 -0.036 

-25.023 -0.845 -0.036 2.002 

of Eq. 2.2. In Section 2.3.4 we demonstrated the implementation of the safe-parking 

framework where the fault occurs before the process is stabilized at the nominal cqui-

librium point. In this section we consider faults that occur after the process has 

been stabilized at the nominal equilibrium point. Determination of the safe-park 

points and evaluation of the cost estimates for safe-park points can therefore be car-

ried out off-line. The nominal operating point for the process is a stable operating 

point, and several safe-park points satisfy the requirements of Theorem 2.2 (guaran

teeing resumption of nominal operation upon fault-recovery). Ten safe-park points 

are chosen to be evaluated for optimality and using the approach in Section 2.3.3, 

the cost associated with each safe-park point is estimated using the cost function, 

f(xs, Us) = llussllm- qsMused, where the first term represents the cost of the utilities, 

while the second term represents the value of the product formed (via computing the 

rate of consumption of the monomer). With such a formulation of the steady-state 

cost, the safe-park points where the rate of p[~~:;c:]formation is more are preferred. 

The weighting factors arc chosen as Rs = 
0 0 

and q8 = 0.5. The weighting 

matrices in Eqs.2.26-2.28 are chosen as diagonal matrices with the clements on the 

diagonal as Qtr = Qr = diag(1000, 1000, 10, 10) and Rtr = Rr = diag(1, 1). 

For the safe-park points, the costs are calculated u._c:;ing the auxiliary controller 

of Eqs. 2.20-2.21 and tabulated in Table 2.5. Note that the cost is the minimum 

for the nominal operating point (with ltr = lr = 0), and out of the ten safe-park 
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Figure 2.6: Evolution of the state profiles for the styrene polymerization process for 
an arbitrarily chosen safe-park point (dashed lines) and under the proposed safe-park 
mechanism (solid lines). Fault occurs at 33.3 min and is rectified at 300 min. The 
nominal equilibrium point N and the safe-park points S5 and S1 are denoted by the 
markers*, o and+, respectively. 
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Figure 2. 7: The input profiles for the styrene polymerization process for an arbitrarily 
chosen safe-park point (dashed lines) and under the proposed safe-park mechanism 
(solid lines). Fault occurs at 33.3 min, resulting in the coolant flow rate being stuck 
at the maximum value during this time, and is rectified at 300 min. 
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points, point S5 (ei = 0.081 kmoljm\ eM= 3.863 kmoljm3 , T = 301.75 K, Tc = 

295.01 K) yields the lowest cost and and is therefore picked as the optimal safe

park point. Closed-loop simulations are shown for the case where a fault occurs 

at 33.3 minutes and is rectified at 300 mins. We first consider a case when S1 

(ei = 0.430 kmol/m3
, eM = 1.165 kmol/m3

, T = 297.37 K, Tc = 294.91 K) is 

picked as the safe-park point using the safe-parking framework (without considering 

performance criteria) and the closed-loop trajectories and input profiles are shown 

by the dashed line in Figs.2.6-2.7. Next, we use performance costs in Table 2.5 to 

select the optimal safe-park point (i.e. S5 ). The closed-loop trajectories and input 

profiles are shown by the solid lines in Figs.2.6-2. 7 when the safe-park point S5 is 

picked. The closed-loop costs for the two points is also shown in Table 2.5. Once 

again, even in the presence of uncertainty and disturbances, the closed-loop costs 

follow the same trend as the estimates, yielding a low cost for the 'optimal' safe park 

point and demonstrating the robustness of the proposed safe-parking framework. 

2.5 Conclusions 

This chapter considered the problem of control of nonlinear process systems subject 

to input constraints and faults in the control actuators. A safe-parking framework 

was developed for handling faults that preclude the possibility of continued operating 

at the nominal equilibrium point. First, Lyapunov-based model predictive controllers, 

that allow for an explicit characterization of the stability region subject to constraints 

on the manipulated input, were designed. The stability region was utilized in selecting 

'safe-park' points from the safe-park candidates (equilibrium points subject to failed 

actuators). Specifically, a candidate parking point was termed a safe-park point if 
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Table 2.5: Safe-parking cost estimates for the styrene polymerization process of Sec
tion 2.4. 

CI eM T Tc Objective function= Jtr + Js + Jr 
Bounded Closed-loop 
controller process cost 

N 0.0673 3.9685 303.5564 297.9532 -11.272 -
s1 0.4298 1.165 297.3679 294.9115 -2.079 -2.144 
s2 0.2068 2.8708 299.2592 294.9543 -8.282 -

s3 0.1362 3.4256 300.3554 294.9791 -9.407 -
s4 0.1015 3.6998 301.1423 294.9969 -9.692 -

Ss 0.0809 3.8631 301.7465 295.0105 -9.734 -9.732 
s6 0.0673 3.9716 302.2279 295.0214 -9.655 -

s7 0.0576 4.0488 302.6216 295.0303 -9.530 -
Ss 0.0503 4.1065 302.95 295.0378 -9.383. -

Sg 0.0447 4.1513 303.2285 295.0441 -9.227 -

Sw 0.0402 4.1871 303.4676 295.0495 -9.069 -

Sn 0.0365 4.2163 303.6754 295.0542 -8.912 -
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1) the process state at the time of failure resides in the stability region of the safe

park candidate (subject to depleted control action), and 2) the safe-park candidate 

resides within the stability region of the nominal control configuration. Performance 

considerations, such as ease of transition from and to the safe-park point and cost 

of running the process at the safe-park point, were then quantified and utilized in 

choosing the optimal safe-park point. The proposed framework was illustrated using 

a chemical reactor example and its robustness with respect to parametric uncertainty 

and disturbances was demonstrated via a styrene polymerization process. 
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Chapter 3 

Safe-Parking of Nonlinear Process 

Systems: Handling Uncertainty and 

Unavailability of Measurements * 

3.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, a 'safe-parking' framework was developed that preserves process safety 

and enables smooth resumption of nominal operation on fault recovery via identifying 

appropriate 'safe-park' points where the process is stabilized during failure. The safe-

parking framework in Chapter 2 assumes availability of the entire state information as 

well as precise process dynamics knowledge. However, in chemical process industries, 

all state are rarely measured and dynamics of unit processes/operations is difficult 

to model accurately. This requires that the control system design must account for 

estimation error associated with state estimation and also the plant-model mismatch. 

*The results in this chapter are published in "M. Mahmood, R. Gandhi and P. Mhaskar. Safe
parking of nonlinear process systems: Handling uncertainty and unavailability of measurements. 
Chem. Eng. Sci., 63:5434-5446, 2008". 
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In addition to it, the control system also should be able to efficiently deal with pro

cess disturbances and measurement noise, which are ubiquitous in process industries. 

These requirements have motivated numerous research studies in the field of robust 

predictive controller designs to handle uncertainties in plant models, disturbances 

and measurement noise. Bemporad and Morari [1999] provides excellent survey on 

various robust model predictive controller designs and Mayne et al. [2000] analyzes 

stability and optimality of robust predictive controller for linear systems. For non

linear systems, the problem of robust MPC design is still an area of ongoing research 

with significant number of research paper publishing every year (see, for example 

Michalska and Mayne [1993], Sarimveis et al. [1996], Magni et al. [2003], Wan and 

Kothare [2003], Langson et al. [2004], Wang and Rawlings [2004], Sakizlis ct al. [2004], 

Mhaskar [2006], Mhaskar and Kennedy [2008], Mhaskar et al. [2007]). In robust pre

dictive controllers, various design procedures achieve robust stability in two different 

ways: indirectly by specifying the performance objective and uncertainty description 

in such a way that the optimal control computation leads to robust stability; or di

rectly by enforcing a type of robust contraction constraint which guarantees that the 

state will shrink for all plants in the uncertainty set (Bemporad and Morari [1999]). 

Several robust model predictive formulations utilize the "min-max" approach where 

the manipulated variables are calculated by solving as optimization problem that re

quires minimizing objective function over all possible realizations of the uncertainty. 

Robust predictive formulation in Zheng and Morari [1993] achieves robust stability 

by forcing the states to contract for all possible realization of uncertainties. 

Lack of complete state measurements have also motivated plethora of research 

papers in field of state estimation, with most of research focusing on linear systems. 
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Since the optimal estimator generally is not available for the nonlinear systems, the 

estimator for nonlinear systems are based on sub-optimal approaches (Henson and 

Seborg [1997]). The high-gain observer proposed in Esfandiari and Khalil [1992] 

guarantees asymptotic stability of closed loop system and provides a handle on the 

decay rate of the estimation error by tuning observer gain (see Khalil [1992] for more 

details on high-gain observer). 

As mentioned earlier, the safe-parking framework of Chapter 2 assumed avail

ability of the entire state information as well as precise process dynamics knowl

edge. Availability of limited measurements and the presence of disturbances and 

uncertainty, however, can destabilize even nominal operation and also invalidate the 

guarantees of safe-parking and resumption of smooth operation upon fault-recovery. 

Motivated by the above considerations, this chapter considers the problem of 

handling faults in control of nonlinear process systems subject to input constraints, 

uncertainty and unavailability of measurements. A framework is developed to handle 

faults that preclude the possibility of continued operation at the nominal equilib

rium point using robust or reconfiguration-based fault-tolerant control approaches. 

The key consideration is to operate the plant using the depleted control at an ap

propriate 'safe-park' point to prevent onset of hazardous situations as well as enable 

smooth resumption of nominal operation upon fault-recovery. The rest of the chapter 

is organized as follows: we first present, in Section 3.2.1, the class of processes con

sidered, followed by a styrene polymerization process in Section 3.2.2 and formulate 

the safe-parking problem in Section 3.2.4. In Section 3.3.1 we extend the results in 

Mahmood and Mhaskar [2008] to develop a robust Lyapunov-based predictive con

troller that enhances the set of initial conditions from where stabilization is achieved 
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subject to uncertainty and present a safe-parking design that addresses the presence 

of uncertainty in Section 3.3.2. The problem of availability of limited measurements 

is handled in the control design in Section 3.4.1 and incorporated in the safe-parking 

framework in Section 3.4.2. A chemical reactor example is used to illustrate the de

tails of the safe-parking framework in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.3 while application to 

the styrene polymerization process is demonstrated in Section 3.5. Finally, in Section 

3.6 we summarize our results. 

3. 2 Preliminaries 

In this section, we describe the class of processes considered, present a polystyrene 

process example to motivate the proposed framework and formalize the control prob

lem. 

3.2.1 Process description 

We consider nonlinear process systems subject to input constraints and failures de

scribed by: 

±(t) 

y(x(t)) 

f(x(t)) + G(x(t))u(7(t) + WB(t) 

h(x(t)); u(7(·) E U(7, 8 E 8 
(3.1) 

where x E IRn and y E IRm denote the vector of state and measured output 

variables, u(7(t) E IRm denotes the vector of constrained manipulated inputs, taking 

values in a nonempty convex subset u(7 of IRm, where u(7 = {u E IRm : Umin,<T ::; 

u ::; Umax,"}, where Umin,"' Umax," E IRm denote the constraints on the manipulated 
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inputs, ()(t) = [el(t) · · · ()q(t)f E 8 C 1Rq where 8 = {() E 1Rq : ()min ~ () ~ ()max}, 

where ()min, ()max E 1Rq denote the bounds on the vector of uncertain (possibly time

varying) but bounded variables taking values in a nonempty compact convex subset 

of 1Rq, f(O) = 0 and (} E {1, 2} is a discrete variable that indexes the fault-free 

((} = 1) and faulty ((} = 2) operation. The vector function f(x) and the matrices W, 

G(x) = [g1 (x) · · · gm(x)] where gi(x) E 1Rn, i = 1· ··mare assumed to be sufficiently 

smooth on their domains of definition. Throughout the chapter, we assume that for 

any u E U,. the solution of the system of Eq.3.1 exists and is continuous for all t. 

3.2.2 Motivating example 

To motivate the safe-parking framework and to demonstrate an application of our 

results, we introduce in this section a polystyrene polymerization process. To this 

end, consider the following model for a polystyrene polymerization process given in 

Hidalgo and Brosilow [1990] (also studied in, e.g., Prasad et al. [2002], Mahmood 

and Mhaskar [2008] and Chapter 2, where it is used in the context of demonstrating 

the stability properties of a new predictive controller design and the safe-parking 

framework in the absence of uncertainty and availability of full state information) 

T 
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eP [ 2fk,C~ j 
kt 

- d 
--

kd Ade RT 

-EP (3.2) 

kp Ape RT 

-Et 
--

kt - AteRT 

where e/, elf, eM, eMf, refer to the concentrations of the initiator and monomer 

in the reactor and inlet stream, respectively, T and Tf refer to the reactor and inlet 

stream temperatures and Tef and Te refer to the coolant inlet and jacket tempera

tures, respectively. The manipulated inputs are the monomer and coolant flow rates, 

denoted by Fm and Fe, respectively. As is the practice with the operation of the 

polystyrene polymerization process (Hidalgo and Brosilow [1990]), the solvent flow 

rate is also changed in proportion to the monomer flow rate. The values of the 

process parameters are given in Table 2.2. The control objective is to stabilize the 

reactor at the equilibrium point (ei = 0.07 kmol/m3
, eM = 3.97 kmol/m3 , T = 

303.55 K, Te = 297.95 K), corresponding to the nominal values of the manipulated 

inputs of Fe = 1.31 1/s and Fm = 1.05 1/s. The manipulated inputs are constrained 

as 0 ::; Fe ::; 31.31 1/s and 0 ::; Fm ::; 31.05 1/s. 

Consider the scenario where the valve manipulating the coolant flow rate fails and 

reverts to the fail-safe position (fully open). With the coolant flow rate set to the 

maximum, there simply does not exist an admissible value of the functioning rna-

nipulated input Fm, such that the nominal equilibrium point remains an equilibrium 

point for the process, precluding the possibility of continued operation at the nominal 

equilibrium point (regardless of the choice of the control law). The key problem is 
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to determine how to operate the process under failure conditions to maintain process 

safety and, upon fault-recovery, efficient resumption of nominal operation. We will 

demonstrate the application of the proposed safe-parking framework on the styrene 

polymerization process subject to uncertainty and limited availability of (noisy) mea

surements in Section 3.5, while illustrating the details of the proposed framework 

using a chemical reactor in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.3. 

3.2.3 High gain observer 

Here we briefly review the theory of high gain observer that will be used in Section 

3.4 for estimating unmeasured states. There is no general procedure for designing 

state observer for nonlinear systems but some nonlinear systems, the design of such 

observer could be an easy as in linear systems. Consider a two dimensional system 

in the canonical form: 

x2 ¢(x,u) 

y (3.3) 

For this system a high gain observer can be designed as, 

:b = x2 + h1 (y- x1) 

±2 = 4>o(x, u) + h2(Y- x1) (3.4) 

where 4>o(x, u) is a nominal model of ¢(x, u). The dynamics of the estimation 
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error can be written as, 

(3.5) 

In presence of 8(x, u), it can be shown that by choosing h2 « h1 « 1, specifically 

by taking h1 = cx1 
, h1 = cx2 for some positive constant cx1 , cx2 and E with E « 1, the 

E E2 

effect of 8(x, u) on estimation error diminishes. For example, if the system in Eq. 3.3 

is second order, then the transfer function from 8 to e is given by, 

1 

[.,: h.l Ga(s) = 2 h h 
s + 1s + 2 

E 

[,s: a1l (3.6) 
(Es)2 + et1 ES + ll2 

Thus limE-to G 0 ( s) = 0. As mentioned car lier, reducing E, diminishes the effect 

of 8 on estimation error but it should be noted that it also gives rise to peaking 

phenomenon, where error (e) exhibits an impulsive like behavior where transient 

peaks to 0(1/E) value before it decays rapidly towards zero (see Khalil [1992] for 

more details on high-gain observer). 
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3.2.4 Problem definition 

We consider faults in the control actuators under the assumption that upon failure, 

the actuator reverts to a fail-safe position. Examples of fail-safe positions include 

fully open for a valve regulating a coolant flow rate, fully closed for a valve regulating 

a steam flow etc. Specifically, we characterize the fault occurring w.l.o.g., in the first 

control actuator at a time yfault, subsequently rectified at a time yrecavery (i.e., for 

t ~ yfault and t > rrecavery, O"(t) = 1 and O"(t) = 2 for yfault < t ~ yrecavery), as 

u~(t) = u}ailed' with u;,.in,2 ~ u}ailed ~ u;,.ax,2 , where ui denotes the ith component 

of a vector u, for all yfault < t ~ yrecavery, leaving only u~, i = 2 ... m available for 

feedback control. With u~(t) = u}ailed' there exists a (possibly connected) manifold 

of equilibrium points where the process can be stabilized, which we denote as the 

candidate safe-park set Xc := {xc E 1Rn : f(xc) + l(xc)u}ailed + 2:.:":Z:2 gi(xc)u~ = 

0, u~in ~ u~ ~ u~ax,i = 2, ... ,m}. The safe-park candidates therefore represent 

possible equilibrium points (note that the subsequent results do not require the set 

of equilibrium points to be connected), corresponding to the failed actuator stuck at 

the fail-safe value, and acceptable values of the other manipulated inputs. Note that 

if u}ailed =/= 0, then it may happen that 0 t/:. Xc, i.e., if the failed actuator is frozen at 

a non-nominal value, then it is possible that the process simply cannot be stabilized 

at the nominal equilibrium point using the functioning control actuators. In other 

words, if one of the manipulated input fails and reverts to a fail-safe position, it may 

happen that no admissible combination of the functioning inputs exists for which 

the nominal equilibrium point continues to be an equilibrium point. Maintaining the 

functioning actuators at the nominal values may result in the onset of hazardous or 

undesirable process conditions or drive the process state to a point from where it 
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may not be possible to resume nominal operation upon fault-recovery. Vl/e define the 

safe-parking problem as the one of identifying safe-park points Xs E X c that preserve 

process safety and allow smooth resumption of nominal operation upon fault-recovery 

subject to uncertainty and availability of limited measurements . 

3.3 Safe-parking of nonlinear process systems: han

dling uncertainty 

The presence of uncertainty can invalidate the stability guarantees of the Lyapunov

based predictive controller developed in Mahmood and Mhaskar [2008], as well as the 

the safe-parking framework of Chapter 2. To handle uncertainty, we first develop a 

robust predictive controller that provides an explicit characterization of the robust 

stability region (without assuming initial feasibility and without resorting to min-max 

computations), as well as enhances the set of initial conditions from where stabiliza

tion is achieved in Section 3.3.1 and then present a safe-parking algorithm handling 

uncertainty in Section 3.3.2. 

3.3.1 Robust model predictive controller 

In this section we present a robust predictive controller, for each mode of operation 

(and drop the subscript CJ for ease of notation) that allows an explicit characteriza

tion of the feasibility and stability region and fully exploits the constraint handling 

capabilities of the predictive control approach. Preparatory to the presentation of the 

robust predictive controller for the system of Eq.3 .1, we define the set (in line with 
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the idea of Section 2.2.3): 

q m 

II= {x E lRn : Lt V(x) + L Lw.max V(x)Bi + L Lcr•n V(x)ui + pV(x) ::; 0} (3.7) 
i=l i=l 

where Lwmax V(x)Bi = Lw. V(x)e:nin' if Lw. V(x) ::; 0 and Lwmax V(x)Bi = Lw. V(x)e:nax' . . 
if Lwi V(x) > 0 and Lamin V(x)ui =Lei V(x)u:nax' if Lei V(x) ::; 0 and Lamin V(x)ui = . . 
LaiV(x)u:nin' if La;V(x) > 0 (for a discussion on the definition of the set II, see Sec-

tion 2.2.3 and Remark 3.1) and assume that 0 := {x E lRn : V(x) ::; cmax} ~II for 

some cmax > 0 (see Section 2.2.3 for more details). Consider now the receding horizon 

implementation of the control action computed by solving an optimization problem 

of the form: 

UMPc(x) ·- argmin{J(x,t,u(·))lu(·) E S} (3.8) 

s.t. x f(x) + G(x)u (3.9) 

q 

LaV(x)u::; -LJV(x)- LLw;maxV(x)Bi- pV(x) (3.10) 
i=l 

x(T) E II'v'T E [t,t+~) (3.11) 

where LeV= [L9 1 V · · · L9.,. V] is a row vector and pis a constant, S = S(t, T) 

is the family of piecewise continuous functions (functions continuous from the right), 

with period ~' mapping [t, t + T] into U. Eq.3.9 is the 'nominal' nonlinear model 

(without the uncertainty term) describing the time evolution of the state x. A control 
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u( ·) in S is characterized by the sequence { u[j]} where u[j] := u(j £:.) and satisfies 

u(t) = u[j] for all t E [j£:., (j + 1)£:.). The performance index is given by 

l
t+T 

J(x,t,u(-)) = t [llxu(s;x,t)llb+llu(s)ll~]ds (3.12) 

where Q and R are positive semi-definite, and strictly positive definite, symmetric 

matrices, respectively, and xu(s; x, t) denotes the solution of Eq.3.9, due to control u, 

with initial state x at time t and T is the specified horizon. The minimizing control 

u~ pc( ·) E Sis then applied to the plant over the interval [t, t+ £:.) and the procedure is 

repeated indefinitely. Feasibility of the optimization problem and stability properties 

of the closed-loop system under the predictive controller are formalized in Theorem 

3.1 below. 

Theorem 3.1. Consider the constrained system of Eq.3.1 under the MPC law of 

Eqs. 3. 8-3.12. Then, given any positive real number d, there exists a positive real 

number£:.* such that if£:. E (0, £:. *] and x(O) := x 0 E D, then the optimization problem 

of Eqs.3.8-3.12 is guaranteed to be initially and successively feasible, x(t) ED \1 t 2: 0 

and lim sup llx(t)ll :::; d. Furthermore, if Xo E II\D, then if the optimization problem 
t-+oo 

is successively feasible, then x(t) E II \1 t 2: 0 and lim sup llx(t)ll :::; d. 
t-+oo 

Proof of Theorem 3.1: The proof of this theorem is divided in three parts. In 

the first part we show for all x0 E D, the optimization problem of Eqs.3.8-3.12 is 

guaranteed to be initially feasible. We then show that there exists a £:. * such that if 

£:. E (0, £:. *] then D is invariant under receding horizon implementation of the pre

dictive controller of Eqs.3.8-3.12 (implying that the optimization problem continues 

to be feasible) and that the state trajectories converge to the desired neighborhood 
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of the origin. Finally, in part 3, we show that the state trajectories, once they reach 

the desired neighborhood of the origin, continue to stay in the neighborhood. 

Part 1: Consider some x0 E 0 under receding horizon implementation of the pre

dictive controller of Eqs.3.8-3.12, with a prediction horizon T = N ~' where ~ is the 

hold time and 1 ~ N < oo is the number of the prediction steps. We first analyze the 

constraint of Eq.3.10 for feasibility. Since n E II and Xo E n, this implies that there 

exists au* E S such that LaV(x)u(t) ~ -LtV(x)- L:i=l Lw;=ax V(x)ei- pV(x). 

Therefore, for all x(O) E 0, the solution comprising of u* as the first element followed 

by N- 1 zeros is a feasible solution to constraint of Eq.3.10. 

Part 2: Having shown initial feasibility of the optimization problem in Part 1, we 

now show that the implementation of the control action computed by solving the 

optimization problem of Eqs.3.8-3.12 guarantees that for a given d, if we pick a 

sufficiently small~ (i.e., there exists a~* such that if~ E (0, ~ *]) 0 is invariant under 

the predictive control algorithm of Eqs.3.8-3.12 (this would guarantee subsequent 

feasibility of the optimization problem due to part 1 above), and then that if the 

optimization problem continues to be feasible, then practical stability (convergence 

to a desired neighborhood of the origin) for the closed-loop system is achieved. 

To this end, we first note that since V ( ·) is a continuous function of the state, 

one can find a finite, positive real number, 6, such that V(x) ~ 6' implies llxll ~ d. 

Now consider a "ring" close to the boundary of 0, described by M := {x E IRn : 

(cmax - 6) ~ V(x) ~ cmax}, for a 0 ~ 6 < cmax, with 8 to be determined later. 

The initial feasibility of the constraint of Eq.3.10 implies that for all x(O) E 0 and 

IIB(t)il ~ eb 
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V(x) L1V +LeVu+ LwVB(t) 
(3.13) 

< -pV(x) 

Furthermore, if the control action is held constant until a time ~ **, where ~ ** is a 

positive real number (u(t) = u(x0 ) := u0 V t E [0, ~**])then, V t E [0, ~**], 

V(x(t)) LJV(x(t)) + LcV(x(t))u0 + LwV(x(t))B(t) 

LJV(xo) + LcV(xo)uo + LwV(x0 )8(0) + (LJV(x(t))- LJV(x0 )) 

+(LcV(x(t))u0 - LcV(xo)u0 ) + LwV(x(t))B(t)- LwV(x0 )8(0) 
(3.14) 

Since Xo EM~ n, and e E 8, LJV(xo)+LcV(xo)uo+LwV(xo)B(O) ~ -pV(xo)-

By definition, for all Xo EM, V(xo) ~ cmax- 5, therefore LJV(xo) + LcV(xo)uo + 

Lw V(x0 )8(0) ~ -p(cmax_5). Since the function f(·) and the clements of the matrices 

G(·), W(-) are continuous, llu(t)JI ~ umax, JJe(t)ll ~ emax and M is bounded, then 

one can find, for all x0 E M and a fixed ~ **, a positive real number K 1
, such that 

llx(t) - xoll ~ K 1 ~ ** for all t ~ ~ **. 

Since the functions Lf V(· ), Lc V(-), Lw V(-) are lipschitz, then given that llx(t)

x0 JI ~ K1~**, Xo E 0 and IIB(t)JI ~ gmax, we have that one can find positive real num

bers K 2
, K 3 and K 4 such that JILJV(x(t))- LJV(xo)ll ~ K3K1~**, IILcV(x(t))u0 -

LcV(xo)uoll ~ K2K1~** and IILwV(x(t))B(t)- LwV(x0 )B(O)ll ~ K4K1 ~**. Using 

these inequalities in Eq.3.14, we get 
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p(cmax- 6)- E 

For a choice of~*" < ( Kl K 2 + Kl K 3 + Kl K 4 ) where E is a positive real number 

such that 

E < p(cmax- 6) (3.16) 

we get that V(x(t)) ~ -E < 0 for all t ~ ~**. This implies that, given 6', 

if we pick 6 such that cmax - 6 < 6' and find a corresponding value of ~ *" then 

if the control action is computed for any x E M, and the 'hold' time is less than 

~ **, we get that V remains negative during this time, and therefore the state of 

the closed-loop system cannot escape 0 (since 0 is a level set of V). This in turn 

implies successive feasibility of the optimization problem for all initial conditions in 

M, and that for any initial condition, x0 , such that 6 < V(x0 ) ~ cmax we have that 

V(x(t + ~)) < V(x(t)). All trajectories originating in 0, therefore converge to the 

set defined by Of:= {x E IRn: V(x) ~ cmax- 6}. 

Part 3: We now show the existence of~' such that for all x0 E Of := {x E IRn : 

V(x0 ) ~ cmax - 6}, we have that x(~) E ou := {x0 E lRn : V(x0 ) ~ 6'}, where 

6' < cmax, for any ~ E (0, ~']. 

Consider ~, such that 

6' = max V(x(t)) 
V(xo):Sc"'ax-8, uEU, 0E8 tE[O,t>.'] 

(3.17) 

Since V is a continuous function of x, and x evolves continuously in time, then 

for any value of 6 < cmax, one can choose a sufficiently small ~' such that Eq.3.17 

holds. Let~*= min{~**, ~'}.We now show that for all Xo E ou and~ E (0,~*], 

x(t) E ou for all t ~ 0. 
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For all x0 E ou n Of, by definition x(t) E ou for 0 ::S; t ::S; .6. (since .6. ::S; .6.'). For 

all Xo E nu\Of (and therefore Xo E M), v < 0 for 0 :::; t :::; .6. (since .6. :::; .6. **). 

Since ou is a level set of V, then x(t) E ou for 0 :::; t :::; .6.. Either way, for all initial 

conditions in nu, x(t) E nu for all future times. 

In summary, we showed 1) that for all x(O) E 0, the optimization problem is 

guaranteed to be feasible, 2) the optimization problem continues to be feasible and 

x(t) E 0 V t ~ 0, all state trajectories originating in 0 converge to ou, and 3) 

that all state trajectories originating in ou stay in ou, i.e., x(t) E 0 V t > 0 and 

limsup llx(t)il :S d. 
t-+oo 

We next consider initial conditions such that x 0 E II t/:. 0. The initial and sue-

cessive feasibility of the optimization problem ensures that V(x(t + .6.)) < V(x(t)). 

All trajectories originating in II, therefore converge to the set 0. Once the state tra-

jectory enters 0, x(t) E 0 V t ~ 0 and lim sup //x(t)/1 ::S; d can be showed as before. 
t-+oo 

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 

Remark 3.1. The proposed predictive controller ensures robust stability by comput-

ing the control action such that its effect on the evolution of the Lyapunov-function 

is sufficiently negative to counter the worst case effect of the disturbances on the Lya-

punov function derivative. Feasibility of this constraint is guaranteed by explicitly 

characterizing the set II for which an acceptable value of the manipulated input exists 

that can counter the effect of the state dynamics and uncertainty on the Lyapunov

function derivative. The term pV(x) appears in the constraint of Eq.3.10 to provide 

"robustness" against the fact that the control action is computed for a certain state, 

but held for a time .6. during which time the process moves away from the state for 

which the control action was computed. The inclusion of uncertainty term in the 
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characterization of the stability region results in contraction of the stability region as 

compared to the stability region for the system without uncertainty. In Fig. 3.1, the 

contraction of the stability region is shown. The degree of the contraction depends 

on the magnitude of the uncertainty considered, the equilibrium point and inherent 

robustness of the system. 

Xz 

0 

Stability region in 
presence of uncertainty 

0 

N 

·· ... 

Stability region in 
absence of uncertainty 

/ 

Figure 3.1: Schematic for stability region characterization in the presence of uncer
tainty. Inclusion of the uncertainty term in the characterization of stability region 
results in contraction of the stability region as compared to the stability region for 
the system without uncertainty term. 

Remark 3.2. Note that the proposed robust predictive controller is different from 

existing robust MPC designs in that it does not use a min-max formulation (but 

guarantees stability for the nonlinear uncertain system) and also allows explicit char-

acterization of the set of initial conditions for which the optimization problem is 

guaranteed (not assumed) to be feasible. The proposed robust predictive controller 

also differs from recently proposed Lyapunov-based predictive control designs. Specif

ically, the robust predictive control design in Mhaskar [2006] uses an auxiliary control 
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law in formulating the robust stability constraint and the stability region of the robust 

predictive controller of Mhaskar [2006] is limited to the (possibly conservative) sta-

bility region estimate of the auxiliary control law. More recently, a Lyapunov-based 

controller is proposed (Mahmood and Mhaskar [2008]) that enhances the set of initial 

conditions from where closed-loop stability is achieved compared to Lyapunov-based 

bounded control designs. The predictive controller of Mahmood and Mhaskar [2008] 

however, docs not explicitly account for the presence of disturbances and uncertain-

ties. In contrast, the proposed robust predictive controller not only enhances the set 

of initial conditions from where stability is achieved, but also explicitly accounts for 

the presence of uncertainty in the control design. 

Theorem 3.1 establishes the existence of a robustness margin that allows prac-

tical stability in the presence of disturbances and compute and hold control action. 

Preparatory to our results on the output feedback controller in section 3.4.1, we 

present a corollary that establishes the existence of an equivalent 'bound' on the er-

ror in the state variable measurements that the controller can tolerate, in the absence 

of uncertainty. The proof of the corollary follows along similar lines of Theorem 3.1 

and is omitted for brevity. 

Corollary 3.1. Consider the constrained system of Eq.3.1 with B(t) = 0 under the 

MPC law UMPc(x +e). There exists a positive real number em such that if JeJ :::; em 

and Xo E n, then the optimization problem of Eqs.3.8-3.12 is guaranteed to be initially 

and successively feasible, x(t) E 0 V t :2: 0 and lim sup llx(t)ll :::; d. Furthermore, 
t-+oo 

if x0 E II\0, then if the optimization problem is successively feasible, then x(t) E 

II V t > 0 and lim sup llx(t)JJ :::; d. 
t-+oo 
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Remark 3.3. The above corollary establishes the existence, for a given bound on 

the disturbances, of an equivalent robustness margin with respect to error in the 

value of the state variable measurements. Note that such a robustness margin with 

respect to errors in the state measurements can be incorporated in the controller over 

and above the robustness with respect to disturbances. For the sake of simplicity, in 

this chapter the 'equivalent' robustness with respect to measurement errors (in the 

absence of uncertainty) is analyzed for its subsequent use within the output feedback 

predictive controller in Section 3.4.1. 

3.3.2 Robust safe-parking of nonlinear process systems 

The presence of uncertainty and constraints on the manipulated inputs need to be 

accounted for to ensure that upon failure, the process does not transit to a hazardous 

operating point, and this can be achieved via requiring that the process state at 

the time of the failure resides in the stability region for the safe-park point (so the 

process can be driven to the candidate safe-park point), and that the safe-park point 

should reside in the stability region under nominal operation (so the process can be 

returned to nominal operation). These requirements arc formalized in Theorem 3.2 

below. To this end, consider the system of Eq.3.1 for which the first control actuator 

fails at a time Tfault and is reactivated at time rrecovery, and for which the robust 

stability region under nominal operation, denoted by Dn, has been characterized using 

the predictive controller formulation of Eqs.3.8-3.12. Similarly, for a candidate safe

park point Xc, we denote De as the stability region (computed a priori) under the 

predictive controller of Eqs.3.8-3.12, and u2,xc as the control law designed to stabilize 

at the candidate safe-park (using the depleted control action) with u1,xn being the 
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nominal control law (using all the control actuators). 

Theorem 3.2. Consider the constrained system of Eq.3.1 under the MPC law of 

Eqs.3.8-3.12. If x(O) EOn, x(Tfault) E Oc and Oc COn, then the switching rule 

ul,n ' 0 ~ t < Tfault 

u(t) Tfauu ~ t < rrecovery (3.18) 

ul,n ' rrecovery ~ t 

guarantees that x(t) EOn V t ~ 0 and lim sup llx(t)il ~d. 
t---+oo 

Proof of Theorem 3.2: We consider the two possible cases; first if no fault occurs 

(Tfauzt = rrecovery = oo ), and second if a fault occurs at a time Tfautt < oo and is 

recovered at a time Tfault ~ rrecovery < oo. 

Case 1: The absence of a fault implies u(t) = u 1,n V t ~ 0. Since x(O) E On, and the 

nominal control configuration is implemented for all times, we have from Theorem 

3.1 that x(t) EOn V t ~ 0 and lim sup llx(t)ll ~d. 
t---+oo 

Case 2: At time Tfault, the control law designed to stabilize the process at Xc is 

activated and implemented till rrecovery. Since x(Tfault) E Oc c On, we have that 

x(t) E On V Tfault ~ t ~ rrecovery_ At a time rrecovery, we therefore also have that 

x(Trecovery) E On. Subsequently, as with case 1, the nominal control configuration 

is implemented for all time thereafter' we have that X ( t) E On v t ~ rrecovery. In 

conclusion, we have that x(t) E On V t ~ 0 and limsup llx(t)ll ~d. This completes 
t---+oo 

the proof of Theorem 3.2. 

Remark 3.4. The necessity of the requirements of Theorem 3.2 can be understood 

in the context of preventing onset of hazardous situations as well as enabling smooth 
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resumption of nominal operation. Note that in the presence of an actuator failure, if 

the control law still tries to utilize the available control actuators to try to drive the 

process state to the nominal operating point, the active actuators may saturate and 

end up driving the process state to a hazardous operating point, or to a point from 

where nominal operation cannot be resumed upon fault-recovery. On the other hand, 

if continued operation at the nominal operating point was possible either via the de-

pleted control configuration or via control loop reconfiguration, then reconfiguration-

based fault-tolerant control approaches (e.g., see Mhaskar [2006]) could be utilized to 

preserve closed-loop stability. However, Theorem 3.2 addresses the problem where 

a fault occurs that precludes operation at nominal operating point, and provides 

an appropriately characterized safe-park point where the process can be temporarily 

'parked' until nominal operation can be resumed. 

3.3.3 Illustrative simulation example: handling uncertainty 

We illustrate in this section the proposed safe-park framework in the presence of 

uncertainty via a continuous stirred tank reactor ( CSTR). To this end, consider a 

CSTR where an irreversible, first-order exothermic reaction of the form A _!; B takes 

place. The mathematical model for the process takes the form: 

(3.19) 

where CA, CB denotes the concentration of the species A, and B, respectively, TR 
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denotes the temperature of the reactor, Q is the heat added to/removed from the 

reactor, V is the volume of the reactor, k0 , E, !::..H are the pre-exponential constant, 

the activation energy, and the enthalpy of the reaction and Cp and P! are the heat 

capacity and fluid density in the reactor. The values of all process parameters can be 

found in Table 3.1. The control objective is to stabilize the reactor at the unstable 

equilibrium point (CA., Tft) = (0.45 Kmol/m3
, 393 K) in the presence of uncertainty. 

Specifically, we consider an error in the parameter !::..H of magnitude 1%, a sinusoidal 

disturbance in the inlet temperature T;n of magnitude 10% around the nominal value, 

random disturbances in F, CA,in of magnitude 1% around the nominal value, and a 

random disturbance in Q of magnitude 5% around the nominal value. Manipulated 

variables are the rate of heat input/removal, Q, and change in inlet concentration 

of species A, !::..CA,in = CA,in- CA,in., with constraints: JQJ :<::;: 32 KJ/s and 0 :<::;: 

I 3 I CA,in :<::;: 2 Kmol m . The heat input removal Q consists of heating stream Q1 and 

cooling stream Q2 with the constraints on each as, 0 KJ /s :<::;: Q 1 :<::;: 32 KJ /s and 

-32 KJ/s :<::;: Q2 :<::;: 0 KJjs. The nominal operating point (N) corresponds to steady 

state values of the inputs CA,in = 0.73 Kmol/m3 and Q = 10 KJ/s. 

For stabilizing the process at the nominal equilibrium point, the Lyapunov based 

~~: o::c::n ~ 3f: ~: desi~cdj u: :::~t:::~~:s:i:::::::h::::~ 
l 0 0.004 

technique as described in Section 2.2.3 with grid interval of 0.6 °C and 0.004 Kmoljm3 . 

The stability region is denoted by n in Fig.3.2. We consider the problem of designing 

a safe-parking framework to handle temporary faults in the heating valve (resulting 

in a fail-safe value of Q1 = 0). The nominal operating point corresponds to Qs = 

10 KJ /s, and no value of the functioning manipulated inputs -32 KJ /s :<::;: Q2 < 
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Table 3.1: Chemical reactor parameters and steady-state values. 

v 
R 
CA· ,zn8 

T;_ns 
Qs 
~H 

ko 
E 

= 0.1 
= 8.314 
= 0.73 
= 310.0 

10.0 
= -4.78 X 104 

= 72 X 109 

= 8.314 X 104 

= 0.239 
= 1000.0 

100 x 10-3 

= 393 
= 0.447 

m3 

KJ / (Kmol · K) 
Kmol/m3 

K 
KJ/s 
kJ/kmol 
min- 1 

kJ/kmol 
KJ/(Kg · K) 
Kg/m3 

m3/min 
K 
Kmol/m3 

0 KJ/s and 0 ~ CA,in ~ 2 Kmoljm3 exists such that the nominal equilibrium point 

continues to be an equilibrium point of the process subject to the fault. For Q2 = 

-30.72 KJ/s, CA,in = 1.86 Kmol/m3 and Q2 = -4.57 KJ/s, CA,in = 1.26 Kmol/m3
, 

the corresponding equilibrium points are S1 = (1.05 Kmol/m3 , 396 K) and S2 = 

(0.8 Kmol/m3 , 391.5 K), which we denote as safe-park candidates. For each of 

::: :~:l ::di~·~::} :r ·;,0 ~:i:, L~·r~:v ~;::] :c82of :::ti::t:,:~ 

in the objective function (Eq. 3.12), are chosen as Qw = [
105 0 

] and Rw = 
0 105 

[

10
-

2 0 
] . Prediction and control horizons of 0.01 min are used in implementing 

o 10-2 

the predictive controller. It should be noted that as the stability of closed loop process 

system is guaranteed by use of the stability constraint in the controller formulations, 
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short prediction horizon are chosen to reduce on-line computational requirements. 

Consider a scenario where the process starts from 0 = (1.25 Kmol/m3
, 385 K) 

and the predictive controller drives the process toward the nominal operating point, 

N. At t = 0.5 min, when the process state is at F = (1 Kmoljm3 , 393.76 K), the 

heating valve fails, and reverts to the fail-safe position (completely shut) resulting in 

Q1 = 0 KJ js. This restricts the heat input/removal to -32 KJ /s ~ Q < 0 KJ /s 

instead of -32 KJ js ~ Q < 32 KJ /s. 

We first consider the case where the safe-park candidate S 1 is arbitrarily chosen 

as the safe-park point, and the process is stabilized at S 1 until the fault is rectified. 

At t = 1.7 min, the fault is rectified, however, we see that even after fault-recovery, 

nominal operation cannot be resumed (see dashed lines in Fig.3.2). This happens 

because S 1 lies outside the stability region under nominal operation. In contrast, if 

S2 is chosen as the safe-park point, we see that the process can be successfully driven 

to S2 with limited control action as well as it can be successfully driven back to N 

after fault-recovery (see solid lines in Fig.3.2). The state and input profiles are shown 

in Fig.3.3. In summary, the simulation scenario illustrates the necessity to account 

for the presence of input constraints and uncertainty (characterized via the stability 

region) in the choice of the safe-park point. 

3.4 Safe-parking of nonlinear process systems: han

dling availability of limited measurements 

In the previous section, a robust safe-parking methodology was presented under the 

assumption of availability of the full state for feedback. In practice, the entire state 
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of the state trajectory for the CSTR example in the presence 
of uncertainty. Dashed line (- -) indicates the case when a safe-park point S1 is 
arbitrarily chosen (resulting in the inability to resume nominal operation upon fault
recovery) while the solid line (-) indicates the case when S2 is chosen according to 
Theorem 3.2, guaranteeing resumption of nominal operation upon fault-recovery. 

information may often not be available and necessitates estimation of the process state 

via an appropriate state observer. We first develop in Section 3.4.1 a predictive con-

troller formulation that provides guaranteed stability from an explicitly characterized 

set of initial conditions under availability of limited measurements. A safe-parking 

algorithm that accounts for the estimation errors associated with the state observer 

is subsequently presented in Section 3.4.2. 

3.4.1 Output-feedback Lyapunov-based predictive controller 

To allow for the output-feedback controller design, we impose the following assump

tion on the process of Eq.3.1. 

Assumption 1. There exist a set of integers {r1 , r 2 , •.. , r m) and coordinate transfor

mations {~(i) = T(i)(x)) such that the representation of the system of Eq.3.1, in the 

~(i) coordinates takes the form 
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the closed-loop state (a-b) and input ( c-d) profiles for the 
CSTR example in the presence of uncertainty. Fault occurs at 0.5 min and is rectified 
at 1. 7 min. Dashed lines (- -) indicate the case when a safe-park point S1 is arbitrarily 
chosen (resulting in the inability to resume nominal operation upon fault-recovery) 
while the solid lines (-) show the case when S2 is chosen according to Theorem 3.2, 
guaranteeing resumption of nominal operation upon fault-recovery. 
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"(i) 
~r;-1 

(3.20) 

where L9;L•t1hm;(x) =/= 0 for all x E 1Rn. Also, ~(i) ~ 0 if and only if X ~ 0. 

Preparatory to the presentation of the output feedback model predictive controller, 

we present an assumption below that formally characterizes the 'speed of escape' of 

the system states, i.e., establishes a time for which the process states will continue to 

reside in 0 given that the initial conditions are within a given subset of 0. Note that 

Assumption 2 is satisfied for practically all chemical processes. 

Assumption 2. Consider the nonlinear system of Eq.3.1 with u E U. Then, given any 

positive real numbers 5 > 5b, there exists a time n > 0, such that if V(x(O)) :S 8b, 

then V(x(t)) :S 8 V t :S n. 
We now present the output feedback predictive controller (for a similar result in 

the context of sensor data losses, see Munoz de la Perra and Christofides [2008]). To 

this end, consider again the nonlinear system of Eq.3.1, for which the parameter em 

(allowable error in the state values used in computing the control action) has been 

characterized (using Corollary 3.1), and for a given subset Ob (the desired output 

feedback stability region; characterized by 5b), the time Tb (defined in Assumption 2) 

has also been computed. 

Theorem 3.3. Consider the nonlinear system of Eq.3.1, under the output feedback 

MPC law of Eqs.3.8-3.12: 
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- L·a(i) 
• 1 1 0 0 L (i) 

ia1 

.:.(i) 
- L7a~i) 0 1 0 Lla;i) 

y Yi + Ym 
(3.21) 

0 

u Umpc(x) 

where the parameters, aii), · · · , a~) are chosen such that the polynomial sn + 
(i) n-1 (i) n-2 (i) 0 . H "t A [T-1(-) r-1(- )] d l t a1 s + a2 s + ... + an = zs urwz z, X = 1 Y1 ' ... ' m Ym ' an e 

E = max{1/ Li}· Then, there exists positive real number E* such that if E E (0, E*], 

x(O) E Ob and x(O) E Ob, then x(t) E 0 \:1 t 2': 0 and limsupt-HXJ llx(t)ll < d. 

Furthermore, for a choice of E E (0, E*], llx(t)- x(t)ll :<::::em for all t 2': Tb. 

Proof of Theorem 3.3: The proof of this theorem consists of two parts. In the first 

part, we use a singular perturbation formulation to represent the closed-loop system, 

with the resulting fast subsystem being globally exponentially stable, and use this, 

together with Assumption 2 to show that for any x(O) and x(O) E Ob, there exists 

E* > 0 such that, for every 0 < E < t::*, the state trajectory remains in the set 0 till 

the time that the state estimation error falls below a given value em. Then in the 

second part, we show practical stability of the closed-loop system using Corollary 

3.1. 

Part 1: Defining the auxiliary error variables ei = L~;-i (Yi- iiY)), j = 1, ... , ri, the 

(i) [Ai A(i) A(i)]T [ (1)T (2)T (m)T] h 1/£ vectors e0 = e1 e2 , ... , er, , eo = eo , eo , ... , eo t e parameters Ei = i, 
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- -
the matrices Ai and the vector bi: 

(i) 
-al 1 0 0 0 

(i) 
-a2 0 1 0 0 

.iii= 
' 
b= (3.22) 

(i) 
-ar-l 0 0 1 0 

(i) 
-ar 0 0 0 1 

the system of Eq.3.9 under the controller of Eq.3.21 takes the following form: 

·(i) -A- (i) b'T'( A) . - 1 Eieo - ieo + Ei 'I' X, X , Z - , •.• , m (3.23) 

x = f(x) + g(x)u(i:) (3.24) 

where w(x, i:) is a Lipschitiz function of its argument. Owing to the presence of 

the small parameter Ei that multiplies the time derivative e~i), the system of Eq.3.23 

can be analyzed as a two-time-scale system. Defining € = max{Ei}, multiplying each 

eg) subsystem by €/c and introducing the fast time-scale T = tj€, and setting €=0, 

the closed-loop fast subsystem takes the form: 

(3.25) 

where each .iii is Hurwitz. Establishing that the fast system is globally expo-

nentially stable implies that for a given subset nb, having computed Tb according to 

Assumption 2 (note that the state trajectory stays bounded for t ~ n) and also a 

positive real number em (defined in Corollary 3.1), there exists an c* such that if 
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c:::; c*, \x(n)- x(n)\ :::; em. 

Part 2: Having established the convergence of the state estimates to a value less 

than em, by a time Tb, the results of Corollary 3.1 can be invoked to prove practical 

stability of the closed-loop system. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.3. 

Remark 3.5. Note that the peaking phenomenon associated with the high-gain ob

server is naturally eliminated due to the presence of constraints on the manipulated 

input. It should be noted, however, that while the output feedback stability region 

can be chosen as close as desired to its state feedback counterpart by increasing 

the observer gain, the large observer gains result in poor performance due to noisy 

measurements. This however, cannot be mitigated simply by using a 'smaller' gain, 

because that would not preserve the stability guarantees. It cannot also be mitigated 

by using alternative estimation schemes (such as moving horizon estimators) that 

handle noise, but do not provide convergence guarantees. In practical scenarios, high 

gain observers can be used in a switched fashion-using a high gain initially for rapid 

convergence and then switching to a lower gain to mitigate noise. 

3.4.2 Output-feedback safe-parking of nonlinear process sys

tems 

Owing to the lack of full state measurements, the decision to utilize a safe parking 

candidate has to be made using only the available state estimates. This necessitates 

that the supervisor be able to make reliable inferences regarding the position of the 

states based upon the available state estimates. Proposition 3.1 below establishes the 

existence of a set, 0 8 , such that once the state estimation error has fallen below a 

certain value (note that the decay rate can be controlled by adjusting Li), the presence 
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of the state within the output feedback stability region, Ob, can be guaranteed by 

verifying the presence of the state estimates in the set 0 8 • A similar notion was used 

in Mhaskar et al. [2004] and El-Farra et al. [2005] in the context of hybrid predictive 

control of linear systems and nonlinear switched systems under output feedback. 

The proof of Proposition 3.1 follows from the continuity of the function V(·), and 

relies on the fact that given a positive real number, bb, (i.e., given a desired output 

feedback stability region), one can find positive real numbers em and bs such that if 

the estimation error is below em (i.e., llx - xll ::; em) and the estimate is within ns 

(i.e., V(x) :S bs or i; E Os), then the state itself must be within Ob, i.e., V(x) :S <5b. 

Proposition 3.1. Given any positive real numbers bb and em, there exists a positive 

real number bs and a set Os := {x E n=tn: l;i(x) :S bs} such that if jjx- xjj :S e, where 

e E (0, em] then X E Os ==* X E Ob. 

We are now ready to proceed with the design of safe parking framework under 

availability of limited measurements. To this end, consider the process of Eq.3.1 for 

which Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and, for each safe-parking point, an output feedback 

controller of the form of Eq.3.21 has been designed. Furthermore, given the desired 

output feedback stability regions Ob,i c Oi, i = 1, · · · , N, we choose, for simplicity, 

t::1 = t::2 = · · · = En ::; min{ t::;} (i.e., the same observer gain is used for all candidate 

safe-park points). Also assume that the sets Os,i and the times n,i (see Assumption 2) 

have been determined, and let Tb'ax = max{Tb,i}, i = 1, · · · , N. Theorem 3.4 below 

presents the output feedback safe parking framework. 

Theorem 3.4. Consider the constrained system of Eq.3.1 under the MPC law of 

Eqs.3.8~3.11. If x(O) E Ob,n, Tfault > Tb'ax and x(Tfault) E Os,c and Oc c Ob,n, then 
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the switching rule 

Ul,n ' 0 :S t < yfault 

u(t) T fault :::=; t < yrecovery (3.26) 

Ul,n , yrecovery :::=; t 

guarantees that x(t) EOn V t :2:: 0 and lim sup 1\x(t)\1 :S d. 
t--too 

Proof of Theorem 3.4: The proof of the theorem follows along the lines of theorem 

3.2. If no fault takes place, practical stability of the nominal equilibrium point is 

guaranteed via Theorem 3.3. If a fault takes place, the key difference is the require

ment of yfault > Tb. This ensures that jx(Tfault) - x(Tfault)i :S em· This in turn 

ensures that x E Os,c =} x E On,c, that ensures practical stability of the equilibrium 

point Xc· Upon fault recovery, and switching back to the original configuration, since 

x E Oc E Ob,n and x E Ob,n, practical stability of the nominal equilibrium point is 

achieved. To summarize, we have that x(t) E On V t :2:: 0 and lim sup 1\x(t)il :::; d. 
t--too 

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 

Remark 3.6. Limited availability of state measurements requires a redesign of the 

controller (appropriately incorporating the state observer) as well as that of the safe-

parking framework. In contrast to the state--feedback scenario, the decision to pick a 

safe-park point requires a time interval of at least rr;ax. This is done to ensure that 

the estimation error has enough time to decrease to a sufficiently small value such that, 

from that point in time onwards, the position of the state can be inferred by looking at 

the state estimate. Recall from Proposition 3.1 that the relation X E Os,j ::=}X E Ob,j 

holds only when the estimation error is sufficiently small. Second, the decision to use 
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a given safe-park point is not based on x being in the set nb,c; rather it is based 

on X being inside ns,c· The inference that X E ns,c ===? X E nb,c, however, can be 

made only once the error has dropped sufficiently, and this is guaranteed to happen 

after the closed-loop system has evolved fault-free at least for a time rr;ax ~ n,i· 
Therefore, the decision to go to a safe-park point is not made before an interval of 

length rr;ax elapses even if x resides in Ds,c at some earlier time. Note that in practice, 

if a fault takes place before the estimates have converged, the safe-parking decision 

can be delayed to achieve estimate convergence and allow for appropriate picking of 

the safe-park point (see simulation example in Section 3.4.3 for a demonstration). 

Remark 3. 7. Note that while the present chapter develops the safe-parking frame

work for a single processing unit, the idea can very well be generalized to handle 

faults within a networked-plant setting. Specifically, operating considerations for 

downstream processing units can be incorporated in the choice of safe-park points for 

the upstream processing units. Chapter 4 presents safe-parking framework to handle 

faults in networked-plant setting. Additionally, the issue of handling sensor failures 

that may lead to loss of observability remains the topic of future work. 

3.4.3 Illustrative simulation example: output feedback 

We illustrate in this section the proposed safe-park framework under availability of 

limited measurements via the continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) of section 3.3.3. 

To this end, consider the CSTR example presented in section 3.3.3 in the absence of 

uncertainty and disturbances but subject to availability of limited measurements. 

Specifically, we now consider the case when only C8 and TR are measured, that is 

Y1 = TR, and y2 = CB· The relative degrees for the choice of process outputs, 
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with respect to the vector of manipulated inputs, are r 1 = 1, and r 2 = 2, respectively. 

Therefore Assumption 1 is satisfied and an output feedback controller of the following 

form is designed. 

(3.27) 

The observer parameters in the state estimator design of Eq.3.27 are chosen as L 1 = 

L2 = 100, ai1
) = af) = 10 and a~l) = a~2) = 20. The observer generates estimates of 

Tn as :iJi1) and of CB and CB as :iJ?) and :i/~2), respectively, to generate estimates of 

Consider a scenario where the process starts from F = (0.99 Kmol/m3 , 394.02 K) 

the observer is initialized atE= (0.03 Kmoljm3 , 424 K), and the predictive controller 

drives the process toward the nominal operating point, N = (0.45 Kmoljm3 , 393 K). 

Immediately, the heating valve fails, and reverts to the fail-safe position (completely 

shut) resulting in Q1 = 0 KJ/s. We first consider the case where the supervisor does 

not wait for a sufficient period of time in choosing the safe park point, and based 

on the proximity of the state estimates to the candidate safe-park point S1 , chooses 

S1 = (0.17 Kmol/m3 ,424.75 K) as the safe-park point. However, the process state is 

outside the stability region for the safe-park point 1, and the controller is unable to 

drive the process to the desired safe-park point. In contrast, if the supervisor waits 

for the estimates to converge, then the point S2 ((0.8 Kmoljm3
, 391.5 K)) is chosen 

as the safe-park point. Subsequently, the process is driven to and back from the safe 

park point after fault-recovery (see solid lines in Fig.3.4). The state and input profiles 
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are shown in Fig.3.5. In summary, the simulation scenario illustrates the necessity 

to appropriately design, and account for the presence of state estimation error in 

executing the safe-parking framework. 
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Figure 3.4: Evolution of closed-loop states and closed-loop state estimates for the 
CSTR example with limited availability of state measurements. The dashed-dot line 
(- . ) and dotted line ( ... ) represents the state estimates and state trajectories for 
the case when a safe-park point s2 is immediately chosen, without waiting for the 
state estimates to converge, resulting in the inability to reach the chosen safe-park 
point. The dashed line (- -) and solid line (-) represents the state estimates and 
state trajectories for the case when a safe-park point S1 is chosen after waiting for the 
convergence of the state estimates (utilizing Theorem 3.3), guaranteeing stabilization 
at the safe-park point and subsequent resumption of nominal operation upon fault
recovery. 

3.5 Application to the styrene polymerization pro-

cess 

In this section, we demonstrate the efficacy of proposed safe-parking mechanism to 

stabilize the styrene polymerization process described in Section 3.2.2, in presence of 
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of the closed-loop state (a-b) and input ( c-d) profiles for the 
CSTR example with limited availability of state measurements. Fault occurs at 0.05 
min and is rectified at 2 min. The dashed-dot line (- . ) and dotted line ( ... ) represents 
the state estimates and state trajectories for the case when a safe-park point S2 is 
immediately chosen, without waiting for the state estimates to converge, resulting in 
the inability to reach the chosen safe-park point. The dashed line (- -) and solid line 
(-)represents the state estimates and state trajectories (see the insets in (a) and (b) 
illustrating the convergence of the state estimates) for the case when a safe-park point 
S1 is chosen after waiting for the convergence of the state estimates (utilizing Theorem 
3.4), guaranteeing stabilization at the safe-park point and subsequent resumption of 
nominal operation upon fault-recovery. 
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disturbances and measurement noise as well as availability of limited measurements. 

Vve consider errors in the values of the parameters Ap, hA and Vc of magnitude 1%, 2% 

and 10%, respectively as well as fluctuations in the initiator flowrate Fi and cooling 

water inlet temperature Tcf of magnitude 2% and 10%, respectively, around their 

nominal values. It is assumed that measurements are available only for eM and T 

(with random measurement error of magnitude ±5% in eM and ±0.5 Kin T). The 

control objective is to stabilize the process at the nominal equilibrium point ( e1 = 

0.07 kmol/m3
, eM= 3.97 kmol/m3

, T = 303.55 K, Tc = 297.95 K), corresponding 

to the nominal values of the manipulated inputs of Fe = 1.31 L/s and Fm = 1.05 L/s, 

while handling disturbances/noise and a fault in the valve manipulating the coolant 

flow rate. 

A high gain observer of the form of Eqs. 3.21 is designed, to estimate e1 and 

Tc from measurements of eM and T, with parameters £ 1 = 10, L2 = 40, a~l) = 10, 

a~2) = 20, a~1 ) = 10 and a~2) = 20. To prevent the undesired effect of measurement 

noise, the measurements are filtered before passing on to the state observer. The 

predictive controller of Eqs.3.8-3.12 is designed using a quadratic Lyapunov function 

2091.4 35.9537 -6.5924 9.1116 

35.9537 1.1603 -0.2231 0.3084 
of the form V(x) = x' Px. The matrix P = 

-6.5924 -0.2231 0.8473 -0.2857 

9.1116 0.3084 -0.2857 1.4576 

is generated by solving Riccati equation of Eq. 2.2. 

The first part of the simulation demonstrates the implementation of the output

feedback controller in the presence of uncertainty and measurement noise. To this end, 

consider the process starting from an initial condition (ei = 0.07 kmoljm3 , eM = 

4.36 kmol/m3 , T = 333.91 K, Tc = 327.74 K) with the estimator initialized at the 
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nominal equilibrium point. As seen by the dashed and solid lines in Fig.3.6 (see 

Fig.3.7 for the corresponding manipulated input profiles), the observer converges to 

the true state values sufficiently fast and drives the process to the nominal equilibrium 

point. 
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of the state (solid lines) and state estimates profiles (dashed 
lines) for the styrene polymerization process. Fault occurs at 83.3 min and is rectified 
at 150 min. The nominal equilibrium point N and the safe-park point S are denoted 
by the markers * and o, respectively. 

We next demonstrate the implementation of the proposed safe-parking mechanism. 

To this end, consider the scenario, where after the process is stabilized at the nominal 

operating point, a fault occurs in coolant flow rate at t = 83.3 min, where the flow 

reverts to the fail safe value (of fully open, corresponding to Fe = 31.31 1/s) and 

it is no longer possible to operate the process at the nominal equilibrium point. 
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Figure 3. 7: The input profiles for the styrene polymerization process. Fault occurs 
at 83.3 min and is rectified at 150 min. The nominal equilibrium point N and the 
safe-park point S are denoted by the markers* and o, respectively. 

Subsequently, a safe-park point of (CI = 0.14 kmol/m3
, eM = 3.42 kmol/m3 , T = 

300.35 K, Tc = 294.98 K) is chosen, and the process is driven to, and stabilized at 

the safe-parking point using the functioning control actuator. At t = 150 minutes 

the fault is rectified. The controller subsequently uses both the functioning actuators 

and is able to drive the process back to the original nominal equilibrium point. In 

summary, the simulations demonstrate an application of the proposed safe-parking 

framework in the presence of limited (noisy) measurements, parametric uncertainty 

and disturbances. 

3.6 Conclusions 

This chapter considered the problem of handling actuator faults in nonlinear process 

systems subject to input constraints, uncertainty and unavailability of measurements. 

A framework was developed to handle faults that preclude the possibility of contin-

ued operating at the nominal equilibrium point using robust or reconfiguration-based 
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fault-tolerant control approaches. First, we considered the presence of constraints 

and uncertainty and developed a robust Lyapunov-based model predictive controller 

as well as the safe-parking algorithm that preserves closed-loop stability upon fault 

recovery. Specifically, a candidate parking point is chosen as a safe-park point if 1) 

the process state at the time of failure resides in the stability region of the safe-park 

candidate (subject to depleted control action and uncertainty), and 2) the safe-park 

candidate resides within the stability region of the nominal control configuration. 

Then we considered the problem of availability of limited measurements. An out

put feedback Lyapunov-based model predictive controller, utilizing an appropriately 

designed state observer (to estimate the unmeasured states), was formulated and 

its stability region explicitly characterized. An algorithm was then presented that 

accounts for the unavailability of the state measurements in the safe-parking frame

work. The proposed framework was illustrated using a chemical reactor example and 

demonstrated on a styrene polymerization process. 
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Chapter 4 

A Safe-Parking Framework for 

Plant-Wide Fault-Tolerant Control* 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2, a safe-parking framework is developed to address the problem of de-

termining how to run an isolated unit during fault-rectification to prevent onset of 

hazardous situations and enable smooth transition to nominal operation upon fault 

repair. In Chapter 3, the safe-parking framework is extended to handle uncertainty 

and limited availability of measurements. The results in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, 

however, consider safe-parking in the context of an isolated unit. The opportunities 

and challenges that arise in a plant-wide setting due to the connected nature of chem-

ical processes via material, energy or communication lines simply do not exist in an 

isolated unit. The results in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 therefore cannot be applied to a 

*The results in this chapter are published in "R. Gandhi and P. Mhaskar, A safe-parking frame
work for plant-wide fault-tolerant control, Chern. Eng. Sci., 64:3060-3071, 2009". 
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plant-wide setting. Infact, a simple application of the results in Chapter 2 and Chap

ter 3 to a multi-unit setting can result in missed opportunities as well as inadequate 

safe-parking. In particular, when safe-parking a unit in a plant, the fact that the out

lets from the faulty unit go to another unit (where functioning manipulated inputs 

exist) can help in localizing the effect of the fault to the faulty unit, and preserving 

nominal operation in the downstream plant. On the other hand, if the fact that a unit 

(when multiple units are being safe-parked) receives altered (or non-nominal) outlet 

streams from an upstream safe-parked unit is not accounted for, it can result in the 

inability to adequately safe-park the unit in question. In particular, a change in op

erating condition of one unit naturally acts as a disturbance to the downstream units 

and hence large changes in operating conditions of one unit, while possibly enabling 

safe-parking of the unit in question, can jeopardize the operation of the downstream 

units, and therefore of the whole plant. This necessitates that the safe-park point for 

a unit in multi-unit processes be chosen with adequate consideration of its effect on 

downstream units. 

Motivated by the above considerations, this chapter addresses the problem of 

handling faults in the context of multi-unit processes. We consider a multi-unit non

linear process system subject to input constraints and actuator faults in one unit 

that preclude the possibility of operating the unit at its nominal equilibrium point. 

We first consider the case where there exists a safe-park point for the faulty unit 

such that its effect can be completely rejected (via changing the nominal values of 

the manipulated variables) in the downstream unit. Steady-state as well as dynamic 

considerations (including the presence of input constraints) arc used in determining 

the necessary conditions for safe-parking the multi-unit system. We next consider 
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the problem where no viable safe-park point for the faulty unit exists such that its 

effect can be completely rejected in the subsequent unit. A methodology is developed 

that allows simultaneous safe-parking of the consecutive units. Finally, we incor

porate performance considerations in the safe-parking framework for the multi-unit 

processes. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: First in Section 4.2.1, we present 

the class of processes considered. Next we review a Lyapunov-based predictive con

troller in Section 4.2.2 and safe-parking framework for an isolated unit in Section 

4.2.3. In Section 4.3 we present the safe-parking framework for multi-unit processes, 

first presenting the case where a unit can be safe-parked to allow nominal operation 

in the subsequent unit in Section 4.3.2 and then presenting the methodology for si

multaneous safe-parking in Section 4.3.3. The details of the framework are illustrated 

using a chemical process with two chemical reactors in Section 4.4, and we summarize 

our results in Section 4.5. 

4.2 Preliminaries 

In this section, we describe the class of processes considered and briefly review 

Lyapunov-based predictive controller designs and safe-parking framework for an iso

lated unit. 
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4.2.1 Process description 

Consider a plant comprising M units described by the following equations: 

where xi := [x} x; · · · x7;]' E IRn; i E [1, M] denotes the vector of state variables 

for the ith unit and ui(t) := [u} u; · · · u7";] E IRm; denotes the vector of constrained 

manipulated variables for the ith unit, taking values in a nonempty convex subset 

IRm; denote the constraints on the manipulated variables of the ith unit. hi(t) := 

[h} h; · · · h7";] E IRm; is a vector that captures the effect of the actuator faults on the 

process states. h{ = 0 for t < t{,~ and t > t{,r; h{ = -u{ + u{,failed for t{,~ ~ t ~ 

t{,r' where t{,~ and t{r denote the fault occurrence and recovery times and u{,failed 

denotes the fail-safe value for the lh actuator in the ith unit. The vector function 

fi(xi) and the matrix functions Gi(xi) = [gf(xi) · · · g;";(xi)] where g{(xi) E IRn;, 

j = 1···mi and Wi,j(xi) = [wL(x;)···w~j(xi)] where wtj(x;) E IRn;, k = 1···nj 

constitute the process model for the ith unit. "W;,j captures the effect of the lh unit 

on the ith unit. It is assumed that the origin, x; = 0, i = 1 · · · M is the nominal 
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equilibrium point for each unit. Functions fi(xi), Gi(xi) and Wi,i- 1(xi), i = 1 · · · M 

are assumed to be sufficiently smooth on their domain of definition. The units are 

connected in series via material or energy streams. The results in the chapter are 

applicable to system of the form of Eq.4.1, where evolution of the states in the ith 

unit depends only on local states, local inputs and state variables of the preceding 

unit (through the interconnection 'Wi,i- 1 (xi) term). V(x) is a Lyapunov function and 

LeV= [£9 1 V · · · L9 m V], LwV = [Lwl V · · · LwP V]. The notation B\A, where A 

and Bare sets, refers to the relative complement, defined by B\A = {x E B: x ¢::A}. 

Throughout the chapter, we assume that for any ui E Ui the solution of the each 

subsystem of Eq.4.1 exists and is continuous for all t, and we focus on the state 

feedback problem where xi(t), i = 1· · · M is assumed to be available for all t. 

4.2.2 Lyapunov-based predictive controller 

In this section, we briefly review Lyapunov-based predictive controller designs (pre

sented in Section 3.3.1) that handle non-linearity, uncertainty, input constraints and 

provide explicit characterization of stability region. We consider the kth unit of the 

system in Eq.4.1 in fault-free scenario, i.e. hk(t) = 0, (and drop the subscript k for 

simplicity) described by: 

X f(x) + G(x)u + W(x)B (4.2) 

where x denotes process states of the process unit under consideration, u denotes the 

manipulated variables and B is the vector of vanishing disturbances (in the sense that 

the nominal equilibrium point continues to be an equilibrium point in presence of 

disturbances; in context of multi-unit processes, B denotes process state of upstream 
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unit). 

Disturbance handling becomes all the more important in the context of multi-unit 

processes and we next review a robust predictive controller formulation that we will 

use to present the safe-parking framework. Specifically, in Chapter 3, a Lyapunov

ba.c;ed robust predictive controller is proposed that provides an explicit character

ization of the stability region without using a min-max formulation and without 

assuming initial feasibility of the optimization problem. In the predictive control 

formulation of Chapter 3, the control action is computed by solving an optimization 

problem of Eqs. 3.8-3.12.: 

To characterize the stability region for the Lyapunov-based robust MPC, a set 

II is defined in Eq. 3. 7 such that for all values of the state in the set II, therefore, 

there exists a value of the manipulated variables that satisfies the constraints (note 

that the definition of the set II does not depend on any specific control law, but only 

on the Lyapunov function, the process dynamics, input constraints and uncertainty) 

and also counters the effect of uncertainty on the Lyapunov function derivative. An 

estimate of the stability region can be constructed using a level set of V, i.e. 

(4.3) 

where cmax > 0 is the largest number for which n ~ II. Stability and feasibility 

properties of the closed-loop system under the Lyapunov-ba.c;cd robust predictive 

controller are formalized in Theorem 3.1. 
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4.2.3 Safe-parking of an isolated unit 

In this section, we briefly review the safe-parking framework for an isolated unit 

proposed in Chapter 2. To explain the safe-parking framework for an isolated unit, 

we again consider the kth unit (Eq.4.2) in the plant presented in Section 4.2.1. Assume 

that a fault occurs in the first actuator u 1(t) of the unit at time Tfault and reverts 

to fail-safe position u}ailed with u:nin :s; u}ailed :s; u:nax' and subsequently the fault 

is rectified at a time rrepair. This implies that t} = yfault and t~ = yrepair. This 

leaves only ui' i = 2 ... m available during yfault < t :s; rrepair for feedback control 

of the unit. Examples of fail-safe positions include fully open for a valve controlling 

a coolant flow rate and fully closed for a valve controlling a steam flow etc. In 

this failure scenario, there exists a set of equilibrium points where the unit can be 

stabilized, which we denote as the candidate safe-park set: 

m 

Xc :={xc E JRn: f(xc) + g1 (xc)u}ailed + L9i(xc)ui = 0, u!nin :s; ui :s; u!naxl 
i=2 

i = 2, ... ,m} (4.4) 

The safe-park candidates therefore represent equilibrium points that the unit can be 

stabilized at, subject to the failed actuator, and with the other manipulated variables 

within the allowable ranges. Note that if u}ailed -=/ 0, then it may happen that 

0 fj. Xc, i.e., if the failed actuator is frozen at a non-nominal value, then it is possible 

that the unit simply cannot be stabilized at the nominal equilibrium point using 

the functioning control actuators. In other words, if one of the actuators fails and 

reverts to a fail-safe position, it may happen that no admissible combination of the 

functioning manipulated variables exists for which the nominal equilibrium point 
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continues to be an equilibrium point. If the controller attempts to use the functioning 

actuators to preserve nominal operation, it will not succeed since there does not exist 

an allowable value of the functioning inputs for which the nominal equilibrium point 

is still an equilibrium point. The states, in such an event, could possibly stabilize 

at an equilibrium point outside the stability region of the nominal equilibrium, thus 

making it impossible to resume nominal operation upon fault rectification. Even if 

it may be possible to resume nominal operation, it might not be the optimal way of 

resuming nominal operation. Thus choice of the temporary operating point is crucial 

for safety and performance of process operation. In Chapter 2, the safe-parking 

problem is defined as the one of identifying safe-park points Xs E Xc that allow 

efficient resumption of nominal operation upon fault-repair. 

The key requirements for the choice of safe-park point are: 

1. It should be possible to drive the process to the safe-park point from the nominal 

equilibrium point. 

2. The safe-park point should be an equilibrium point corresponding to allowable 

values of manipulated variables in faulty scenario, and 

3. It should be possible to resume nominal operation after the fault is rectified. 

In Chapter 2, to account for constraints on inputs and nonlinearity, a safe-parking 

framework is developed that imposes the following criteria on the safe-park point: 1) 

the unit state at the time of failure resides in the stability region of the safe-park candi

date (subject to depleted control action), so the process can be driven to the candidate 

safe-park point and 2) the safe-park candidate resides within the stability region of the 

nominal control configuration so the unit can be returned to nominal operation after 
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fault repair. These requirements are formalized in Theorem 4.1 below. To this end, 

consider the unit of Eq.4.2 for which the first control actuator fails at a time yfault and 

is reactivated at time yrepair, and for which the stability region under nominal opera-

tion, denoted by On, has been characterized for the robust model predictive controller 

of Eqs.3.8-3.12. Similarly, for a candidate safe-park point Xc, we denote Oc as the 

stability region (computed a priori) and Un = UMPc(x, Xn, u~n' u~~X' emin, Bmax) and 

_ ( Xc Xc e e ) h Xn Xn d Xc Xc d ot the Uxc - UMPC X, Xc, Umin' Umax' min, max 'W ere Umin' Umax an Umin' Umax en e ~ 

constraints on the manipulated variables for stabilizing the process at the nominal 

and safe-parking point respectively. As these controllers are designed to stabilize the 

process at two different operating points, the values of nominal manipulated variables 

for both controllers are different. This in turn leads to different values of Umin and 

Umax in the controller design. 

Theorem 4.1. [Chapter 2] Consider the constrained system of Eq.4.2 under the 

robust model predictive controller of Eqs.3.8-3.12 designed to achieve (using Theo

rem 3.1} limsup llx(t)ll ::; E where f. is a given positive real number. If x(O) E On, 
t~oo 

x(Tfault) E De and Oc C On, then the switching rule 

Un ' 0 ::; t < Tfault 

u(t) yfault ::; t < rrepair (4.5) 

guarantees that x(t) EOn V t 2:: 0 and lim sup llx(t)ll ::; t. 
t~oo 

In Theorem 4.1, x(Tfault) E Oc ensures that the process can be driven to the 

safe-park point in failure scenario thus satisfy the first requirement for safe-parking. 
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Also, as Oc c On, we have that x(t) E On V Tfault S t < rrepair. This means upon 

fault recovery the process can be driven back to the nominal operating point. This 

fulfills the third requirement for safe-parking. As the safe-park point is chosen from 

the set Xc, it is an equilibrium point in the faulty scenario thus satisfying the second 

requirement for safe-parking. The theorem guarantees that the process can be driven 

to the desired neighborhood of the origin (characterized by E which can be made as 

small as desired) where the robust predictive controller of Theorem 3.1 is designed to 

drive it to. 

Theorem 4.1 addresses the problem of safe-parking of an isolated unit, and con

siders neither the effect of safe-parking a unit on downstream plant operation, nor the 

effect of changes in upstream operation on the ability to safe-park a unit in question. 

Note that in a plant-wide setting, a change in operation of a unit naturally enters as a 

'disturbance' in the downstream unit. Preparatory to the presentation of our results 

on a safe-parking framework for plant-wide fault-tolerant control, we characterize the 

maximum disturbance caused by safe-parking of unit kin Proposition 4.1 below. 

Proposition 4.1. Consider operation of the kth unit under the safe-parking frame

work of Theorem 4.1. If x(O) EOn, then :3 ai, i = 1· · · nk such that llxi(t)\1 S ai, i = 

1· · · nk, Vt ::2: 0 

Proof of Proposition 4.1: The proof of the proposition follows from Theorem 4.1. 

Since On is characterized by the level sets of the Lyapunov function, :3 ai such that 

X E on ===} llxill s ai, i = 1· .. nk. The fact that x(t) E On v t ::2: 0 results in 

llxi(t)\1 S ai, i = 1· · · nk, Vt ::2: 0. • 
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4.3 Safe-parking framework for plant-wide fault

tolerant control 

In Section 4.2.3, we reviewed the safe-parking procedure for an isolated unit. Almost 

always, a chemical plant consists of many process units which are connected via 

material, energy, and/ or communication streams. A change in operating condition 

of one unit, therefore, enters the downstream unit as a disturbance and, hence, huge 

change in operating condition of one unit can jeopardize plant operation. Specifically, 

consider a multi-unit plant in which due to failure in one unit, the unit is safe-parked 

using the framework presented in Section 4.2.3, without considering its interaction 

with the other units in the plant. In such a case, it may happen that even though 

the faulty unit is safely operated at safe-park point, the change in operation of the 

faulty unit may cause a significantly large disturbance to downstream units (i.e. the 

disturbance can not be rejected in the downstream units) or may even result in 

instability. This necessitates that the safe-park point for the faulty unit be chosen 

with proper consideration to its effect on downstream processes. In other words, 

a safe-park point should be chosen such that it has minimal adverse effect on the 

ability of downstream unit to continue nominal operation. In this section, we present 

a framework to account for the interaction of faulty units with downstream operation 

while choosing a safe-park point for the faulty unit. 

4.3.1 Problem definition 

We consider the scenario where one of the control actuators in unit k (k E [1M]) 

fails and reverts to the fail-safe value. Specifically, we consider a fault occurring, 
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without loss of generality, in the first control actuator of the kth unit at a time Tfault, 

subsequently rectified at a time rrepair i.e. t}.J = Tfault and tk,r = repair. The 

process model for the faulty unit (kth unit) in failure scenario can be given as, 

mk 

Xk = fk(xk) + g~(xk)u!,failed + L g{(xk)u{ + wk,k-l(xk)Xk-1 (4.6) 
j=2 

This leaves only u{, j = 2 ... mk available for feedback control of the kth unit. As 

explained in Section 4.2.3, if u}.Jailed #- 0, then the origin (the nominal operating 

point of kth unit) may no longer be an equilibrium point and hence, the kth unit can 

no longer be operated at the nominal equilibrium point necessitating safe-parking of 

the kth unit. 

The change in operating condition of the faulty unit ( kth unit) due to safe-parking, 

however, enters the downstream unit as a disturbance. If this disturbance is 'small 

enough' (as defined in Section 4.3.2), then it can be rejected in the k + 1th unit (i.e., 

in spite of change in inlet condition of k + 1 th unit, the k + 1th unit can be maintained 

at nominal operation by changing the nominal values of the manipulated variables), 

and the rest of the plant can, therefore, be operated nominally. Another possibility 

is that, if the disturbance caused by safe-parking of kth unit is very large and it may 

not be rejected in the k + 1 th unit, then the downstream k + 1 th unit cannot continue 

operation at the nominal operating point. In other words, operation of the faulty unit 

at the safe-park point docs not allow nominal operation of the downstream unit. This 

then necessitates safe-parking of the k + 1 th unit to avoid any undesirable incident 

requiring the simultaneous safe-parking of two units. 

We first consider the case where the safe-parking produces 'small disturbance' to 

the downstream unit. We formalize, in Section 4.3.2, the framework to define 'small 
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disturbance' and thus to choose safe-park point so that the downstream unit can 

continue nominal operation. Next in Section 4.3.3, we consider the case where no safe

park point for the faulty unit exists which allows nominal operation of downstream 

operation and we present the framework for simultaneous safe-parking of multiple 

units. Efficacy of the proposed framework is demonstrated by simulation study on a 

two-unit chemical process in Section 4.4. 

4.3.2 Safe-parking of a single unit in a multi-unit process 

Consider the fault scenario described in Section 4.3.1 where an actuator of the kth 

unit fails such that nominal operation in the unit cannot be continued and so safe

parking of the kth unit is inevitable to continue safe operation of the whole plant. 

As discussed earlier, the choice of a safe-park point for the kth unit allows the safe

operation in the kth unit during fault rectification and ensures resumption of nominal 

operation in the kth unit upon fault repair. In the multi-unit setup, an additional 

criterion needs to be added to the choice of safe-park point which is that if possible, 

it should allow continued nominal operation in the downstream units. In this section, 

we provide a systematic procedure to choose safe-park point that allows continued 

nominal operation in the downstream units. Preparatory to the presentation of the 

results, we define the set: 

(4.7) 
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where Xk+l,ss is the nominal operating points in the k + 1 th unit. Therefore, Dk is 

the set of values of process variables (xk) in the kth unit such that if the kth unit is 

stabilized at xk, nominal operation in the k + 1 th unit can be maintained using allow

able, although possibly different from nominal, values of the manipulated variables 

in the k + 1 th unit. In other words, the non-vanishing disturbance caused by change 

in operation of the kth unit can be rejected in the k + 1 th unit at steady state via 

using non-nominal values of the manipulated variables. Note that hk+l = 0 is used 

for calculation of the set Dk because there is no fault in the k + 1 th unit. We denote 

Uk+l,n = UMPc(Xk+1 1 Xk+l,n, u%+1,min' u%+1,max' 8k+1,min 1 8k+1,max) as the COntroller de

signed to control the k + 1 th unit at the nominal operating point with nominal values 

of manipulated variables. As mentioned earlier, when the kth unit is safe-parked, 

the controller in k + 1 th unit can maintain the nominal operation in the unit us

ing non-nominal values of the manipulated variables. We denote this controller as 

U~+l,n = UMPC(Xk+l, Xk+l,n, U~+l,min' U~+l,max' 8k+1,min, ek+l,max) where U~+l,min and 

u~+l,max are modified constraints on manipulated variables. Both uk+l,n and u~+l,n 

are designed to stabilize the k + 1 th unit at the nominal equilibrium point but as 

the nominal values of the manipulated variables (and therefore of the constraints) 

are different for these controllers, they may have different stability regions which we 

denote by Ok+l,n and O~+l,n respectively. As before, we denote Ok,n and Ok,c as the 

stability region for nominal equilibrium point and the safe-park point for the kth unit 

respectively. For a choice of safe-park point of the kth unit, the maximum disturbance 

caused to the k + 1th unit is denoted by dk,max (characterized using Proposition 4.1). 

Theorem 4.2 below provides the key requirements for choice of the safe-park point for 

the faulty unit so that the downstream units can continue nominal operation. 
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Theorem 4.2. Consider the constrained system of Eq.4.1 subject to failure in the first 

control actuator of the kth unit at a time Tfautt, subsequently rectified at a time rrepair. 

If Xk(O) E ok,n and Xk+l (0) E ok+l,n, Xk,sf is the safe-park point for the kth unit 

satisfying xk(Tfault) E Ok,c, xk,sf E Dk and Ok,c C Ok,n and if xk+l (Tfault) E O~+l,n 

then the switching rule 

(t) (t) T repair ::; t Uk Uk,n, Uk+l = Uk+l,n 

under the robust model predictive controller of Eqs. 3. 8-3.12 with ek+l,min = -dk,max 

and 8k+l,max = dk,max, guarantees that Xk(t) E Ok,n, Xk+l(t) E Ok+l,n for \;ft 2': 0 and 

lim sup llxk(t) II ::; Ek and lim sup llxk+l (t) II ::; Ek+l where Ek and Ek+l are given positive 
t-+oo t-+oo 

real numbers. 

Proof of Theorem 4.2: Since Xk(Tfault) E Oc and Oc C On the switching rule of 

Theorem 4.1 guarantees that Xk(t) E ok,n 't;f t;:::: 0 and lim sup llxk(t)li ::; tk- By invok-
t-+oo 

ing Proposition 4.1, we know that lxt(t)l ::; dt,max' i = 1· · · nk, 'Vt 2': 0. Therefore, 

designing the robust predictive controller for the k + 1 th unit with ek+l,min = -dk,max, 

ek+l,max = dk,max and with Xk+l (0) E ok+l,n, satisfies all the requirements of Theorem 

3.1. Therefore, for all 0 ::; t ::; Tfault' Xk+l (t) E ok+l,n· Since Xk+l (Tfault) E o~+l,n' 

it follows that Xk+l(t) E o~+l,n 't;f Tfault ::; t ::; repair_ Since ok+l,n and o~+l,n 

are defined by different values of the level sets for the same Lyapunov function (and 

the controllers uk+l,n and u~+l,n enforce a decay of the same Lyapunov function), and 

Xk+l (0) E Ok+l,n, it follows that Xk+l (Tfault) E Ok+l,n and Xk+l (t) E Ok+l,n \;f Tfault :S 
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t ~ yrepair_ This leads to Xk+l(rrepair) E nk+l,n· Xk+l(t) E nk+l,n for \It 2': 0 and 

limsup //xk+l(t)/1 ~ Ek+l therefore follow. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
t-+oo 

• 

U
(2) 

k+1 

U
(1) 

k+1 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1: Graphical illustration of requirements of Theorem 4.2 showing (a) con
straints on inputs of downstream unit (k + 1th unit), and (b) the corresponding set 
Dk and stability region (Ok,n)of nominal equilibrium point of faulty unit (kth unit). 
The set Dk represents the allowable values of equilibrium points for the kth unit, such 
that with allowable values of the inputs in the k + 1th unit, the nominal equilibrium 
point continues to be an equilibrium point for the k + 1th unit. 

Remark 4.1. The key idea in Theorem 4.2 is to ensure that there exist admissi-

ble values of the manipulated variables in the downstream unit which can 'reject' 

the effect of safe-parking the faulty unit to preserve nominal operation of the down-

stream unit. This requirement is graphically illustrated in Fig.4.1. Fig.4.1a depicts 

constraints on the inputs of the k + 1 th unit. These constraints correspond to values 

of the process states of the kth unit shown by the set Dk in Fig.4.1 b such that for 

any value of the process states of the kth unit in the set Dk, the nominal values of 
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the manipulated inputs in the k + 1 th unit can be adjusted to preserve nominal op

eration in the k + 1 th unit. Superimposed is also the stability region of the nominal 

equilibrium point (Dk,n) for the kth unit and two candidate safe-park points Xk,sh 

and xk,sh. Note that the candidate safe-park point Xk,sh would be an acceptable 

safe-park point in an isolated unit (since Xk,sh E Ok,n guaranteeing the resumption 

of nominal operation in the kth unit after the fault rectification). It is, however, not 

an acceptable safe-park point from the viewpoint of preserving nominal operation in 

the downstream unit since Xk,sh tt Dk. In contrast, the candidate safe-park point 

Xk,sh guarantees the resumption of nominal operation in the kth unit as well as the 

continuation of nominal operation in the k + 1 th unit during the fault rectification 

since xk,sh E nk,n n Dk and therefore Xk,sh is an acceptable choice for safe-parking 

of the kth unit in a plant setting. 

Remark 4.2. Note that the k+1th unit is operated (and controlled) using a controller 

that uses a non-nominal value of the manipulated input, and therefore has a different 

stability region (denoted by O~+l,n). The stability region, however, is still described by 

the same Lyapunov function (and the same Lyapunov function is used in the control 

design as well). Since the state for the k + 1th unit is initially inside the stability 

region under nominal operation of the k + 1 th unit and the controller for the k + 1 th 

unit ensures continued decay of the Lyapunov function, Xk+l (Tfault) E nk+l,n follows. 

Theorem 4.2 requires that Xk+l(Tfault) E n~+l,n· This leads to two possibilities: 

D~+l,n ::J Dk+l,n and D~+l,n c nk+l,n- In either case, since the controller during 

Tfault and rrepair enforces decay of the same Lyapunov function describing Dk+l,n 

and O~+l,n' Xk+l(Trepair) E Ok+l,n follows, i.e., the state residing in the stability 

region at the time of fault repair is guaranteed and not required in Theorem 4.2. 
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Remark 4.3. Note that the set Dk is based on steady-state considerations and its 

characterization is computationally inexpensive. Specifically, it involves only repeated 

solving of the algebraic equation: 

Furthermore, the equation is linear in the variables of interest ( xk, uk). For fixed (and 

known) values of Xk+l,ss' the equation takes the form: 

A+ Buk+l + Cxk,sf = 0 (4.9) 

where A E JRnk+lxl, BE JRnk+lxmk+l and C E JRnk+lxnk are constant matrices. The 

set Dk can readily be computed by varying uk+l over the desired values and comput

ing the corresponding values of Xk,sf· Note that while the schematic in Fig.4.1 shows 

the two dimensional representation to illustrate the key idea, this visual representa

tion is not necessary for the purpose of implementation of the proposed safe-parking 

framework. In particular, verification of the presence of a point in the set Dk can 

be done via solving a linear equation of the form of Eq.4.9, and the presence in the 

set O.k,n can be verified via evaluating the Lyapunov function (again an algebraic 

evaluation). Also, note that the characterization of the set Xc, stability region for 

nominal equilibrium point & safe-park points and computation of the set Dk can be 

done off-line. 

Remark 4.4. Note that there may be instances when the requirements of Theorem 

4.2 are not satisfied, i.e., there simply does not exist a safe-parking point that en

ables nominal operation of the downstream units. Such possibilities are handled in 
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Section 4.3.3. However, the value of Theorem 4.2 is in that it explores the possibil

ity of continued operation of the plant (if possible) in a way that preserves nominal 

operation. In other words, even in the presence of a fault in a mid-stream unit, the 

faulty unit is safe-parked to prevent onset of hazardous situations, enable smooth re-

sumption of nominal operation in the faulty unit, as well as enabling the subsequent 

unit to continue nominal operation, thereby not disrupting the production of valuable 

products. 

4.3.3 Simultaneous safe-parking of multiple units 

In the last section, we presented the framework to select a safe-park point so that 

nominal operation in downstream units can be continued. However, it may happen 

that in case of a fault, none of the candidate safe-park points satisfy the requirements 

presented in Theorem 4.2, i.e. Ok,n n Dk n Xk,c = 0. In other words, there exist no 

safe-park point such that nominal operation of the downstream unit can be continued. 

This necessitates that the downstream unit also be safe-parked. However, due to the 

interconnected nature of the process, the procedure for safe-parking of isolated units 

cannot be duplicated to safe-park multiple units, and one needs a framework to 

simultaneously safe-park multiple units to continue the safe-operation of the entire 

plant. In this section, we provide details of the framework to carry out simultaneous 

safe-parking. 

Consider the plant of Eq.4.1 with Ok,n n Dk n Xk,c = 0. Preparatory to presenting 

the framework for simultaneous safe-parking, we recall the control laws Uk,n, Uk,xc and 

uk+l,n as defined in Section 4.3.2. Further, we define, 
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stabilize the k+ 1 th unit at a candidate safe-park point Xk,c· Also, we define nk+l,n and 

nk+l,c as the stability regions for the nominal equilibrium point and safe-park point 

in the downstream unit, for the robust predictive controller of Eqs.3.8-3.11 designed 

using ek+l,min = -dk,max and ek+l,max = dk,max where dk,min and dk,max arc maximum 

possible disturbance that can be caused by safe-parking of kth unit (characterized us-

ing Proposition 4.1 ). The key idea in simultaneous safe-parking is to ensure that for 

a choice of safe-park point of the faulty processing unit, there exists a safe-park point 

for the downstream unit (for which the 'disturbance' caused by the safe-parking of the 

faulty unit can be rejected) and such that it can resume nominal operation when the 

faulty processing unit reverts to nominal operation. This requirement is formalized 

in Theorem 4.3 below. 

Theorem 4.3. Consider the constrained system of Eq.4.1 subject to failure in the 

first control actuator of the kth unit at a time T fault, subsequently rectified at a time 

Trepair, and Xk,sf and Xk+l,sf are chosen as safe-park points for the kth and k + 1th 

unit, respectively, such that xk(Tfault) E Ok,c, Xk+l (Tfault) E Ok+l,c, i"lk,c C i"lk,n and 

nk+l,c c nk+l,n, then the switching rule 

Uk,n, Uk+l(t) = Uk+l,n 0 ~ t < rfault 

Uk,Xcl Uk+l(t) = Uk+l,xc yfault ~ t < rrepair 

Uk,n, Uk+l(t) = Uk+l,n yrepair ~ t 

under the robust model predictive controller of Eqs.3.8-3.12, guarantees that xk(t) E 

nk,n andxk+l(t) E nk+l,nfor\ft ~ 0, limsup Jlxk(t)JI ~ Ek andlimsup Jlxk+l(t)JJ ~ Ek+l· 
t-+oo t-+oo 

Proof of Theorem 4.3: 
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For the kth unit, since Xk(Tfault) E Dk,c and Ok,c C Ok,n, from Theorem 4.1, xk(t) E 

nk,n for '1ft~ 0 and lim sup IJxk(t)ll ~ tk follows. 
t--+oo 

The robust model predictive controller for the k + 1 th unit is designed with 

(}k+l,min = -dk,max and (}k+l,max = dk,max· Also, Xk+l (Tfault) E nk+l,c and nk+l,c c 

nk+l,n, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that Xk+l (t) E nk+l,n for 'v't ~ 0 and lim SUPt--+oo llxk+l (t) II 

Remark 4.5. Note that unlike Theorem 4.2, the unit downstream to the faulty unit 

does not require to preserve nominal operation. In designing the controller for the safe-

parking of the downstream unit as well as for nominally operating the downstream 

unit, the fact that an upstream faulty unit could safe-park has to be accounted for, 

and this is achieved in Theorem 4.3 by designing the controllers for the downstream 

unit such that it can reject the disturbance caused by the faulty unit. In picking the 

safe-park point for k+ 1 th unit, one can additionally incorporate further considerations 

to ensure that the units further downstream can preserve nominal operation. This 

can be done by requiring that the safe-park point for the k + 1th unit be such that 

it also satisfies Xk+l,sf E Dk+l· This allows nominal operation in units downstream 

to the k + 1th unit even though both kth and k + 1th unit are safe-parked. If it so 

happens that there exists no safe-park point for unit k to unit k + p - 1 such that 

nominal operation in downstream units can be continued, then a combination of the 

procedures of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 can be utilized to simultaneously safe-

park unit k to unit k + p to preserve nominal operation (if possible) of the rest of the 

plant. 

Remark 4.6. The proposed framework considers plants where units are connected 

in series. The framework, however can be readily extended to plants where units 
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are connected in a combination of parallel and series fashions. To this end, the safe

park point for faulty unit would have to be chosen using stability region for the unit 

and the Dk estimated for each of downstream units that are directly connected to the 

faulty kth unit. The safe-park point would have to be chosen such that xk,sf resides in 

Ok,n and all Dk· Furthermore, the robust predictive controller for each downstream 

unit would have to be designed to reject maximum disturbance caused by any of 

the upstream unit. To deal with recycle, on the other hand, the process will have 

to be divided into sub-processes (not necessarily the same as individual units) that 

would eventually result in the hierarchical structure of Eq.4.1). A detailed analysis 

of processes with recycle, however, remains outside the scope of the present work. 

Remark 4.7. Note that while the safe-parking framework is presented assuming 

fault in one of the actuators in the unit, it can be readily extended to multiple faults 

occurring simultaneously. When there arc multiple faults occurring in the unit, the 

candidate safe-park points and corresponding stability regions should be calculated 

using failed value for all failed actuators and then a safe-park point should be chosen 

using safe-parking framework to ensure safe operation of the entire plant. Thus, 

generalization to multiple faults (simultaneous or otherwise), while increasing off

line computational cost (due to the necessity of determining the safe-park points for 

all possible combinations of the faults in the control actuators), is possible in the 

proposed framework. 

Remark 4.8. Note that while the safe-parking Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 utilize 'worst

case' estimates of the effect of safe-parking a unit to compute the relevant stability 

region estimates, the current (as well as estimated future trajectories) of the distur

bances can be made available to the downstream controllers resulting in a significantly 
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improved performance. Specifically, when deriving guarantees for safe-parking the 

units it is necessary to use the worst case effect of safe-parking a unit since the exact 

profile of the state variables depends on the process state when the fault takes place. 

However, once a fault takes place, the current value of the process states of the faulty 

unit (which act as 'disturbance' to the downstream unit) can be used in computing 

and improving the control action in the downstream unit (for a demonstration of the 

improved performance using this idea, see the simulation example). 

Remark 4.9. While the results in the present chapter are derived assuming avail

ability of full state feedback, the framework can be extended to handle availability of 

limited measurements. However, to do this, the stability regions for the various oper

ating points in the multi-unit setting would have to be modified to the corresponding 

output-feedback stability region, and the controllers would have to be augmented 

with appropriate state observers (similar to the generalization of safe-parking of an 

isolated unit presented in Chapter 3 to handle availability of limited measurements). 

Note also that the use of predictive controllers allows explicit handling of time-delays 

between subsequent units. Application of the proposed framework under limited 

measurements and time delays, however, remains outside the scope of the present 

work. 

4.4 Application to a two-unit chemical process 

To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed safe-parking framework for multi-unit 

processes, we perform simulation study on a plant comprising of two chemical re

actors in series (also used in El-Farra et al. [2005] in the context of fault-tolerant 

control using communication networks). To this end, consider a process composed of 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the process with two chemical reactors. 

two well-mixed, non-isothermal continuous stirred-tank reactors (CSTRs) with inter-

connections, where three parallel irreversible elementary exothermic reactions of the 

form A ~ B, A ~ U and A ~ R take place, where A is the reactant species, B the 

desired product, and U and R are the undesired byproducts. As shown in Fig.4.2, 

the feed to CSTR-1 consists of pure A at flow rate F0 , molar concentration GAo, and 

temperature T0 , and the feed to CSTR-2 consists of the output of CSTR-1, and an 

additional fresh stream feeding pure A at flow rate F3 , molar concentration C A03, and 

temperature T03 . Due to the nonisothermal nature of the reactions, a heat-exchanger 

at the inlet of the reactors is used to remove heat and two coils are used to add heat 

in each reactor. Under standard modeling assumptions, a mathematical model of the 
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plant can be derived and takes the following form: 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

V denote the temperature of the reactor, the concentration of species A, the rate of 

heat input/removal from the reactor, and the volume of reactor, respectively, with 

subscript 1 denoting CSTR 1, and subscript 2 denoting CSTR 2 . .b.Hi, ki, Ei, i = 

1, 2, 3, denote the enthalpies, pre-exponential constants and activation energies of the 

three reactions, respectively, cP and p denote the heat capacity and density of fluid 

in the reactor. Q1 and Q2 are net heat added/removed from CSTR-1 and CSTR-2, 

respectively. The Q1 term consists of heat removed Q1 c and heat added Q1 hl and , , 

Ql,h2 (i.e. Ql = Ql,c + Ql,hl + Ql,h2) in CSTR-1 while Q2 consists of heat removed 

Q2,c and heat added Q2,hl and Q2,h2 (i.e. Q2 = Q2,c + Q2,hl + Q2,h2) in CSTR-2. The 

values for all the parameters is given in Table 4.1. 

The control objective is to stabilize CSTR-1 at the unstable equilibrium point 

( C AI = 1.69 kmol/m3 , T1 = 424.4 K) and CSTR-2 at the unstable equilibrium 

point (CA2 = 0.89 kmol/m3 , T2 = 444.5 K). The manipulated variables for the 

CSTR-1 are inlet concentration (GAo) and heat removed/added (Q1) while manipu

lated variables for the CSTR-2 are inlet concentration of stream 3 ( C A3o) and heat 
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Table 4.1: Process Parameters and Steady-State Values for the Chemical Reactors of 
Eq.4.10 

I Parameter I Value Unit II Parameter I Value Unit 

Fo 4.998 m3/hr E3 7.53 X 104 kJ/kmol 
F1 4.998 m3/hr p 2000 Kg/m3 

F3 8 m3/hr Cp 0.731 KJ/(kgK) 
v1 1 m 3 

T1s 424.4 K 
v2 3 m3 GAls 1.69 kmol/m3 

R 8.314 KJj(kmolK) T2s 444.5 K 
To 280 K CA2s 0.89 kmoljm3 

To3 280 K Ql,c,max 0 KJ/hr 
CAos 2.4 kmol/m3 

Ql,c,min -2 X 106 KJ/hr 
CA03s 2.6 kmol/m3 

Ql,hl,max 0.5 X 106 KJ/hr 
Qls 0.7 X 106 KJ/hr Ql,hl,min 0 KJjhr 
Q2s 0.3 X 106 KJ/hr Ql,h2,max 1.5 X 106 KJ/hr 

fl.H1 1.00 X 105 kJ/kmol Ql,h2,min 0 KJ/hr 
fl.H2 1.04 X 105 kJjkmol Q2,c,max 0 KJ/hr 
fl.H3 1.08 X 105 kJ/kmol Q2,c,min -2 X 106 KJ/hr 
kw 3.0 X 106 hr-1 

Q2,hl,max 0.5 X 106 KJ/hr 
k2o 3.0 X 105 hr-1 

Q2,hl,min 0 KJ/hr 
k3o 3.0 X 105 hrl Q2,h2,max 1.5 X 106 KJ/hr 
E1 5.0 X 104 kJ/kmol Q2,h2,min 0 KJjhr 
E2 7.53 X 104 kJ/kmol 
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removed/added (Q2 ). Controller prescribed values of Q1 and Q2 are achieved by rna-

nipulating appropriate heating or cooling streams. The constraints on each input arc 

given in Table 4.1. The constraints on net heat added/removed is -2 x 106 ~ Q1 ~ 

2 x 106 KJ /hr and -2 x 106 ~ Q2 ~ 2 x 106 KJ /hr. The constraints on other inputs 

are 0 ~GAo ~ 8 kmol/m3 and 2.3 ~ GA3 ~ 2.9 kmol/m3 . The nominal equilibrium 

points for CSTR-1 and CSTR-2 corresponds to manipulated variable values of GAo= 

2.4 kmol/m3 , Q1 = 0.7 x 106 KJ/hr and GA3 = 2.6 kmoljm3
, Q2 = 3 x 105 KJ/hr. 

For stabilizing the process at the nominal equilibrium point, the robust Lyapunov-

based model predictive controller of Section 4.2.2 is used for each CSTR. The robust 

Lyapunov-based MPC is designed[2:~ng O~O:]uadratic Lyap[::~v ~:~]tion of the form 

Vi = xr P;,xi; i = 1' 2 with pl = and g = (generated by 
0.09 0.02 0.27 0.02 

::v::c::t:~~~t::2o~ Eq[~52.2~]· :: :t1ri~:2 t~c [ott~~]f::i: :::,:: 
0 4 0 lx106 

period of ~i = 0.01 hr, i = 1, 2 is used for MPC implementation. The prediction and 

control horizons of 0.02 hr and 0.02 hr, respectively, are used in implementing the 

predictive controller in both units. It should be noted that as the stability of closed 

loop process system is guaranteed by use of stability constraint in the controller 

formulations, short prediction horizon are chosen to reduce on-line computational 

requirements. For implementation purpose, the robust predictive controller is dis-

continued once the process states reach the neighborhood of the desired equilibrium 

point and a stability constraint of the form Vi(xi(t + ~i)) ~ 0.98"\;i(xi(t)) i = 1, 2 

is incorporated in the optimization problem to guarantee stability of the closed-loop 

system. 
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We first demonstrate the implementation of Theorem 4.2 where it is possible to 

reject the disturbance caused by safe-parking of the faulty unit in the downstream 

unit (sec Section 4.3.2). To this end, consider a fault where one of the heating coils 

in CSTR-1 fails to its fail-safe position (resulting in Q1,h2 = 0) at time t = 1 hr and 

so the constraints on net heat added/removed from CSTR-1 becomes -2 x 106 ~ 

Q1 ~ 0.5 x 106 KJ /hr. This makes it impossible to operate CSTR-1 at the nominal 

equilibrium point because there exist no admissible inputs which can maintain CSTR-

1 at the nominal equilibrium point and, therefore, CSTR-1 needs to be safe-parked 

at a safe-park point. 

c c c c c 0 0 0 0 0 

a a a a a o a a a a a 

a a a a a a a a o a a 

5 
Concentration 

10 

Figure 4.3: Stability region for nominal equilibrium point (fh,n), the set D 1 and 
candidate safe-park points (o) for fail-safe value of Q1,h1 for CSTR-1. x1,sfl and 
x 1,sh are two representative candidate safe-park points where x 1,sh satisfies both the 
requirements of Theorem 4.2, allowing nominal operation in the downstream unit, 
while x 1,sh satisfies the requirements for the safe-parking of an isolated unit. 

The stability region for CSTR-1 is estimated using grid search technique as de

scribed in Section 2.2.3 with grid interval of 1.67 ac and 0.04 Kmol/m3
. The stability 
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region is denoted by 0 1,n in Fig.4.3. A discrete manifold of available candidate safe

park points is generated by solving the steady state system equations for allowable 

values of manipulated variables in the faulty scenario. A grid of manipulated variables 

with interval of 0.06 Kmol/m3 and 0.1 x 106 KJ /s is used to generate the manifold 

and the manifold is shown in Fig.4.3 by 0. 

To demonstrate the need for accounting for the multi-unit nature of the process, 

we first consider the case where a fault occurs in CSTR-1 and it is safe-parked utilizing 

the safe-parking framework for isolated unit described in Section 4.2.3. Therefore a 

safe-park point x1,sfl : (CA1 = 2.58 kmol/m3
, T1 = 452.6 K) is chosen. Note that 

Xl,s/1 E ok,n and N E nk,xl,sft. It is therefore possible to stabilize CSTR-1 at the safe

park point x 1,s/I. However, as can be seen from the dashed line in Fig.4.4, safe-parking 

CSTR-1 at x1,s!I does not permit operating CSTR-2 at the nominal equilibrium point. 

To explain this, we also compute the set D (defined in Eq.4. 7 ) and superimpose on 

the candidate safe-park points in Fig.4.3. It can be seen that the safe-park point 

x 1,s!I is outside the set D. This explains the inability of operating CSTR-2 at the 

nominal equilibrium point. In summary, as x 1,sfi E 0 the operation in CSTR-1 can 

be resumed after fault rectification but during fault rectification the final product 

quality cannot be maintained at desired specifications. In contrast, if the proposed 

safe-parking framework outlined in Theorem 4.2 is utilized, it dictates picking x 1,s/2 : 

(CA1 = 1.90 kmolfm3
, T1 = 471.6 K) as the safe-park point, since x1,s/2 is inside the 

stability region of nominal equilibrium point and inside the set D (i.e x 1,sh E 0 n D) 

as well. x1,s/2 E 0 n D ensures that the non-vanishing disturbance caused by safe

parking of CSTR-1 can be rejected in CSTR-2 while x 1,sh En ensures that nominal 

operation in CSTR-1 can be resumed upon fault repair, as demonstrated by the solid 
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line in Fig.4.4. In summary, the proposed safe-parking framework provides guidelines 

to choose safe-park point such that during fault rectification nominal operation in 

downstream units can be maintained and upon fault repair (at time t = 9 hrs), 

nominal operation of the faulty unit can be resumed. 
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the closed-loop state profiles of CSTR-1 (a,b) and CSTR-2 
( c,d) for the simulation example. Fault occurs at 1 hr and is rectified at 9 hr. Dotted 
lines (- · ·) indicate the case when x 1,s/I (an acceptable safe-park point for the isolated 
unit) is chosen as the safe-park point for CSTR-1 (resulting in inability to maintain 
nominal operation in CSTR-2) while the solid lines (-) show the case when x 1,s/2 

is chosen using the proposed framework as the safe-park point for CSTR-1 (which 
allows nominal operation in CSTR-2). 

Next, we consider the fault scenario, when there is no candidate safe-park point 
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Figure 4.5: Input profiles for CSTR-1 (a,b) and CSTR-2 (c,d) in the simulation 
example. Fault occurs at 1 hr and is rectified at 9 hr. Dotted lines ( · · · ) indicate the 
case when x1,sfl is chosen as the safe-park point for CSTR-1 while the solid lines(-) 
show the case when x 1,sh is chosen as the safe-park point for CSTR-1. 
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Figure 4.6: Stability region for nominal equilibrium point (01,n), the set D 1 and 
candidate safe-park points (o) for failure value of GAo for CSTR-1. It can be seen 
that none of the candidate safe-park point satisfies the conditions in Theorem 4.2, 
thereby requiring simultaneous safe-parking of the units using Theorem 4.3. 

inside 0 n D and thus, there is no safe-park point that can allow continued nominal 

operation in downstream unit (see Section 4.3.3). To this end, consider a case where a 

fault occurs in upstream of CSTR -1 restricting the concentration of inlet stream to 6 :::; 

C Ao :::; 8 kmol/m3 instead of 0 :::; C Ao :::; 8 kmol/m3 . This fault makes it impossible 

to continue nominal operation in CSTR-1 because nominal equilibrium point is not 

an equilibrium point in the faulty scenario. The robust predictive controller for both 

CSTR's is designed and the stability region for CSTR-2 (02,N) is estimated using 

(}min = -dmax and Bmax = dmax in Eq.3. 7. For the simulations we design the robust 

predictive controller for CSTR-2 using Bmax = (0.2 kmol/m3 , 20 K). The stability 

region for nominal operating point and the set Dk as well as the set of equilibrium 

points in faulty scenario are shown in Fig.4.6. From Fig.4.6, it can be seen that there 

exist no candidate safe-park point such that x 1,sf E 0 n Dk and hence, there exists no 

safe-park point for CSTR-1 such that nominal operation in CSTR-2 can be continued. 

This requires that both CSTR-1 and CSTR-2 be safe-parked simultaneously. Out of 
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the safe-park candidates, we choose x 1,sf : (CAl = 3.59 kmol/m3
, T1 = 445.0 K) as 

the safe-park point for CSTR-1, and x 2,st : (CA2 = 1.30 kmol/m3
, T2 = 437.3 K) 

as safe-park point for CSTR-2. As can be seen from the dotted lines in Fig.4.6 

(the corresponding state and input profiles are shown as dotted lines in Fig.4. 7 and 

Fig.4.8, respectively) safe-parking of both CSTR's and subsequent resumption of 

nominal operation (at time t = 9 hrs) is achieved. 
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of the closed-loop state profiles of CSTR-1 (a,b) and CSTR-2 
(c,d). Fault occurs at 1 hr and is rectified at 9 hr. Dotted lines (· · ·) indicate the 
case when disturbance is considered as unmeasured while the solid lines(-) show the 
case when disturbance information is passed to the predictive controller of CSTR-2 
resulting in improved performance. 
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Figure 4.8: Input profiles for CSTR-1 (a,b) and CSTR-2 (c,d). Fault occurs at 1 
hr and is rectified at 9 hr. Dotted lines ( · · · ) indicate the ca..se when disturbance is 
considered as unmeasured while the solid lines (-) show the case when disturbance 
information is passed to the predictive controller of CSTR-2. 
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Finally, we demonstrate the improvement in performance when the measured 

values of the process states of CSTR-1 are used in computing the control action in 

CSTR-2 (instead of the worst case bounds, as described in Remark 4.8). Specifically, 

the expected state trajectory computed by the predictive controller in CSTR-1 is 

passed to the controller for CSTR-2. The controller for CSTR-2, therefore, does not 

use worst-case bounds of the disturbances, but the predicted (and known/measured) 

values of the process states of CSTR-1. The results are shown by the solid lines in 

Figs 4.6--4.8, where the improved performance is clearly visible. In particular, we 

see significantly less overshoot in the temperature and concentration of CSTR-2 both 

when safe-parking CSTR-2 and when resuming nominal operation in CSTR-2. 

4.5 Conclusions 

This chapter considered the problem of control of chemical plants subject to input 

constraints and faults in the control actuators. A safe-parking framework for plant

wide fault-tolerant control was developed to handle faults that preclude the possibility 

of continued operating at the nominal equilibrium point. First a framework was 

developed to select the safe-park point in faulty unit such that nominal operation in 

downstream unit can be continued during fault rectification. Next we considered the 

scenario where no viable safe-park point for the faulty unit exists such that its effect 

can be completely absorbed in the subsequent unit. A methodology was developed 

that allows simultaneous safe-parking of the consecutive units. The efficacy of the 

proposed framework was illustrated using a process comprising two chemical reactors 

in series. 
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Chapter 5 

Safe-Parking of a Styrene Polymerization 

Process t 

5.1 Introduction 

Polymerization processes are an important class of chemical processes. The plastic 

consumption of the world was estimated to be around 200 million tons in 2000 (Rosato 

et al. [2001]) and continues to grow at a substantial rate. Continuous polymeriza-

tion reactors are widely used to produce synthetic polymer products such as styrene. 

The increasing demand for high quality polymers has given impetus to controller 

designs that provide good control of the polymer product properties and minimize 

off-spec product during the start-up and the grade transitions. As with most chem-

ical processes, polymerization reactors are characterized by the presence of process 

nonlinearity, uncertainty and constraints. Over and above the inherent complexity of 

the process, operation has to deal with eventualities such as equipment and control 

tThe results in this chapter are published in "R. Gandhi, D. Baldwin and P. Mhaskar, Safe
Parking of a Styrene Polymerization Process, Ind. Eng. Chern. Res., 48 (15), 7205-7213, 2009". 
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algorithm faults, which, if not addressed in a timely manner, can lead to substantial 

economic losses and safety hazards motivating significant research on fault-tolerant 

control. 

In recent years, there has been a great deal of interest in living chain radical poly

merization due to its ability to produce polymers in which the presence (or absence) 

of branches, number of functional groups (a characteristic of ionic polymerization) 

and the molecular weight distributions can be properly controlled. In polymer chem

istry, the living polymerization is a form of addition polymerization where the ability 

of a growing polymer chain to terminate has been removed and this is accomplished 

in a variety of ways. Chain termination and chain transfer reactions arc absent and 

the rate of chain initiation is also much larger than the rate of chain propagation. 

The result is that the polymer chains grow at a more constant rate than seen in 

the traditional chain polymerization and their lengths remain very similar (i.e., they 

have a very low polydispersity index). Though there has been a lot of research effort 

focused on the understanding of the chemistry of the living chain polymerization, the 

process system engineering aspects of the process, imperative for successful commer

cialization, are less explored. 

Successful commercialization of any process, apart from profitability and feasi

bility, requires that process be safe and operable despite disturbances and faults in 

industrial environment. In this chapter, we design control strategy to control living 

chain polymerization reactor at an unstable operating point using Lyapunov based 

MPC and address the problem of how to operate the reactor during fault-rectification 

for the faults that do not allow continuation of nominal operation in the reactor. First 
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we design a Lyapunov based predictive controller for the styrene polymerization reac

tor in a way that allows for an explicit characterization of the set of initial conditions 

from where the reactor can be stabilized. Then, we consider the problem of han

dling faults in the manipulated inputs. We design and implement the safe-parking 

framework to choose a safe-park point where the reactor can be operated during fault 

rectification. Upon fault recovery, the process states are driven back to the nominal 

operation. This ensures safe-operation and minimizes deviation from specs during 

fault rectification and smooth resumption of nominal operation upon fault recovery. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2, the styrene polymer

ization process is described and a mathematical model for the process is presented. 

Next we describe the control objectives for the styrene polymerization reactor. A 

Lyapunov-based predictive controller is designed in Section 5.3.1 and implemented in 

Section 5.3.2. Next, in Section 5.4.2 a safe-parking framework is designed and used 

to handle faults in Section 5.4.3. Finally we summarize our results in Section 5.5. 

5.2 Process description and modeling 

A schematic of a typical styrene polymerization reactor setup is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

Living Nitroxide-Mediated Radical Polymerization (NMRP) of styrene takes place 

in the CSTR. We consider the scenario where Monomer feed to the CSTR comes 

from two different sources, through intermediate storage tanks, Tank-1 and Tank-

2. Nitroxyl ether is fed to the CSTR to keep the ratio of total monomer feed to 

nitroxyl ether constant. In Bonilla et al. [2002] and Lemoine-Nava et al. [2006], a 

detailed kinetic mechanism for the NMRP of styrene via manomolecular process is 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the Living Nitroxide-Mediated Radical Polymerization re
actor. 

reported (reproduced in Table 5.1 for convenience). The numerical values of the ac-

tivation energy and pre-exponential factors in Arrhenius-like rate constant equations 

arc provided in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.1: NMRP living polymerization kinetic scheme 

Nitroxyl ether decomposition NOE ~ R + NO"x 
kd2 

M d. . t. M + M ktji_,.m D ayo 1menza Ion " 

Thermal initiation D+ 4- M + iJ 
First propagation 
(primary radicals) 

First propagation 
(monomeric radicals) 

First propagation 
( dimcric radicals) 

Propagation 

Dormant-living exchange 

(monomeric alkoxyamine) 

Dormant-living exchange 

(polymeric alkoxyamine) 

Alkoxyaminc decomposition 

Rate enhancement reaction 

Termination by combination 

Termination by disproportionation 

Transfer to monomer 

Transfer to dimer 
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. k . 
R+MBP1 

. k . 
M+MBP1 

. k . 
D+MBP1 

. k . 
Pn+M B Pn+l 

M+NOx~MONx 
ka 

MONx kdf:+mv M + HONx 

D+NOx ~ D+HONx 
. . k 

Pn + P m f!f Dn + Dm 

Pn + P m ~ Dn + Dm 
Pn+Mk~ M +Dn 

Pn + D kf3j iJ + Dn 
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Table 5.2: NRMP living polymerization kinetic information 
Parameter Value Unit 

ki 
e(7.0233 e-7616.7/T) L/(mols) 

kdim 104.4 e\-93.5/RT) L/(mols) 
kp 107.63 e< -32.51/ RT) L/(mols) 

ktc 1. 7 X 109 e-843JT L/(mols) 
ktd 0 L/(mols) 

ktrm 0 L/(mols) 

ktrd 0 L/(mols) 

kdecamp 5_7 X 1014 e-153/RT L/s 
kh3 0.1 L/(mols) 
kd 4_7 X 109e-9.6296JRT L/(mols) 

ka 3 X 1013 e-124jRT L/s 
kd2 kd L/(mols) 

ka2 ka L/s 

Table 5.3: Design parameters and thermodynamic information 
Design Paraiileter Value Unit 
Monomer feed stream concentration 8.7 mol/L 
Nitroxyl ether feed stream concentration 0.0087 mol/L 
Feed stream flow rate 0.372 L/s 
Feed stream temperature 403.15 K 
Cooling water flow rate 1 L/s 
Cooling water feed temperature 293.15 K 
Reactor volume 9450 L 
Cooling jacket volume 2000 L 
Heat transfer coefficient 80 Jj(m2sK) 
Heat transfer area 19.5 m2 

Heat of reaction -73000 Jjmol 
Feed stream heat capacity 1647.27 Jj(kgK) 
Cooling water heat capacity 4045.7 Jj(kgK) 
Feed stream density 0.915 kg/L 
Cooling water density 1 kg/L 
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5.2.1 Styrene polymerization reactor model 

We utilize the mathematical model derived in Verazaluce-Garcia et al. [2000] and 
Lcmoine-Nava et al. [2006], reproduced below: 

dM (M;n - M) 2 · · · - = - 2kd;,.,.M - k;DM- kpM(D + M + R)- kpMYo- ktr,.,.MYo + kdecornpMONx 
dt 8 
dD D 2 dt =- () + kd;,.,.M - k;DM- ktrdDYa - kh3 DNOx 

dNOE (NOE,O - NOE) - k NO + k NO R 
dt 8 a2 E d2 x 

dM M . . 
dt =- 8 + k;DM- kpMM- kdNOxM + kaMONx + ktrrnMYo 

dR R . . 
dt =- {j- kpRM + ka 2 NOE- kd2RNOx 

db b . 
dt =- () + k;DM- kpDM + ktrdDYo + kh3 DNOx 

m~ N~ . . 
d_"t =- -

8
-- kdNOxYo + kaZo + ka 2 NOE- kdNOxM + kaMONx- kd2NOxR- kh3 DNOx 

dMONx MONx · 
_d_t_ =- -

8
- + kdNOxM- kaMONx - kdecornpMONx 

dYo Yo · · · dt =- 8 + kpM(D + M + R) + kaZo- Yo(kdNOx + ktrrnM + ktrdD + (ktc + ktd)Yo) 

dZo Zo dt =- e + kdNOxYo- kaZo 

dT (Tin-T) ((-b.H)kpM(M+R+D+Yo)) (UA(T-Tj)) 
- = + - -'-:--'c---::-::~ 
dt 8 (pCp,.,.) (pCp,.. Vj) 

dTi _ Qw (T· . _ T) (UA(T- Tj)) 
dt - Vj J,tn 1 + (pCP"' Vi) 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

dY1 Y1 · · · dt =- 8 + kpM(D + M + R) + kaZl + kpMYo- Y1 (kdNOx + ktrrnM + ktrdD + (ktc + ktd)Yo) (5.13) 

d~ ~ . . . 
- =-- + kpM(D + M + R+ Yo+ 2Y1) + kaZ2- Y2 (kdNOx + ktrrnM + ktrdD + (ktc + ktd)Yo) (5.14) 
dt 8 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

where M is monomer concentration, Dis dimer concentration, NOE is nitroxyl ether 

concentration, M is monomer radical concentration, R is primary radical concentra

tion, D is dimer radical concentration, NOx is nitroxide concentration, MONx is 
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alkoxyamine concentration, T is reactor temperature, Tj is jacket water temperature, 

Qw is cooling water fl.owrate to jacket, Min is concentration of monomers in feed, Vis 

the volume of the reactor, Q is total volumetric fl.owrate fed to reactor and e = ~. A 

material balance for the species and polymer moments in the styrene polymerization 

reactor gives Eqs.5.1-5.10 and Eqs.5.13-5.19. An energy balance for both the reactor 

and the cooling jacket gives Eqs.5.11-5.12. The evolution of the process state of the 

reactor is governed by 12 equations i.e. Eqs.5.1-5.12. The rest of the model equations 

arc required to calculate the end product quality measures such as average molecular 

weight and polydispcrsity. The values of the design parameters for the reactor and the 

thermodynamic properties are shown in Table 5.3. The polymer end properties such 

as average number molecular weight (Mn), average weight molecular weight (Mw) 

and polydispersity are calculated using Eqs.5.20-5.22. 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

where MWM is the monomer molecular weight (104.16 g/mol). 

5.2.2 Control strategy 

In this section, we briefly explain the control objectives and the control strategy for 

the styrene polymerization reactor. The control objective is to ensure production 

of desired end quality, defined via the quality measures such as average molecular 

weight and polydispersity. The manipulated variables for achieving this objective are 
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monomer feed fiowrate and cooling water fiowrate. To facilitate controller design, the 

process model of Eqs.5.1-5.22 can be divided into three groups as follows. 

x = f(x) + g(x)u 

z = l(x, z) 

y = h(x,z) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

where x = [M, D, NOE, M, R, D, NOx, MONx, Y,, Za, T, Ti]T is the 

vector of state variables, u = [Min, QwJT is the vector of manipulated inputs, z = 

[Y1, Y2, Z1, Z2, Q0 , Q1, Q2]T is the vector of output variables andy= [Mn, Mw, 

Polydispersity ]T are the quality variables. The control objective is to stabilize the 

process at the desired values of process states, chosen to yield the desired product 

quality indicators; furthermore, for the sake of illustration, an average molecular 

weight in the range 20,000- 22,000 gmjmol and the polydispersity in the range 

2. 7 - 2.9 is deemed acceptable. 

Note that the polymerization reaction exhibits heat balance multiplicity and there 

can be one or three equilibrium points depending on the values of the process parame

ters. Where multiple equilibrium points exist, the equilibrium points corresponding to 

the upper and lower temperatures arc stable while the equilibrium point correspond

ing to the middle temperature is unstable. Unlike a typical reaction, the reaction rate 

in polymerization reactor does not increase monotonically with the temperature due 

to gel effects in the reactor at higher conversions. To attain optimal reaction rate in 

the reactor, therefore, the reactor is operated at mid-range temperatures, resulting in 

the need to operate the process at an unstable equilibrium point (denoted by N). The 
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physical limitations in the process design imposes the following constraints on the ma

nipulated variables; the constraints for the monomer feed fiowrate is 0 ::; Q ::; 0.8 1/s 

and for the cooling water fiowrate is 0 ::; Qw ::; 5 1/s. The steady state values of 

the state variables corresponding to the nominal values of the manipulated variables 

Qw = 1 1/s and Q = 0.52 1/s are given in Table 5.5. 

5.3 Lyapunov-based model predictive control of 

the polymerization reactor 

In this section, we design and implement a recently developed 1yapunov-based pre

dictive controller on the polymerization reactor. The key benefit of the predictive 

control design is that it possesses an explicitly characterized set of initial conditions 

from where it is guaranteed to be feasible, and hence stabilizing in the presence of 

input constraints. 

5.3.1 Controller design 

Consider the system of Eq.5.23 for which we design a predictive controller (Mhaskar 

et al. [2005]) of the form: 

argmin{J(x, t, u(-))Ju(-) E S} 

s.t. i; = f(x) + G(x)u(t) 

V(x(T)) ::; -~:* V T E [t, t +~)if V(x(t)) > 5' 

V(x(T))::; 5' V T E [t, t + ~) if V(x(t))::; 5' 
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x(t + T) E rr+ \f T E [t, t + 6.) if V(x(t)) > cmax+ (5.30) 

where S = S(t, T) is the family of piecewise constant functions (functions continuous 

from the right), with period 6., mapping [t, t + T] into U and Tis the horizon (with 

NMPC = T / 6.. Eq.5.27 is the nonlinear model describing the time evolution of 

the state x, V is a control Lyapunov function and E/, t:* are controller parameters. 

The parameters cmax+ and the set rr+ are defined below. A control u(-) in S is 

characterized by the sequence { u [j]}, j = 0 ... N M PC - 1. The performance index is 

given by 

i
t+T 

J(x,t,u(·)) = t [llxu(s;x,t)l\~w + llu(s)ll~] ds (5.31) 

where Qw is a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix and Rw is a strictly positive 

definite symmetric matrix. xu(s; x, t) denotes the solution of Eq.5.23, due to control 

u, with initial state x at time t. The minimizing control u[O] E S is then applied to 

the plant over the interval [t, t + 6.) and the procedure is repeated indefinitely. 

For all values of the styrene polymerization process, negative definiteness of the 

Lyapunov function derivative can be achieved subject to manipulated input con-

straints (and independent of the control law) in the set described by: 

m 

rr+ {x E ne: LtV(x) + LLG?'inV(x)ui ~ -t:**} (5.32) 
i=l 

where La?'in V(x)ui =La; V(x)u!nax' if La; V(x) ~ 0 and LG?'in V(x)ui =La; V(x)u!,.in' 

if La; V(x) > 0 and t:** is a positive number (appropriately defined, and related to 

t:* through the sampling time 6.; see Mahmood and Mhaskar [2008] for details). The 

set rr+ therefore denotes the entire set of initial conditions from where V < -t:** is 

achievable. The idea behind the expression in Eq.5.32 is as follows: each element of 
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the vector La V ( x), denoted by La; V ( x) captures the effect of the ith component of 

the manipulated input on the Lyapunov function derivative. The term Larin V(x)ui 

therefore captures the most that the ith manipulated input can contribute towards 

making V(x) negative. Alternatively, the expression can also be thought of as the 

set of states for which V(x) is negative under the 'bang-bang' control law given by 

ui(x) = -sgn(La;V(x))u?orm (for the case where Ju~axl = Ju~inl = uiorm) where 

sgn(x) = 1 if x ~ 0 and sgn(x) = -1 if x < 0. Subsequently, computation of the 

largest level set n+' of the form 

n+ (5.33) 

completely contained in rr+ provides an estimate of the stability region. For further 

details on the controller design and a stability proof, see Mahmood and Mhaskar 

[2008]. 

Remark 5.1. The Lyapunov based predictive controller of Eqs.5.26-5.31 guarantees 

stability from all initial conditions inside set n+. If the process states are initially 

outside the set n+ but inside the set rr+ then the constraints in the predictive con

troller formulation requiring that process states remain inside the set rr+ allows to 

possibly enhance the set of initial conditions from where the process can be stabilized. 

Given the high dimensional nature of the problem, and the possible conservatism as

sociated with utilizing quadratic Lyapunov functions (which are easy to construct) 

this constraint provides further assurance that the controller will be able to recover 

from a disturbance that throws it away from nominal operation. 
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5.3.2 Controller implementation 

We now implement the Lyapunov-based predictive controller on the styrene poly

merization reactor. The Lyapunov-based model predictive controller minimizes a 

quadratic cost function subject to input and stability constraints. Note that for the 

controller design, we utilize a quadratic Lyapunov function of the form V = xT Px, 

where P is positive definite matrix calculated by solving the Riccati equality of 

Eq.2.2. The stability guarantees however, explicitly account for the nonlinear process 

model. Prediction and control horizons of 100 sec are used for the controller design 

and implementation. A discretized version of the stability constraint of the form 

V(x(t + ~)) ~ 0.99V(x(t)) is incorporated in the MPC optimization problem. 

We tested the controller implementation from several initial conditions. Shown 

here is the simulation result for a cold filled start-up of the polymerization reactor 

where the polymerization is started from an initial condition Mn = 8 mol/L, T = 

300 K and Ti = 300 K while all the other concentrations start at zero. As can be 

seen in the Fig. 5.2, the Lyapunov based predictive controller is able to stabilize the 

process at the desired unstable operating point. Fig. 5.3 shows the corresponding 

input profiles. Fig. 5.4 shows the evolution of the Lyapunov function and it can be 

seen that the Lyapunov function continuously decreases, driving the process towards 

the desired operating point. 
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Figure 5.2: State profile evolution (solid lines) for the stabilization of the styrene 
polymerization process from a cold startup to the desired unstable equilibrium point 
(a) Monomer concentration (M), (b) Reactor Temperature (T), and (c) Jacket Tem
perature (Tj)- The dotted lines denote the desired steady-state values. 
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Figure 5.3: Input profile for the stabilization of the styrene polymerization process 
from a cold startup to the desired unstable equilibrium point (a) Inlet monomer 
fiowrate (Q), and (b) Jacket cooling water fl.owrate (Qw)- The dotted lines denote 
the nominal values of the manipulated inputs. 
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Figure 5.4: Lyapunov function evolution for the stabilization of the styrene poly
merization reactor process from a cold startup to the desired unstable equilibrium 
point. 

5.4 Handling faults in the operation of the poly-

merization reactor 

In this section, we design a framework for handling actuator faults in the polymer-

ization process. To this end, first we formulate the problem and then design and 

implement a safe-parking framework Chapter 2 on the polymerization process. 

5.4.1 Problem statement 

We illustrate the safe-parking mechanism by considering a fault scenario where the 

valve regulating the flow from one of the monomer tanks ( tank-1) fails and reverts 

to its fail safe (completely shut) position. This results in modified constraints on the 

monomer feed flow rate 0 ~ Q ~ 0.4 L/s. As the nominal operating point corresponds 

to Q = 0.52 L/s, no value of the functioning manipulated inputs 0 ~ Qw ~ 5 L/s and 

0 ~ Q ~ 0.4 L/s exists such that the nominal equilibrium point (N) continues to be 

an equilibrium point of the process subject to the fault. This requires that the process 
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be shutdown or be taken to some other operating point that is an equilibrium point 

for the allowable values of the manipulated variable in the faulty scenario. In this 

chapter, we use the safe-parking framework that systematically selects a temporary 

operating point so that the process can be safely operated during fault rectification 

and upon fault recovery nominal operation can be efficiently resumed. The selection 

of the temporary operating point is made such that the polymer product during fault 

rectification has quality close to the desired product quality. 

5.4.2 Safe-parking framework 

For the styrene polymerization reactor, consider a fault scenario described in Section 

5.4.1 where the monomer feed from one of the feed tanks is lost due to a fault in 

the feed unit. The fault takes place at time yfauu and is repaired at time rrepair. 

Maintaining Qw = 1 L/s and Q = 0.4 L/s (maximum possible value for monomer 

feed flowrate) may drive the process state to a point from where it may not be 

possible to resume the nominal operation upon fault-repair, or even if possible, may 

yield significantly off-spec product (see the simulation section for a demonstration). 

Furthermore, even if the output variables can be maintained close to specs during 

fault repair, it is important to ensure resumption of nominal operation especially 

in the context of a plant setting where the outlet from the unit goes into another 

processing unit, and resuming nominal operation of the entire state variables (not 

just the quality variables) is necessary to minimize disruptions downstream. 

For the allowable ranges of inputs 0 :::; Qw :::; 5 L/s and 0 :::; Q :::; 0.4 L/s, a set 

of equilibrium points where the process can be stabilized during fault rectification 

can be calculated and is denoted as the candidate safe-park set, Xc := { Xc E lRn : 
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f(xc) + g(xc)u = 0, 0 ~ Qw ~ 5 L/s, 0 ~ Q ~ 0.4 L/s}. The safe-park candidates 

therefore represent the equilibrium points at which the unit can be stabilized, subject 

to the failed actuator, and with the other manipulated variables within the allowable 

ranges. 

Arbitrarily choosing a temporary operating point Xs E Xc (as with trying to run 

the monomer feed at the maximum residual flow rate), may yield significantly off-spec 

product during fault-rectification, motivating the need to implement the safe-parking 

framework. The key requirements for the choice of a safe-park point is that, 1) 

it should be possible to drive the process to the safe-park point from the nominal 

equilibrium point, 2) it should be possible to operate the process at the temporary 

operating point with the allowable values of manipulated variables in faulty scenario, 

and 3) it should be possible to resume nominal operation after the fault is rectified. 

These requirements can be satisfied by choosing an operating point such that 1) the 

process state at the time of failure resides in the stability region of the safe-park 

candidate (subject to depleted control action), so the process can be driven to the 

candidate safe-park point and 2) the safe-park candidate resides within the stability 

region of the nominal control configuration so the process can be returned to nominal 

operation after fault repair. 

These requirements are formalized in Theorem 5.1 below. To this end, consider 

the fault scenario described earlier where the failure occurs in one of the monomer 

feed units. The stability region under nominal operation, denoted by n~, has been 

characterized for the model predictive controller of Eqs.5.26-5.31. Similarly, for a 

candidate safe-park point Xc, we denote n~ as the stability region (computed a priori) 

and u = Un and u = Uxc are the controllers designed to stabilize the process at the 
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nominal equilibrium point and the safe-park point, respectively. 

Theorem 5.1. [Chapter 2] Consider the constrained system of Eq.5.23 under the 

model predictive controller of Eqs.5.26-5.31 designed, for a given positive number E, 

to achieve lim sup /lx(t)l/ :::; t. If x(O) E 0~, x(Tfault) EDt and Dt c D~, then the 
t--+oo 

switching rule 

Un ' 0 :=:; t < Tfault 

u(t) rtault :::; t < rrepair (5.34) 

Un ' rrepair :::; t 

guarantees that x(t) E 0~ 't:/ t 2: 0 and lim sup /lx(t)jj :::; E. 
t--+oo 

Remark 5.2. Note that the assumption that the failed actuator reverts to the fail-

safe position allows enumerating the possible fault situations for any given set of 

manipulated inputs a-priori to determine the safe-park candidates off-line and then 

pick the appropriate safe-park point online (the condition X 8 E D~ can be verified 

off-line, however x(Tfault) E D~. needs to be verified online, but only requires an 

algebraic calculation). The assumption reflects the practice wherein actuators have 

a built-in fail-safe position to which they revert upon failure. The fail-safe positions 

arc typically determined to minimize the possibility of excursion to dangerous con-

ditions such as high temperatures and pressures (setting a coolant valve to fail to a 

fully open position, while setting a steam valve to fail to a shut position). In the 

unlikely event that the actuators experience a mechanical failure and are not able to 

revert to a fail-safe position, one can work with simplified (albeit without guarantees) 

estimates of the stability regions that can be generated much faster (and therefore 

computed online, upon fault-occurrence), to implement the safe-parking mechanism. 
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Specifically, instead of stability regions estimated by constructing invariant sets n+ 

within the set of initial conditions rr+ for which the Lyapunov-function can be made 

to decay, one can use the set rr+ (which is much easier to compute) to implement the 

safe-park mechanism as is done in this work. Note also that while the statement of 

Theorem 2 considers faults in one of the actuators, generalizations to multiple faults 

(simultaneous or otherwise) arc possible, albeit involving the expected increase in 

off-line computational cost (due to the necessity of determining the safe-park points 

for all combinations of the faults in the control actuators). Note also that while the 

computational requirements grow with increase in the number of states and inputs, 

the majority of the computations are off-line and require only algebraic computations. 

Remark 5.3. The presence of constraints on the manipulated inputs limits the set 

of initial conditions from where the process can be driven to a desired equilibrium 

point. Control designs that allow an explicit characterization of their stability re

gions, and their use in deciding the safe-park point is therefore critical in determining 

the viability of a candidate safe-park point. Note the presence of a point in the sta

bility region can be verified by evaluating the Lyapunov function value. Note also 

that while the proposed safe-parking framework assumes apriori knowledge of the 

fail-safe positions of the actuators, it does not require a priori knowledge of the fault 

and recovery times, and only provides appropriate switching logic that is executed 

when and if a fault takes place and is subsequently rectified. Note that while not 

explicitly considered in this chapter, plant-model mismatch and disturbances can be 

accounted for in the proposed framework. In particular, first a robust MPC must be 

designed that provides an estimate of the stability region in the presence of uncer

tainties and then the safe-parking algorithm should be implemented using the robust 
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stability region estimates (sec Chapter 3 for further details). On the other hand, if 

the measurements are available only asynchronously, there exists a limiting value of 

measurement loss fraction within which the predictive controller continues to enforce 

practical stability (see Mhaskar et al. [2007]), and if the sensor data-loss is found to 

be within the acceptable limit, the predictive controller can be utilized to implement 

the safe-parking framework. 

Remark 5.4. Note that the choice of the control Lyapunov function has an effect 

on the estimates of the stability region, and, in turn, on the implementation of the 

proposed safe-parking framework. Referring to the choice of the control Lyapunov 

function, it is important to note that a general procedure for the construction of CLFs 

for nonlinear process systems of the form of Eq.5.27 is currently not available. Yet, for 

several classes of nonlinear process systems that arise commonly in the modeling of 

engineering applications, it is possible to usc suitable approximations (Dubljevic and 

Kazantzis [2002]) or exploit system structure to construct CLFs. The key is for the 

control design to be able to utilize the CLF to ensure a well defined stability region, 

which enables the implementation of the proposed safe-parking framework. Note also 

that implicit in the implementation of the proposed safe-parking mechanism is the 

assumption of the presence of fault-detection and isolation filters. The proposed safe

parking framework determines the necessary course of action after a fault has been 

detected and isolated and can be readily integrated with any of the existing (e.g., El

Farra and Ghantasala [2007], Ghantasala and El-Farra [2008], Mhaskar et al. [2008]) 

fault-detection and isolation structures. 

Remark 5.5. Often, a large set of equilibrium points may qualify as safe-park points 

and satisfy the requirements in Theorem 5.1. In such a scenario, a safe-park point that 
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is optimal from an economic sense should be chosen as a safe-park point. In Chapter 2, 

a framework to incorporate the cost (a) for transitioning from the nominal equilibrium 

point to a safe-park point, (b) for operating the process at a safe-park point and (c) 

of transitioning from a safe-park point to the nominal equilibrium point after fault is 

rectified was presented. For the styrene polymerization reactor, when more than one 

candidate safe-park point is available, the safe-park point which produces polystyrene 

with the end product qualities closest to the desired product quality is chosen as the 

safe-park point. 

5.4.3 Safe-parking of styrene polymerization reactor 

Consider the fault described in Section 5.4.1, where the monomer feed from one of 

the feed tanks is lost due to a fault in the feed unit. In this faulty scenario, the 

nominal equilibrium point is no longer an equilibrium point and the process can not 

be operated at the nominal equilibrium point and needs to be operated at some other 

operating point. In the absence of the safe-parking framework, one possibility is that 

even after being informed of the fault, the controller tries to maintain operation at the 

nominal operating point with available control action. Since the nominal equilibrium 

point is no longer an equilibrium point in the faulty scenario, the states go to another 

equilibrium point (as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 5.5). The corresponding 

input profile is shown (see dashed lines) in Fig. 5.6. As a result, the product during 

fault-repair has a number average molecular weight (Mn) of 27073 gm/mol and 

polydispersity of 4.05 which are significantly away from the desired values and is 

essentially a waste product. 

We next demonstrate the scenario when the safe-parking framework of Section 
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Table 5.4: Candidate safe-park points 
I No I M (mol/L) I T (K) I Qw (L/s) I Q (L/s) I Mn (gm/mol) I Poly-dispersity I 

1 6.668 367.5 0.56 0.34 26226 2.615 
2 6.407 368.9 0.56 0.32 29340 2.441 
3 7.010 364.6 0.51 0.35 22036 2.981 
4 6.198 373.5 0.85 0.38 31732 2.247 
5 5.971 373.8 0.74 0.34 34323 2.183 
6 5.709 376.1 0.82 0.34 37202 2.088 
7 5.398 376.8 0.70 0.30 40541 2.026 
8 4.986 381.0 0.85 0.31 44627 1.934 
9 4.520 384.8 0.89 0.30 48909 1.872 
10 3.689 391.4 0.80 0.27 55469 1.810 

Table 5.5: Values of state variable corresponding to nominal equilibrium point, safe
park point and the equilibrium point where process settles in absence of safe-parking 
framework 

State/ property Units Nominal safe-park Controller tries to 
Equilibrium point (xsf) to maintain 

point (N) nominal operation 
M mol/L 7.13 7.01 8.49 
D mol/L 1.21 x 10-3 1.13 x 10-3 1.46 x 10-4 

NOE mol/L 3.35 x 10-3 3.66 x 10-3 8.33 X 10 3 

M mol/L 1.39 x 10-12 1.14 x 10-12 5.40 x 10-14 

R mol/L 3.82 x 10-11 2.84 x 10-11 2.7o x 10-11 

D mol/L 1.40 x 10-12 1.15 x 10-12 5.43 x 10-14 

Nox mol/L 3.36 X 10 7 2.39 X 10 7 3.63 X 10 .7 

MONx mol/L 6.66 x 10-7 6.06 X 10-t 1.95 x 10-8 

Yo 1.12 X 10 8 9.48 X 10 8 1.50 X 10 _g 

Za 5.35 X 10 3 5.04 X 10 3 3.67 X 10 -4 

T K 369.50 364.57 331.73 
Tj K 323.90 326.74 314.02 
Q L/s 0.52 0.35 -

Qw L/s 1.00 0.51 -

Mn mol/L 20585 22036 27073 
Polydispcrsity 2.81 2.98 4.05 
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Figure 5.5: (a) Monomer concentration (M) (b) Reactor Temperature (T), and the 
(c) Jacket Temperature (T1) for living chain styrene polymerization reactor. Fault 
occurs at 5 min and is rectified at 75 min. Dashed lines (- -) show the state profile 
when the controller tries to maintain nominal operation despite fault in one of the 
monomer streams and the solid lines (-) show the state profile for t he case when the 
safe-parking framework is implemented. 
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Figure 5.6: (a) Inlet monomer fiowrate (Q) , and (b) Jacket cooling water fiowrate 
( Qw) for the living chain styrene polymerization reactor. Fault occurs at 5 min and is 
rectified at 75 min. Dashed lines (- -) show the input profile when the controller tries 
to maintain nominal operation despite fault in inlet concentration stream and the 
solid lines (-) show the input profile for the case when the safe-parking framework 
is implemented. 
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5.4 is utilized to select the operating point during fault rectification. Some of the 

candidate safe-park points, deemed acceptable from a steady state stand point and 

a stability region standpoint (verified via presence in the easy to compute rr+ set 

instead of the n+ set, albeit relying on successive feasibility of the control law) are 

shown in Table 5.4. From the set of candidate safe-park points, a safe-park point 

which produces styrene with quality closest to the desired values is chosen as a safe

park point. In particular, as Xsf, 3 has polymer quality closest to the desired value, 

it is chosen as the safe-park point for operating the reactor during fault rectification. 

The values of the process states corresponding to the safe-park point Xsf, 3 are given 

in Table 5.5. As shown by the solid lines in Fig. 5.5, the process is stabilized at 

the safe-park point Xsf during fault rectification and nominal operation is resumed 

after the fault is rectified. The corresponding input profile is shown by dashed lines 

in Fig. 5.6. The product during the operation at the safe-park point has a number 

average molecular weight (Mn) of 21,349 gm/mol and polydispersity of 2.72; both 

of these properties arc very close to the desired product qualities. In summary, a 

fault that precludes continued process operation at the nominal equilibrium point 

is handled via a safe-parking framework that enables both stable process operation 

and acceptable product quality during fault rectification, and smooth resumption of 

nominal operation upon fault rectification. 

5.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we focused on fault tolerant control of living nitroxide-mediated rad

ical polymerization of styrene in a CSTR. First, a model predictive controller was 

designed and implemented to operate the reactor at an optimal, unstable operating 
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point. Next, faults were considered that do not allow continuation of nominal opera

tion. A safe-parking framework was designed and shown (via closed-loop simulations) 

achieve a product during fault rectification that complies with required product spec

ifications, and enable smooth resumption of nominal operation. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

This work considered the problem of control of nonlinear process systems subject to 

input constraints and faults in the control actuators. A safe-parking framework was 

developed for handling faults that preclude the possibility of continued operating at 

the nominal equilibrium point. First, Lyapunov-based model predictive controllers, 

that allow for an explicit characterization of the stability region subject to constraints 

on the manipulated input, were designed. The stability region was utilized in selecting 

'safe-park' points from the safe-park candidates (equilibrium points subject to failed 

actuators). Specifically, a candidate parking point was termed a safe-park point if 

1) the process state at the time of failure resides in the stability region of the safe

park candidate (subject to depleted control action), and 2) the safe-park candidate 

resides within the stability region of the nominal control configuration. Performance 

considerations, such as ease of transition from and to the safe-park point and cost 

of running the process at the safe-park point, were then quantified and utilized in 
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choosing the optimal safe-park point. The proposed framework was illustrated using 

a chemical reactor example and its robustness with respect to parametric uncertainty 

and disturbances was demonstrated via a styrene polymerization process. 

Next, we extended the safe-parking framework to handle practical issues such as 

model-plant mismatch, disturbances and unavailability of all process state measure

ments. We proposed robust model predictive controller to handle process parameter 

uncertainties, disturbances and measurement noise. Then we considered the problem 

of availability of limited measurements. An output feedback Lyapunov-based model 

predictive controller, utilizing an appropriately designed state observer (to estimate 

the unmeasured states), was formulated and its stability region explicitly character

ized. An algorithm was then presented that accounts for the unavailability of the 

state measurements in the safe-parking framework. The proposed framework was 

illustrated using a chemical reactor example and demonstrated on a styrene polymer

ization process. 

Next, a safe-parking framework for plant-wide fault-tolerant control was developed 

to handle faults that preclude the possibility of continued operating at the nominal 

equilibrium point. First a framework was developed to select the safe-park point 

in faulty unit such that nominal operation in downstream unit can be continued 

during fault rectification. Next we considered the scenario where no viable safe-park 

point for the faulty unit exists such that its effect can be completely absorbed in the 

subsequent unit. A methodology was developed that allows simultaneous safe-parking 

of the consecutive units. The efficacy of the proposed framework was illustrated using 

a process comprising two chemical reactors in series. 
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We then demonstrated the efficacy of proposed safe-parking framework on prac

tical and bigger system. We implemented safe-parking framework for fault tolerant 

control of living nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization of styrene in a CSTR. 

First, a model predictive controller was designed and implemented to operate the 

reactor at an optimal, unstable operating point. Next, faults were considered that do 

not allow continuation of nominal operation. A safe-parking framework was designed 

and shown (via closed-loop simulations) achieve a product during fault rectification 

that complies with required product specifications, and enable smooth resumption of 

nominal operation. 

6.2 Recommendations for Future Work 

Recommendations for future work are presented below. 

1. The present work considered actuator faults and process equipments faults. 

Another important class of failure is sensor failures leading to measurement 

losses. The loss of sensor measurements can render some of process states 

unobservable and if these unobservable states are unstable, to ensure safety of 

entire process, it becomes essential that observable process states (or some of 

the observable process states) be driven to another operating point such that 

the unstable unobservable process states becomes bounded or stable. 

2. In the present work a grid search is used to estimate the stability region and 

available equilibrium points in failure scenario. The computation requirement 

for grid search technique increases exponentially with increase in the number 

of process states. Further work is recommended for using optimization based 
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approach to estimate the stability region. Here the objective is to find biggest 

ellipsoid (level set of Lyapunov function) such that the Lyapunov function can 

be made to decrease for all points inside the ellipsoid. This gives rise to mixed 

integer nonlinear optimization problem (due to switched control law), which 

are difficult to solve for global optimal solution. Also, optimization based ap

proaches can be used to select optimal safe-park point. This requires solving 

optimization problem to find the equilibrium point for the process in failure 

scenario, such that choosing this equilibrium point as 'safe-park' point will 

minimize the cost of operation during safe-parking procedure and also will sat

isfy the stability requirements of 'safe-park' point. If both above problems can 

be solved as separate optimization problems, next stage can be to combine 

these two problems to one optimization problem that will, at once, 1) estimate 

stability regions and 2) find optimal 'safe-park point'. 

3. As mentioned in Remark 4.6, the proposed safe-parking framework for plant

wide fault tolerant control can be extended to deal with multi-unit processes 

with recycle streams. In cases where the effect of the safe-parking of the faulty 

unit can be absorbed in downstream units, this extension is straight forward as 

presented in Chapter 4. On the other hand, if the disturbance caused by safe

parking of faulty unit can't be rejected in the downstream units, it becomes 

necessary to safe-park multiple units simultaneously. Due to presence of recycle 

stream, the safe-park points for the units can't be determined sequentially, but 

the safe-park points for all the units must be selected in coordination. This 

can be accomplished by using overall plant model to calculate the candidate 

safe-park points for each unit that needs to be safe-parked and then verifying 
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whether the candidate safe-park point satisfies safe-parking requirements or not. 

Further work is recommended to explore details of safe-parking for systems with 

recycled streams. 
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